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Initial

Workout of

1956-57 Season
Over Mach
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all

at

Meeting

225 Attend Monthly

Christmas party was held
night by Beechwood Reformed Church Friendship Mission
Circle at Cumerford’s dining room.
The group sang Christmas carols
followed by devotions conducted by
Mrs. Marvin Vanden Bosch.
Mrs. Bastian Kruithof of Grand
Rapids was guest speaker. She

Monday

Roundtablein Zeeland;
Discuss ’57

over the

'Given a Shot’

Scores of traffic accidents, In-

$105,425 Pledged

marked the sudden itorm which
began in the South Dakota-Color-

The businessmeeting was

man Robert S. DeBruyn who presided at a short general session

ado region and swept the Midwest.
Trafficwas so jammed in Milwaukee that a snow emergency was
called by city officials.The entire
city snow removal force was called

Area

Uso

Pipeline After

WeH

in

Fizzle*

Ont

Guy E. Bell, Superintendent of
the Board of Public Works, said
the Board had not Intended to
use lake water so soon, but the

Sentences Given

general direction of District Chair-

To Hospital Drive

Forced to

charge of the president,Mrs. Elton
A half-milliongallons of Lake
Van Pernls. Spiritual Life topic
was "Why the Shepherds?” read Michiganwater were pumped into
by Mrs. Richard Bell, Jr. Mrs. Holland Wednesday afternoontf
Kenneth Ooeterbaan closed toe
an emergency measure after a city
meeting with prayer.
well went dry Friday.

The event, planned as a special
Christmasmeeting, was under toe

cluding a number of fatal crashes

BPW

land.

District.
state

OfLakeVater

told about her experiences }n Scot-

Program

An overflow crowd of 225 adult
Scouting leaders packed Zeeland
City Hall Tuesday night for the
largest monthly roundtablemeeting ever held In the Chippewa

was

recalled into service.
snow, coupled with sub-zero and He is now a member of the city
near - zero temperatures,snarled council. He is married and the
father of three children.
Michigan traffic and brought out

snow removal crews

Holland Faucets

By Friendship Circle

Attendance

Mark

Haven in 1946 and has been practicing his profession here since
that time with the exceptionof
two years, 1952 to 1954, when he

fluffy

W2

A

-

Dr. Creason came to Grand

More Cold Forecast

Holland Since

i

reelection.

of State;

TTiree to five inches

Scoot Leaders

GRAND
(Special)
Dr. William Creason, Grand Haven dentist, announced today he
would be a candidate for mayor
in the April election to succeed
Claude Ver Duin, who announced
Wednesday that he would not seek

Roads Said Slippery

A

Christmas Party Held

Creuon Will Rqn
For Grand Haven Mayor

HAVEN

Bom

1956

Dr.

Snow Loader Gets

NEWS

The Newt Hot

Constructive Booster For

In Several

move was

Cases

necessitated when the

No. 4 well on Waverly Rd. ceased

before the "roundtable"training
sessions began. Reports were pre- In Circuit
sented by district officers, telling
of plans underway for toe ScoutGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ing program in 1957.
Several persons appeared In CirOrganization Chairman James cuit Court Friday, some for arTownsend reported that there are raignmentand others for disposinow 1,216 active Scouts and that tion of previous convictions.
there should be about 1,300 before
Donald M. Flower, 20, Kalamathe end of 1956. Bernard Shashazoo, who was found guilty by a
guay, speaking for the camping
committee, told of plans fur a Circuit Court jury Nov. 8 of negCouncil-wide Camporee next ligent homicide, was sentenced to
spring at Allegan Fair grounds pay 5150 fine and costs. He has
that will attract 3,000 to 4,000
surrendered his operator’s license.

to operate. Crews worked around

the clock from Friday through
Sunday to prepare the pipelinefor
use, although final decision was
Civic - minded interest on the
not made until shortlybefore noon
part of citizens in Holland and
out.
Jaycees; Mrs. Andrew Dalman, Kiwanis Queens;
THE CAMPAIGN TO RAISE $21,800 in Holland
Wednesday.
surrounding
townships
is
important
In HoUand. 3.8 inches of snow
Mrs. Tom Vender Kuy, Jaycees Auxiliaqr; Mike
area for polio during January will be in charge
Bell said the amount pumped in
fell after 5 p.m. Wednesday and in determining the success of the
Van Oort, county co-chairman;Charles MadWednesday represents about one- ^
of the Holland Inter-Club Council which has
the thermometer reached a low of 5150,000Holland Hospital "second
sixth of the water used daily in
ison, Rotary. Standing are Rex Chapman,
been active in polio campaigns for the last few
three degrees. However, no serious mile” drive and because of this
the city. He said the pipeline was
Exchange; Fred Veltman, Kiwanis;Bill Hopps,
accidents occurred and street fact all public spirited citizens are
years. Seated, left to right, are Russell Vender
opened for three hours to fill th®
urged
to
give
proportionate
to
their
crews were aroused at 3 a.m. to
Optimist; Louis Hallacy, Jaycees.
Poel, Lions; Ray N. Smith, Exchange; Richard
tank at 28th St and Washington
clean the streets. It dropped to ability,William Boer and Mrs.
(Penna-Sas photo)
Parker, Jaycees; Ed Nyland, Holland chairman,
Ave. and to replenish the :upply
two below zero in Grand Rapids. A. W. Tahaney, public drive coat toe 19th St reservoir.
Weather forecast for Holland chairmen,jointlystated today.
All water used in Holland now
A total of 5105,425 is reported
and vicinity is for continued cold,
comes
from the lake, the 19th St
raised
to
date
in
pledges.
This
with a low of five to 12 tonight and
plant and the only well now in
a high of 25-30 Friday. Saturday, leaves a balance of 544,575 to be
Scouts.
at Eighth St.
it should be cloudy and a little raised by Dec. 21, the date on
Amos Beedon, advancement The alleged offense invofved a use,
Bell said the well water and th« 1
which the drive definitely ends.
warmer with some more snow.
chairman,presenteda new re- crash Aug. 25 on US-31 In Grand
lake water would be mixed when
Of the total amount reported, Falter in
City Engineer Laverne S e r n e
vised edition of the Merit Badge Haven township in which Robert
drawn from faucets,and that reslr
55,660
has
been
raised
in
the
said this morning 23 of his 27-man
counselor directory.Lester Douma 0. Lutz, 59 -year -old Kentland,
dents in some areas might not'ce
force were at work on the roads, public drive. With the public gifts
told of extensive training plans
superintendent, was fatally that the water was more heavily
Ind.,1 sui
(Special)
utilizing six snowplows,six side- divisionhaving a goal of 520,000,
underway to improve the present
chlorinatedthan previously. This
walk plows, a radio - dispatched over one-fourth of this goal has
Ernest L. Bates, Michigan reprerate of trained leadership which injured.
Mrs.' Mabel Van Cura, 40, route was done to make sure the supply
jeep and the snow loader with been reached.
stands
at
76
percent.
Otto
Dressel,
sentativeof the National Foundawas pure. The move was cleared
Co-chairman Boer said, "It is
For 27 minutes and 37 seconds
three trucks.
health and safety chairman, an- 1, Grand Haven, who was found
through the State Board of Health
Seme said the men statred clean- most importantthat our commit- Holland High’s basketball team tion of Infantile Paralysis, adnounced that a districtfirst aid guilty of negligent homicide by a
Saturday.
Grcuit
Court
jury
Nov.
7
.also
ing the main trunklines — M-21, tee quota be reached,for unless was a red hot club but in the last dressed a kickoffmeeting of counmeet will be held Jan. 21 with all
Should the available supply run
was assessed fine and costs of
M-40 and US-3b-immediatelyand this is done 5150,000 will not be
ty polio workers Wednesday night
troops
competing.
Circuit
four minutes the green showed
5150. Her operator’s license also low at any time, Bell said the pip*
moved to the city avenues after- raised. Although the drive is makFinance
Chairman
Robert
Den
through and Kalamazoo Central in the township hall here, emphaline would be utilizedto bolster
wards. Most of the avenues were ing good progress its success
Herder told of progress on inde- had been previously surrendered.
hung
on to a slim lead and squeak- sizing a four-fold continuing proFloyd
J. Montgomery, 22, of 68 pendent campaigns conducted The charge followed the death of toe city supply. Full - scale opertclear by 11 a-m. and the plows should not be taken for granted.
gram in combattingpolio.
tion of the system is not expected
Proportionate to much larger gifts ed to a 5248 win Friday night bewere working on the streets.
Emphasis on the 1957 polio pro- East Eighth Sit., was bound over throughout the district area. Larry John Albert Serne, 13, Holland,
fore 1,200 fans in Civic Center.
whose bicyclewas struck by Mrs. until after the first of the year.
given
by
those
in
better
than
averSeme expected the city’s roads
gram
will continue on the lines of to Circuit Court at an examina- Wade, chairman of a special comHolland dished it out from the
Van Cura’s car May 28 in Park The unplanneduse of the system
to be finishedin time for the men age circumstances, it is essential
medical service,promotion of Salk tion Tuesday afternoon in Muni- mittee on the National Jamboree,
starting whistle. Hitting on the
township. In pronouncing sentence, now is partly the cause of the deto
have
three-year
pledges
average
to go home this afternoon, providreported 26 reservations to date.
vaccine, research and education,
at least 550 in the public gifts opening bucket, the Dutch kept Bates said. Although some appro- cipal Court on a statuoryrape William VandeWater spoke on Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith lay in full-time use, Bell explained.
ing no more snow fell.
The snow loader, out for the category. This means budgeting pecking away and were successful priations of federal and state funds charge. The alleged offense oc- need for publicityfrom troops, said there was nothing to indicate The biggest pump at Tunnel
in scoring more than 44 per cent
anything other than ordinary neg- Park was used for the emergency
first time this winter,was keeping less than 35 cents a week over a
of their shots through the first for Salk vaccine are running out, curred Dec. 4 involving a 15-year- packs and posts.
measure, although not at top capthree trucks busy hauling loads to three-year period.’’
Roundtablesessions were under ligence in the case.
the nationalfoundation will contin- old girl. Montgomery is being held
Walter Iwanlac, 40, r o u t • 1, acity. Capable of pumping 10,000^
Mrs. Tahaney urged all volun- three quarters.
the city dump. The snow plows
toe leadership of Ivan DeNeff,
ue its program of making vaccine without bail.
Allendale, who pleaded guilty to 00) gallons a day, only a fraction
were also out for their first real teer workers to turn in immediate- This display of shooting made a available.
Dolores Rivera, 51, of 369 West Chester Smith and Miner Mein- a charge of incest Nov. 7, was sen- of its power was used.
mighty strong attempt to cut
test. They were used a little dur- ly to the Campaign Office all signUnder research,scientistsare 18th St., was bound over to Cir- dertsma.
Meanwhile,workmen at the filtenced to serve 5 to 10 years in
ing the fall to push aside some ed pledge cards so that the public through the veteran Maroon working on a vaccine which can
cuit Court last Friday on a charge
Giants.
And
M
almost
did.
At
2:28
Southern MichiganPrison at Jack- (ration plant ire continuing to
could be advised through The
slush.
be taken orally, as well as trying of indecent liberties. Bond of 52,son. No recommendationwas glv-| complete minor detailsin compleA half dozen trucks were sprinkl- Sentinel of progress being made of the third quarter Holland had to develop a synthetic vaccine,
000 was not furnished. Both men
an
11
point
lead
and
the
fans,
tion of the system. Several fllteri
en.
ing sand-and - chloride and sand- in the drive.
Bates told the polio workers.
will appear in Circuit Court Dec.
sensing
Holland's
first
win
over
remain to be installed, as well as
Sammy
Hicks,
20,
Muskegon,
"No
pledges,"
she
added,
"can
and-salt mixtures on streets and
Mrs. Irvin De Weerd of Holland,
14-.
who pleaded guilty Nov. 9 to a quite a bit of painting,some feedbe reported until they have been Kalamazoo since the two resumed chapter chairman, presided.
intersections. __
Appearing on traffic charges
charge of altering a check from ers to be placed and a laboratory
The jeep, which was reported to turned in to' the campaign office. hostilitiesin 1954, had tensiondripwere Karl L. Essenburg,20. of
ping
from
the
ceiling.
59.85 to 90.85, was placed on pro- floor to be laid.
It
is
important
that
this
be
done.
be doing a good job, carried a bag
Meanwhile, plans for carrying 38 East 34th St., speeding38 in
But Kalamazoo, with three men
bation for two years, must pay
of sand and chloride in addition It is equally important that everyon the campaign in Holland area 25, 513 suspended after traffic
550 costs and make restitution of
to its plow. Used mainly to clear one be solicited by Dec. 21. If any- back from a state Class A quarter- are progressing under the leaderAn
examination
of
the
Area
school; Earl L. Machiele, 19, of 40
581 at toe rate of 55 a week. His
out the city parking lots, it was one has not to date been solicited finalist unit, proved it could cope ship of the Holland Inter - Club
North Elm St., speeding 36 in 25. School Study will be presented to case w411 be transferred to the State
also called upon as a troubleshoot- he or she should phone the cam- with the pressure and came back. Council, an organization which
520; Marvin Wabeke, route 5, the faculty of the Holland Public Muskegon county probation office.
er. Police kept in radio contact paign office 64233 and a volunteer They pounded through seven takes in all Holland service clubs
speeding 44 in 25, 519; Mary Lou Schools ami all employes of the
baskets
in
13
attempts
in
the
fourth
with the jeep, reporting slippery worker will call for a pledge,
and the Junior Chamber of Com- Van Dyke, of Graves PI., speeding. Board of Education at a meeting The case of Howard Eugene
period, tied the game 47-all at
and clogged spots that hadn’t yet
tonight in Senior High School. The Pigeon, 18, Holland, charged with
merce. The local goal in 1957 is r.
4:23. went ahead at 3:48 and then
been reached by the trucks. The
meeting is scheduled for :30 p.m. breaking and entering,was dis521,800 and the county goal is 537,Marilyn Goodyke, 18, of 185 West
Annual Pollack Sapper
put on a stall that spelled experjeep thus was able to give initial
Supt. Walter W. Scott will pre- missed for lack of evidence. He
679 which is 11 percent less than 26th St., speeding35 ir. 25. 515;
Young men Interestedin joining
ience.
treatment to those areas before Held by Federal
side
and give the history and was charged with entering United the Michigan State Police and who
the 564, 701.83 collected in 1956.
Rena
Kroll,
of
91
East
24th
St.,
Holland, after hitting for 19 basMotor Sales in Holland about July
the trucks arrived.
The campaign will be carried on right of way, 512; Charles Bruur- background informationto introwish to get into the first training
Main roads throughout the state
Federal School Parent-Teachers kets in 43 attempts in the first in Ottawa county during the month sema, of 25 West 15th St., improp- duce the program. Stuart Boyd 16, 1955.
school to be organizedafter Janthree
quarters,
just
couldn’t
match
Oliver
E.
Avery,
28,
route
2,
were generally slippery and cov- Association held its annual potluck
of January. Mike Van Oort of Hol- er hacking, 512; Cecil Vernon will present the section on "The
uary are reminded that their apered by snow. The area between supper Tuesday night in the gym. the show.
James Hal- Spring Lake, who pleaded guilty plicationsmust be filed with the
land is chairman for south Ottawa Merritt, of 144 East 18th St., speed- School-Community;’’
Tired
and
just
that
half-step
beNov.
26
to
issuing
a
check
without
Kalamazoo, Benton Harbor and Andrew Veenstra led opening deand Robert Jacobusse of Grand ing 44 in 30, and no muffler. 516. lan, "EducationalProgram;" Edstate civil service commission by
hind and an inch under going up
Grand Rapids was hit by as much votions.
Haven is chairman for north Robert Allen HoHrust, of 290 ward Donivan, "School Enroll- sufficientfunds, was put on pro- 5 p.m., Dec. 19.
for
rebounds,
the
Dutch
sacrificed
bation
two
years.
He
may
not
During
the
business
session,
as six inches of new snow and a
Ottawa.
Birch St., permittingunlicensed ments;" Arthur Read, "School leave the state, must keep employ- A second filing Unlit date of S
heavy fog further congested traffic Jack Nieboer, president,presided. a 44-37 third quarter margin early
person to drive, 510; Edward J. Plant;" Edward Prins. "Trans- ed and refrainfrom drinking. He p.m., Jan. 30 will qualify applift was announced that Fun Night in the fourth period as the Giants
in some places.
Damber, route 5, Allegan, speed- portation;”and Carol! Norlin, "Fi- must make restitutionof the 579 cants for schools to be organized
Similar snow conditionswere re- will be held Feb. 12 with proceeds hit on three quick baskets.
later in the spring.
ing, 520; James M. Lambers, of nance."
Then, putting poise to practice,
ported from Ludington, Muskegon, going for curtainsfor the new
The speakers have been active check and pay’ the balance in a
Pay in the trooper rank increas172 Va West 21st St., right of way
Kalamazoo
completely
controlled
previous
case
at
the
rate
of
510
a
stage.
Albert
Luurtsema
was
given
Bay Cityr Flint, Mt Pleasant, Port
workers on the various phases of
es to 57,000 a year, not counting
to pedestrian.515; Bernard Windeweek. He also must pay 5100 fine
Huron, Traverse City and Alpena, the award for having the largest the game. Holland got 13 shots in
fringe benefits.
mulder, of 267 East 32nd St., right toe study and will answer questhe final quarter, but only Bill
The Upper Peninsula was reported percentage of parents present.
tions during the discussion period. and costs at the rate of 55 a week.
Many other benefits, including
of
way,
512;
loon
George
Hardy,
In
James
Patton,
35,
Muskegon,
Carroll
Norlin
school
board
Toronovish’s layup at 5:51 found
generally clear except for the wesThe Holland Board of Education
job security and a pension at toe
17. of 91 West Eighth St., unnecestern portion. The Detroit area was member presided during the pro- the mark. The other two points
and 27 sending districts conducted pleaded guilty to a charge of end of 25 years of service which
horn blowing, 55.
carrying a dangerous weapon
GRAND HAVEN (Special) sary
called "wet but clear." Northern gram. Marilyn and Isla Lenters were made on free throws by Les
also provides for toe widow, make
Harvey L. Godfrey, 61, route 4, the Area School Study.
John Henry Hale, 57, a Grand
(switchblade knife) and will return
Overway and Tornovish.
Indiana was icy and Northern Ohio presented a piano duet.
the position attractive.
red
light
causing
accident,
510;
Speaker for the evening was
Dee. 14 for dispasition. His bond of
Paul Chumas, who led the scor- Haven barber, died Wednesday at
was icy due to freezing rain.
Application blanks may be obChester Maatman, 26, route 2, Denni* Alwyn Wills Diet
5100 was continued.
Among the victims of accidents Mss Barbara Dampen, exchange ers with 15, sank the tying Kala- the home of his son, Eugene, in Hamilton,speeding40 in 25-mile
tained at any State PoUce post or
Howard Anderson, 44. Muskegon
blamed on the snow and cold were teacher to the Netherlandslast mazoo basket, a driving underhand Ravenna. He had been staying zone, 515; Kenneth Johnson, 20, In Coldwater at Age 13
by writing to the State Gvil SerHeights, pleaded not guilty to a
three men killed in a head-on traf- year under the Fulbright plan. She layup, a minute and 20 seconds with his son for the past 21 months.
vice Commission or the Michigan
route 2, Fennville,speeding 40 in
explained
the
plan
and
gave
a
vi- after Tornovish’sbasket. TeamHe operated his own barber shop
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- charge of drunk driving, second of- State Police at Lansing.
fic crash near Morristown,Minn.
25,
515;
Hans
Schuelky.
of
963
Dennis Alwyn Wills, 13-year-old fense, and his trial will be held
Authorities said they apparently vid description of the Dutch edu- mate Dave Stapert followed 38 since 1930 and w*as a former manWoodbridge, speeding 40 in 25, 510;
during the January term. He was
seconds later with what proved ager of Hale’s Barber Shop basebecame confused during the storm cational system.
Louis E. De Witt, 18, route 1, son of Mrs. Edna Wills, 142(Hi arrested by state police Nov. 27 in
Supper and program plans were the winning basket.
ball team in the old City League.
Dr. De Graaf s Mother
Columbus
St., died Wednesday
and swetved into the wrong lane.
speeding 40 in 30. 510 suspended
in charge of the school board. It
With the lead went the game as He later was a .manager in the
at the Coldwater State Home and Crockery township. He is currentAt Sioux City. Iowa, a bus skiddwas announced the school Christ- the Maroon Giants took advantage Kid’s League. He was a past after traffic school; Raymond C. Training school where he was ad- ly serving a 10-day sentence on a Die* at Grand Rapids
ed and collided with a car on a
mas program will be held Dec. 20 of Dutch fouls and bad passes. The worthy president of the FOE, a Kamerling, of 194 East Seventh
charge of driving while his opercity street, killing a 78-year-oldwoMrs. Andrew De Graaf, 84, of
St, speeding, 513 suspended after mitted Nov. 9. He was bom in ator’s license was revoked. If fine
at 7:30 p.m. in the school.
loss of center Tom Aye, who did a past deputy grand knight in the
1943 and had been ill since birth
man and injuring 12 persons.
Grand
Rapids mother of Dr. Gartraffic ichool; Donald Lee Muysgood job .ebounding,at 3:53 of Knights of Columbus, a member kens, 17. Coopersville, right of with cerebral palsy. He attended and costs of 579.30 are not paid ence De Graaf, head of the Hope
The storm is now moving easton
the
latter
count,
he
faces
an
of the BPOE and the Rod and Gun
the fourth on fouls also hurt.
First Baptist Church.
ward and weathermen warned of Jury Find* Man Guilty
College English Department, died
way, 512.
Besides the mother he is sur- additional30 days. His first convic- Wednesday morning following a
Holland looked like a million Club. He was also a member of
heavy snowfalls due in parts of
tion
was
in
Muskegor
Heights
St.
Patrick’s
Catholic
Church.
New York, Pennsylvaniaand New Of Hunting Charge
dollars right from the start with
vived by two sisters. Mrs. Calvin
six month illness.
Besides toe son Eugene, who is Sentinel Employes
England.
their ball handling and rebounding
Baldes and Em a Mae at home; Municipal Court June 18, 1956.
Surviving are two daughters,
GRAND . HAVEN (Special)
three brothers, George of La Mesa,
way above par. The Dutch rocked the coach at Ravenna High
Mrs. Henry J. Ryskamp and Mrs.
A justice court jury deliberated the basket for seven out of 15 in School, four other sons. Carl, Gather for Breakfast
Calif., Lewis of San Diego, Calif., Friendly Comer Class
Henry J. Stob, both of Grand
only 15 minutes before noon Wed- the opening quarter, with Dave Chris, and Martin Hale of CoopersRapids; three sons, Dr. De Graaf
Sentinel employes gathered and Earl with the U. S. Navy in
nesday before finding Clarence C. Hilbink hitting on four, and took ville and Simon of Grand Rapids,
Left
Cuba, also the grandparents, Mr. Has Christmas Meeting
of HoUand, Edward of Olympia,
about 45 strong at 7 a.m. Tuesday
Lubberts, 19, of 1043 Caulfiel^l, an early 16-6 margin and then survive. Another son, Lt. J. Rodand Mrs. William Lewis of Flint.
The annual Christmas meeting Wash., and Andrew of Grand
Grand Rapids, guilty of a charge tapered to an 16-11 first quarter ney Hale, a pilot in the Air Force, in the Warm Friend Tavern for a
company
breakfast in which the
of
the Friendly Corner Class of Rapids; a son-in-law,Dr. Thomas
of hunting waterfowl on a wildlife
was killed during World War n. menu featured almost every conlead.
River
Trinity
Reformed Church was held De Vries of West Lafayette, Ind.;
sanctuary. Justice Eva Worionan
The Dutch hit an amazing 54 There are also three sisters, Mrs. ceivable breakfast dish .... even
Monday evening in the church 17 grandchildren and six great
sentenced him to pay *100 fine and percent in the second quarter o» George Anderson of Ooopersville,
grandchildren; also several brothpie. One of the most popular items
Motorists driving south on Ri- 510.80 costs. Unabie to pay immedlounge.
seven baskets in 13 attemptsand Mrs. Walter May of Grand Rapids was the gallons and gallons of hot
Mrs. Cliff Marcus was in charge ers and sisters.
v*r Ave. are no longer allowed iately, he was taken to county
held j 32-24 halftime advantage. and Mrs. Oscar Anderson of coffee which went well with the
Funeral services wiU be held
of
a program which included a
to turn left onto 17th St aa a re- jail. His alternate sentenceis 35
HoDand cooled somewhat com- Nunica. There are three grandchil- stacks of hot cakes, toast, rolls,
Saturday at 3 p.m. at Zaagman
solo by Mrs. Alton Kooyers accomsult of modernization of the inter- days.
ing in for five out of 15 in' the third dren.
and platters of eggs, bacon, ham,
panied by Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch Funeral Chapel, Grand Rapid*.
section by the State Highway DeThe alleged offense occured quarter.
sausages and pork chops.
partment Wednesday.
and
a reading, "The Night My The Rev. Richard Rienstra, pastor
Oct 13, 1956, in Spring Lake townHolland, getting the most out of Mission and Aid Society
An
exchange
of
gifts
among
emFather Came Home," by Mrs. Br- of Coldbrook Christian Reformed
A traffic survey showed that ship and Lubberts was arrested a lot of over-the-head fadeaway
Church, will officiate and burial
ployes brought out some novel
only eight 4o 10 cars made left on complaintof John E. Minick,
est
shots, sank 20 baskets in the game Holds Christmas Party
selectionsplus some side humor
Mrs. M. H. Hamelink,teacher of will be in O a k 1 a w n Cemetery,
turns onto 17th St. in a 24 hour conservation officer.Officer said
out of 56 for 35.8 per cent while
toe class, was presented with a Grand Rapids.
period and it was deemed a nuis Lubbert paid a fine in Hudsonville
A large decorated Christmas such as a toy telephone for the girl mfy,
toe Maroon Giants had a similar
who
spends too much time on the
gift after which the members Friends may call at Zaagman
ance to continue to allow the prac- Sept 29 on a charge of shooting a
total out of 72 chances for 27.2 per tree created a festiveatmosphere
wrapped Christmas gifts for chil- Chapel tonight from 7 to 9 p.m.
phone,
a
thoughfully
inscribed
tice.
pheasant before the season opened.
for the annual Christmas party
cent.
dren at toe mission.Mrs. Roy and Friday from 3to 5 and 7 to
football
for
the
sports
editor,
a
A modern, illuminated "no left
held Tuesday evening for members
Hilbink
and
Rog
Hagenhoef,
Naber president,was in charge of 9 p.m.
drum
for
the
boy
with
the
drums,
turn" sign has been placed in the
steady guard whose timely bas- of Beechwood Reformed Church a blonde doll for footloose bachethe business meeting.
center of the intersection,along Gayle Kleinheluil Has
Ladies Mission and Aid Society in
kets kept Holland going, led toe
with a second signal light. There
the church lounge. Devotions were lors, and a can of fried grassRoad Hearings Slated
Party on 11th Birthday
Dutch with 14 each.
are ligtas for both lanes now, reconducted by Mrs. Dorothy Over- hoppers for "the man who has
BENTON HARBOR (Special)
Hunter Guilty
Holland
plays
at
Muskegon
everything."
lieving the difficultyof seeing
Gayle Kleinheksel celebrated her
beek.
The
first of a series of public hearGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Heights next Friday, night
the lights.The second light was 11th birthday anniversarySatur
Most welcome were the Merry
Slides of Lund’s Scenic Gardens
Jerome Hitsman, 18, rural route, ings on plans for a new US-12
added upon the recommendationof day with a party at the home of
near Traverse City, interspersed Christmas bonus envelopes distriGrand Haven, was found guilty superhighwaythrough Berrien,
the State Highway Department her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Local Man Stricken
with duets sung by Mrs. Peter De buted by Publisher W.A. Butler.
without a jury by Justice Eva Van Buren and Kalamazoo counGRAND HAVEN (Special) Hamer and Mrs. Bernard Rowan,
The change was made, City Man- Kleinheksel, 3354 142nd Ave.
Workman of Spring Lake this ties will be held next week. The
ager Herb Holt said, because po- Games were played and prizes Henry Cook, 59, of 238 West 18th were shown by Mrs. Harvey De
ELECTED
PRESIDENT
of
morning following a trial on a first will be staged Dec. 17 at 10
Fire Damage Minor
lice reportedmore accidentsat awarded.Refreshmentsfeatured a St. Holland, was reported improv- Vree.
charge of discharging a 22-caliber a.m. in the court house at Paw
the
nurses
at
Grand
Rapids
A
short
in
a
water
pump
motor
During toe social hour, gifts
the intersection of 17th St. and decorated birthday cake. Favors ed today in Municipal Hospital
rifle without due caution. Com- Paw for Van Buren residentswhile
Junior
CoUege
was
Miss
River Ave. than at any other place were presented to all the guests. where he was taken Tuesday after were distributed by Mrs. Bill today was blamed for a minor
plaint was made by Donald J. Kalamazoo county
Verna
Grotenhuis, daughter of
blaze
at
the
Henry
Ten
Brink
home
in tjie city.
Invited were Mary Atwood, Bon- he was stricken in Spring Lake. Wicksall and secret pals were reLacey of Grand Rapids, alleging meet toe same day at 2 fwnuj
Mrs.
WiUiam
Grotenhuis
of
on
Elm
Ave.
Holland
Township
The change was okayed by City nie Lemmen, Ruth Simonsen,Bev- He was able to drive his car to a
the offense occurred in Allendale the fire station
173 East 34th St. She wUl hold
Refreshments were served by firemen said the resultingfire
Council last year. The city will erly Prins, June Harmsen, Gail physician’s office and thdh was
township Dec. 2. He paid *25 fine hearings are
this
office
until
graduation
in
pay half of the alterationexpens- Harmsen, Barbara Culver and taken to the hospital by taxi. He Mrs. Gerrit Oosterbaan, Mrs. Rose burned a small hole in the floor
federal highway
yjggg
and *27.65
^
September, J957.
Wiegerinkand Mrs. Ties Pruis. I of the house.
Mary
is under
^
es.
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Chicks Quell Hudsonville

Hinga Named
Holland Grid Coach

Bill

Rally to Post Win,

48-47

Douglas Now
Lie on

Can

Stomach,

HUDSONVILLE(Special) -Zeeland High's basketball

team

suc-

cessfullyfought off a determined

Laughs About

Burnips

It

Hudsonville five here Friday night,

The Women’s Society fpr ChrisLittle Douglaa Dlrkse is lying on
win its opening Kenewa League tian Service of Burnips Methodist
his tummy today. And what’s more,
game 4847 before a packed house Church will bold its Christmas
he’s laughing about it.
of 500 In Hudsonville gym.
meeting tonight « the home of
For most children,this is routine,
Max De Jonge, Zeeland forward, Mrs. Kenneth Moored of Burnips.
tipped In a basket with 11 seconds Mrs. Grace Fleser, president,will but for the two-year-oldson of Mr.
to go to send the Chix ahead 4845. preside at the devotional and busi- and Mrs. Harold Dirkse of 176
But die Eagles, namely In the ness meeting. A Christmas pro- Glendale, it is a welcome sign of
person of Norm Schut, just gram will follow.A gift exchange progress.
"He used to scream every time
wouldn’t quit. And with one sec- and a social time also is planned.
ond to go, Schut was fouled and
The annual Christmas program he was placed on his stomach,”
he pumped in both free shots to will be presentedby students of his mother said. "But now he
put Hudsonville one point down. the Burnips school Friday, Dec. doesn’t seem to mind it* and the
other day he was even laughing in
* Norm Rlgterlnk of Zeeland took 21; at the Salem Township Comthat position."
munity
Hall
in
Burnips
at
8
p.m.
the ball out and his position was
The Plain view Elementary Douglas came home a week ago
protested by Hudsonville Coach
today from Philadelphia,where he
Roy Gerkin. But the protest was School will have Its annual Christwas operatedon for hydrocephamas
program
Tuesday,
Dec.
18,
dislodged following the game.
lus, or "water on the brain." The
Schut, who tallied25 points In at 8 p.m.
The Burnips School PTA meet- operation was performed by Dr.
the game, led the Eagles fourth
Eugene B. Spitz, neurosurgeonat
period drive. He scored all of the ing was held last week WednesPhiladelphia’sLankenau Hospital.
11 points on four field goals and day in the school with George
Douglas and his mother will have
three foul shots, getting his bas- Geib, president,in charge. A gift
to return to Philadelphiaaround
kets on driving layups and jump exchange also was held.
March 1 for ^a checkup, and Mrs.
to

Varsity Backfield

Bud Hinga Began

Mentor Moved Up;

Coaching Career

Post Keeps Line
- Milton L. (Bud) Hinga, "the

’.WilliamK. Hinga, varasity back-

dean of Holland coaches" has welcomed many men into coaching
with a pat-on-the-backand a word
of encouragementbut he probably
never meant it more than he did
today when he extended congratulation to his son, Bill.
Hinga, who spent 25 years

field coach for the past two years,

was named

Holland High head
fdotball coach Monday night at the
monthly Board of Education meetIHinga, 27, succeeds Dale ShearWho will be given an administrative position next year.
Hinga’s appointmentwas recommended
Superintendentof
Schools Walter W. Scott and the
er,

coaching before retiring from

by

Board unanimously approved

coaching in 1948, is Dean of Students at Hope College.

the

shots.

selection.

Zeeland led at the end of the

Ernest Post, line coach for the
past two years, will continue in a
s|milar capacity.
Hinga, a social studiesinstructor,
has been a member of the Holland
High faculty since November, 1953.
He started coaching at Holland
High in 1954 as head reserve football coach and was moved up to
varsity backfield coach in 1955. He
has been assistingShearer in track
for the past three years.
f A 1951 Hope College graduate.
Hinga received his master's degree from Western Michigan Colsummer. He was
graduated from Holland High
School in 1M7, where he was
mayor of the student body.
His first coaching assignment
was at Belding High School in
1951. He served in the Army, including 11 months in Korea, during
1952-1953and joined the Holland
lege this past

Dale Shearer

third quarter 49-36 after being out-

. . . takes administrativepost

scored in the period 19-8 including
six for Schut.
The Chix had exploded for 18
points in the second quarter, and
taken a 32-17 halftime lead after
leading 14-11 at the first period’s

Shearer Pleased

close.

With New Position

Pacing the second quarter drive

was Norm

Rigterink, who played
the last four minutes and scored
four baskets.
Zeeland n6w has a 1-0 conference
mark and 2-1 in overall play. Hudsonville has 3-1 and 04 in the
loague.

AtHoHandHigh
Dale Shearer is "very pleased"
with his step up into the Holland

be Jonge-led Zeeland with

public schools administrativestaff.

13

SaugatnckSets
Limit for

Diploma

Dirkse said they probably will be
making periodical visits for the
next five years.
A three-inch plastic tube was

insertedin Douglas' Drain and
jugular vein to enable the fluid
which has been collecting inside his

skull to drain into his blood

SAUGATUCK (Special) - The stream.
SaugatuckBoard of Education Mrs. Dirkse said no change in
ruled Monday night that a student Douglas’ mental conditionhas been
must complete 12 credits of work noted. He is presently at the menor certificatecan be granted to tal age of five months and doctors
studentswho complete their educa- say he will remain so until the
pressure is released. But when he
tion through the military services
was brought into the house, hi*
USAFI courses.
Upon recommendation of Super- mother said he knew he was home
intendent Harley Henderson, the
12 credits must include American

and startedto laugh.
The overall size of bis head has
not changed although a hard ridge
on his skull has become a soft
depression.
At present, Douglas must either
lie down or be carried, but his
mother said they are planning to
obtain a special chair from the
Mary Free Bed Hospital in Grand
Rapids.
Doctors also told Mrs. Dirkse
that Douglas may be able to walk
someday, with the aid of therapy
treatments.

while Schut's contribution of 25 History and American GovernShearer, football and track
was best for either team.
coach for the past five years, will
ment, the two subjects which are
In the reserve game the Zee- required by the State Board of Edbe given an administration posiland reserves came from behind ucation. The final decision on the
Bill Ilin^a . . . follows father'sfootsteps to Holland helm
tion next year..
to defeat Hudsonville60-54. The issuingof the diploma was left to
A decision for Shearer to enter
score was tied at 42-all in the
administration was reached torior
The question was raised when
Bud Hinga
third quarter. Wayne Schout pumpto the 1956 football season In
the
board received a request from
staff upon discharge.
. .
Hinga’s Grid Plans
... a specialthrill
ed 25 for Zeeland.
August of this year. Superintenda fermer student who had complet• Hinga married the former ConHe
is
regarded
by
many
HolZeeland (48)
ent Walter W. Scott, and acting
ed USAFI courses, although he
........................... r .......
nie Boersma in December, 1951
FG FT FP TP had earned only four credits in
principal Austin Buchanan ap- land people as “their coach" and
By
Randy
Vande
Water
The
new
coach
has
already
been
and they have two children, Cathy,
he
has
seen
a
lot
of
proteges
enter
..6
Do Jonge, f .....
1
2 13
proached Shearer with the opporand Lynn, six months.
"I believe Dutch kids can play looking over films, checkingper- Beyer, c .......... ..2 3 4 7 high school.
tunity of the administrative jiost. coaching field and has coached
Students who satisfy requiresonnel
and
mapping
strategy
for
* As a member of Holland High
football and I’m going to blot out
4
Boeve, c .............2 0
1
Shearer has been boys counselor countlessothers.
ments other than those of USAFI
next fall. Hinga promised a "posiathleticteams in 1945 and 1946,
But today with the announce- any feeli/ig that they can't," Bill
0
1
6
Tanis, g .......... . .3
for the past twft years.
and request diplomas must have
tive, aggressivepattern of footHinga played football, basketball
6
On the request of Scott. Shearer ment that his son, Bill, who has Hinga, new Holland High football ball. working always to keep up Van Peursem, g ..2 2 1
completed eight c r e d i t s in the Holland Deanery Council
and baseball. He was a quarter0
8
Rigterink. c ...... .4
2
appeared at the Board meeting been a member of the coaching coach said today.
high school, it was decided.
to date." .
back on the footballteam and a
Has Meeting in Douglas
Van Haitsma, g ..2 0 1 4
Monday. He outlined the develop- fraternityfor four years would be
"That’s alway been one of my
In other action, the board voted
He
indicated
their
will
be
some
guard on the 1£M6 state Class A
0
Komejan, g ..... 0 0 1
ment of the past years indicating Holland High's next football biggest gripes, these people who
to
raise
the
price
of
lunches
to
offensive changes. The Dutch will
championshipbasketball team. this was a long-range plan.
Approximately75 women from
coach, Bud is especiallyhappy.
say the kids just can’t play foot- be using a balanced line, straight30 cents for students and to 35 Holland, Allegan, Douglas, Byron
Paul Cambum and Malcolm Me
Totals
21
6
13
48
For
Bill,
who
always
wanted
to
"When I first came here in 1952
ball and then go around preaching
cents for teachers. Previously, the Center, New Salem. North Dorr
T offense and the famed "belly
Kay wehe his high school coaches.
HudHonvllle (47)
I was asked if I wanted to be foot- be a coach “probably because my the team will get beat. And this
charges were 25 and 30 cents, reseries" used by Holland for the
- At Hope, Hinga played quarterand 6tsego attendeda quarterly
F(1 FT PF TP spectively.
ball coach for many years and I dad and uncle (Malcolm Me Kay. attitude rubs off on the boys and
first
time
last
season
will
be
kept
back under Coach A1 Vanderbush
meeting of the Holland Deanery of
3
0
25
Schut. f ...- ........ .11
said I would like to remain in former Holland High coach and has a bad result.
in the system.
from 1947-50. He broke his ankle coachingfour or six years and now St. Joseph High School printhe Grand Rapids Diocesan Coun8
Hoezee, f ....... 3
2
1
"We're going to teach them that
fin the first game of the 1950 season.
cil
of Catholic Women at St.
Hinga
feels
tne
blocking
assignScoutmaster
Selected
4
6
Van
Noord,
c
.....
..2
2
cipal),
were
coachey,"
will
be
then go into administrative work.
there's pride in excelling and we
Vanderbush, who Hinga c r e d i t s
Peter’s Church in Douglas Sunday
3
6
The superintendentsaid there were starting as head man at the same hope the community will help us ments off a balancedline will be Vander Molen, g ..3 0
For Hope Church Troop
with teaching him a lot of football,
afternoon. Guests were welcomed
easier to learn. The past few years Woodwyk, g ...... ..0 0
0
0
no openingsin administrative ap- place his father did in 1923.
out at all times.” Hinga said.
assigned him to aid assistantcoach
by the Rev. William J. Hoogterp,
Holland
has
run
off
an
unbalanced
0
1
2
Curtis, f ......... ..1
pointmentsat that time but that
Bud
Hinga compiled quite a
Hinga, 27. one of the youngest
Raymond
L. Wilkinson was offiKen Weller in scouting and handle
pastor at St. Peter’s.
0
1
0
Borrink, f ....... ..T)
consideration certainly would be coaching record and his sidekick Class A coaches in Michigan, line.
cially appointed Scoutmaster of
the telephone in home games.
The business session was conRegarding
his
coaching
philosogiven when such openings came has a real big job cut out for him accepted the challenge of the Holnew Troop 11, Hope Reformed
He played basketball at Hope
ducted by Mrs. Laura Wolf, dean7 10 47
Totals 20
up.
if he is to equal it. His record con- land footballjob with the idea he phy. Hinga. feels the important
Church, at a meeting of the troop
under Russ De Vette, present
ery president, of Byron Center.
"Two years ago along with Cliff tains one of the sought after could instill a perennial winning thing is how well a coach can teach
committee Mobday evening.
coach.
Miss Florence Jacoby of Byron
"what he knows" and not "how
Marcus I became boys' counselor phrases “never coached a losing spirit and get results.
William
Beebe
will
serve
as
asMrs. Johanna Arink
Center, secretary, called the roll
and did counselingboth in the team."
"We’re looking for boys this fall much he knows."
sistant Scoutmaster for the new orof officers and standingcommitmorning and afternoon.Last year
The elder Hinga coached at who like physical contact and if His main goals are teaching Succumbs at Overisei
ganization, according to an antees with the following reporting;
I did more counseling.Last August Holland High eight years and they get banged up a bit, are ready sportsmanshipand competitive
nouncement by
Morse,
Mrs. Johanna Arink, 83, of Over- chairman of the troop committee. Mrs. John Baron, Jr., Saugatuck,
in view of increased enrollment came to Hope College in 1931 to come back for more. This kind spirit to every candidate.
religiousactivities;Mrs. Edward
The new coach thanked the board isei, died Sunday afternoon at the
there was even more work and it where he coached for 17 years.
of contact isn't supplied in any
The Troop will begin regular
Heuvelhorst, Holland, organization
home
of
her
son-in-law
and
daughof
education.
Superintendent
Walter
was generally decided this would
He assumed the post of dean of other sport," Hinga said.
meetings at the church on Monday,
and development;Mrs. John Hudbe my last year as football coach men in 1943 and was named
Hinga. who was recommended W. Scott. Shearer and athletic ter, Mr. and Mrs. James Koop- Jan. 7, at 7 p.m.
Large decorated Christmastrees and next year I would be given
Zik, Holland, publicity;Mrs. Berdean of students last May. The post for the post by Dale Shearer, was director Joe Moran for the confi- man of Overisei, following a four
created a festive atmosphere for some position in administration."
nard P. Donnelly, Jr., Holland,
year’s illness.
was
created with the addition of strong in his praise of his prede- dence shown in selectinghim.
! the Christmas party held Monday
Catholic girl’s camp; Mrs. Joseph
As for next fall. Hinga thinks Mrs. Arink was a member of Suggestion Awards
This ended Shearer’s initial pre- Xollen Hall, the new Hope Col- cessor.
evening at Rest Haven Home when
W. Lang, Holland,libraries and
Overisei
Reformed
Church
and
its
Chris
Postma
received
$10
and
the
schedule
will
be
"tougher"
than
sentation and Scott followed up lege men's dormitory. He and Mrs.
"Dale is a tremendousorganizer,
110 members and friends of ’Rest
with the remark that this move is Hinga have an apartment in the thorough thinker and a student of last year but we "might be strong- Ladies Missionary Society. Her Nella Van Geldeqpn received $5 literature,and Mrs. John Mahr,
Haven Guild attended. The trees in no way connected with any dehusband died in November, 1925. for suggestions for Improvements Allegan, study clubs.
the game. I've learned a lot of er.”
dormitory.
were placed on each floor.
Activitiesof the various parishSurviving are her daughter, Mrs. at the local H. J. Heinz Co. plant
So for Bill Hinga. who is fulvelopmentsor criticism of school
football from Dale and have bene- Mrs. A. Dogger, president,welspirit of the last two months.
fited immensely. It was a great filling a life-long desire, it's hats Koopman, and a son, the Rev. Har- during November, according to the es were reportedby the parish
First Church Mission
comed the guests and led , the
"I’m going to miss coaching and
advantage to work with him." off and good luck in a mighty old Arink of Rowley. Iowa; five December issue of "The 57 News.” council president. Mrs. Hector H.
group in saying the Lord’s Prayer. I’ve certainlyenjoyed my relationgrandchildrenand eight greatMunro of Holland and Mrs. Wolf
tough assignment.
Hinga said.
Group Elects Officers
At the business meeting Mrs. ships and contacts obtained but
grandchildren; two brothers, Henry
Sheep outnumbered people three gave an account of the National
E. Kiemel gave the secretary'sre- this is a fine step up."
Gunneman of Coopersvilleand to one in 175-square mile Andor- Council of Catholic Women's conThe Women’s Missionary Society
port and Mrs. R. Vander Meulen,
Fred Gunneman of Grand Rapids. ra, tiny Pyrenees nation.
vention which they attended in ChiShearer felt Bill Hinga was the of First Reformed Church held its
the treasurer’sreport.
cago last month.
"logical man" to succeed him. annual business meeting ThursMrs. William Brower and Mrs. "He knows football,he’s a good day afternoon.Mrs. J. Olthoff.
The Rt. Rev. Msgr Edmund F.
Morris De Vries arranged the pro- organizer and he gets along well president, was in charge of the
Falickiof Grand Rapids, Diocesan
It
gram which included"It, Came with the kids." Shearer said.
Director of the N.C.C.W., addressmeeting. Mrs. H. Bussies conductUpon a Midnight Clear,” sung by
ed the women. He encouragedthe
"There is not a finer fellow in ed devotions on the theme "What
the group; two violin solos, “Jesu the school system working with If Christ Had Not Come." She read
Initialplans for the pageant,
women to keep abreast of world
Bambino” and "Silent Night” by boys and girls today. He was the ChristmasStory from Luke 2. "Upon This Rock," which will be
affairs.
By Matthew Wilson
starvation.There are many fine
Miss Norma Houtman, accompani- brought up on football. He has the
Refreshmentswere served from
A playlet "Dishpnn Missionary" one of the highlightsof the 100th Riley Clair Avery, 54,
views
of
Rome
and
the
Vatican
The Temple of the Vestal Vired by Mrs.. Houtman; the Scrip- respect of the fellow coaches of was presentedby the Mesdames
attractive
tea table in a ChristCity from atop the Castle and
tural Christmas Story read by the schools we play. He will do an J. De Haan, S. Peters, W. Vander anniversary of the Christian Re- Of Spring Lake, Dies
gin’s, the Virgins *who kept the
many
good
views
through
arches mas theme by the Altar and RosMrs. William Brouwer and devo- excellentjob, I'm sure."
formed Church celebrationin 1957.
eternal flame burning is partly de- at the top. This place alone Is one ary Society of St. Peter’s Church.
Haar and G. Ver Hoef.
Special >
tions by Mrs. Estelle De Vries, asShearer. 46. has coached a total
Mrs. Wolf announced that the
Re-elected to office are Mrs J. have been completed by the Hol- Riley ClAir Avery, 54. of route 2. stroyed but some fine columns and where you could bring your lunch
sisted by Miss Coralee Visscher of 18 years plus four-and-a-half
next regular meeting will be held
Olthoff, president: Mrs. H. Mol- land Pageant Committee headed by
walls
remain.
The
avenue
of
culand
spend
the
day
and
still
not
Spring Lake, died unexpectedly
and Miss Marcia Bouws, Mrs. C. years in the service. He was coach- lema, second vice president; Mrs.
at St. Mary’s Church at New
umas leading to it have statues of see everything in it.
Bushouse sang “Tell Me the Story ing at Quincy prior to coming here B. Vande Bunte, secretary; Mrs. George Schreur . Others on the Sunday at Hackley Hospital. MusSalem on Sunday afternoon,March
many
of
the
Vestals
in
place
alWe
broke
our
sight
seeing
by
of Jesus.” and “The Birthday of in 1952.
3. A special board meeting was
J De Haan, treasurer and Mrs. committee are Miss Anne Selles, kegon. He had been visiting friends
a King," accompanied by Mrs. He has coached at Blue Island, G. DykhuLs, assistant treasurer. Mrs. John Timmer, Mrs. Hero in Muskegon when stricken and though some are missing. One taking a car on Sunday to the vil- scheduled for Tuesday morning,
column is interestingbecause in- lage of Marino about 20 miles from
died
shortly
after
admittance
to
Tibbe. She also sang a Dutch song. 111., and Roscommon.Mich. A
Bratt. Dick Zwiep and Fred VanJan. 8 at the home of Mrs. John
Newly elected officers are Mrs.
the hospital. Although in failing stead of the name it has only the Rome. They were having their an- Hudzik in Holland.
“Daar Ruischt Langs De Wolken." Lansing native, Shearer is a 1934
der Ploeg.
William Jellema. first vice presiThe program closed with a read- graduateof Michigan State UniThe pageant scheduled for April health he had Worked on Thurs- letter C. and is supposedto have nual wine festivaland there were
dent; Mrs. B. De Haan. assistant
been that of Claudia, who became so many sightseersthat we had to
ing, "The Inn Keeper Speaks” by versity. He obtained his master ol
25 and 26 at the Holland Civic Cen- day. He ’ was born in Scotsville
secretary. Retiring officers are
a Christian. Many other temples leave the car about a mile from Rose Park Sunshine
Aug.
7.
1902.
and
had
lived
in
the
Mrs. E. Vanderberg.
ter
will
be
directed
by
Mrs.
John
arts degree from MSU in 1950.
Mrs. E. Walvoord. first vice presiGrand Haven - Spring Lake area and remains of other buildingsfar the town and climb a long hill to
> Refreshmentswere served from
While head foofballcoach here
L. Bouman. 41 East 15th St.
Circle Has Meeting
dent; Mrs. J. Picper, assistant
a beautifullydecorateji table by his teams compileda 17-22-6 rec- secretary.Mrs. R. Van Heukelom. A cast of about 100, all local for the past 25 years coming from too numerous to see or describe are reach it. The main street was full
within
the
Forum
and
would
be
of
people
from
curb
to
curb
and
Muskegon
where
he
married
I/ds
members of the Faith Reformed ord. His best years were in 1952
talent, will take part in the
The Sunshine Circle of Rose
honorary president, offered the
and Second Reformed Churches of and 1955 when he established 5-3-1
pageant, which will depict four Hubbelj Nov. 10. 1931. He was em- worth a return trip when one has along the street homes were de- Park Reformed Church held its
closing prayer.
corated above the first floor or
records. This past season the
Zeeland.
phases of the Christian Reformed ployed at the C. A. E. Plant of the more time to spend.
regular meeting in the society
Refreshmentswere served from
The Tomb of Emperor Augustus •balcony with bunches of grapes
Rest Haven Guild will hold their Dutch had a 34-2 mark
Church, includingOur Church Doc- Continental Aircraft in Mdskegon
room of the Beechwood Reformed
a table decorated in the Christmas
(9 B.C.) and the wonderful altar and small bottlesof wine as well
next meeting Jan. 24 in Sixteenth
trinal Roots. Our Church Historical as a machine operator for the past
Qwrch
Monday night. Mrs. Gerrit
motif with Mrs. Van Heukelom
were visitedin early morning and as some religious figures.
Street Christian Reformed Church.
Roots. Our Church Within and seven years.
De Ruiter, president, opened the
OES Chapter Meets
and Mrs. Olthoff, pouring. HostesOn
the
pavements
little
stands
Besides the wife he is survived the details of the reliefs are most
Our Church and Evangelism.
meeting. Choruseswere sung and
ses were the Mesdames J. Ter
These phases will be broken up by three daughters,Mrs. Albert striking and lifelike.Practically were selling everything from roast Mrs. Robert Zap had charge of
For Christmas Party
Bcek, F. Diekema, D. Van Tatenthe
balance
of
the
morning
was
pork
(a
custom
for
the
day)
to
into seven parts including the Weigel of Grand Haven, Mrs.
devotions. A spirituallife thought
Mrs. Ruth Edgecomb, Grand hove.
church life, church and education, Robert Freeland of Spring Lake spent in photographingthe Tiber dolls and other gimcracks and was given by Mrs. Stanley Oudesome
large
wine
houses
had
large
River
and
colorful
bridges,
and
church and publications,Christian and Joan at home; three sons,
Admitted to Holland Hospital Committee Woman and member of
molen.
mercy, foreign missions, home Riley at home, Pfc. Robert Avery visitingthe Castle of St. Angelo displaysof various wines they pro- Louis Mulder, chalk talk artist,
Monday were John Cammenga, the 90th Anniversaryproject was Christmas Tea Honors
with the U. S. Marine Corps at Much was built in 135 A. D. by duce. The town band paraded once and his group presented a Christmissions and radio ministry.
598 Graafschap Rd.; P a m e la guest at the regular meeting of
New Guild Members
Jacksonville,N. C, and Paid Lee Adrian as a tomb for himself and and later gave a really good’ con- mas program. The business meetVolkers, 205 East 29th St.; Tony Star of BethlehemChapter No. 40,
cert in front of the church. We
New
members
were
introduced
at
OES
Thursday
evening
in
the
chapat home; his father. Riley Avery, family.
Badelio, 69 Columbia Ave.; Valening followed.Mrs. Charles D. RieBirthday Party Given
It was 'built along the lines of a were too late to see the procession
of Bangor; two brothers, William
tina Rivera, route 2; Merrilee ter room. She sp>oke to the group New members were introduced at
mersma closed wHh prayer.
the Christmastea given Thursday
of Milwaukee and Harry of Bangor Greek mausoleum yet with the to the church and the laying of
Tlmmer. 670 Myrtle Ave.; James about her work.
Gifts were exchanged and reFor Jilane Swieringa
usual largeness of Roman struc- grapes at the feet of the Madonna. freshments served by Mrs. Julius
Also present were four officers afternoon by the Margaret P.
Hosta, 4305 60th St.; Mrs. James
and two grandchildren.
It rained a short time and sudtures. It’s base was a square tumuCook. 203 West 10th St.; Simon of the Ottawa County Association, Hummer Guild ol Holland Hospi- Jilane Swieringa was guest of
De Haan, Mrs. Albert Dooiittle,
lous 295 feet on a side. Over this denly the streets were cleared as
Dogger, 594 Crescent Dr.; Mrs. Mrs. Alice Behm, president; Mrs. tal Auxiliary.The affair was held honor at a birthday party Saturday
Mrs. George Lawrence, Mrs. Ted
was
a
round
construction
with
the
If
by
magic
and
we
had
no
idea
John H. Wieghmink, 641 Michigan Miriam Boelens. secretary;Mrs. at the home of Mrs. Robert Sch- afternoon at the home of her par- State Police Post
Everse and Mrs. Gordon Kiekinttop covered with earth and having where the people all disappeared
Ave.; Mrs. Martha Zeller, 4145 Amelia Parks, first vice president neider, Legion Park. Co-hostesses ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Swieringa, Open 24 Hoars a Day
veld.
to
When
the
rain
stopped
the
trees
and
a
statue
of
Adrian
above
and
Fred
Schacht,
second
vice
were Mrs. Judson Bradford and 714 South Shore Dr. It was her 10th
Cadillac St., Wayne, Mich.; Raypresident.
Mrs. Roger Prins.
ail. Later it became a fortress streets were again full from curb
birthday anniversary on Dec. 10.
mond Van Eyk, 99 Clover Ave.
GRAND
(Special)
Marriage Licenses
Plans were made for the family
Mrs. J. D. Haas, Mrs. Keith
Games were played and movies The Grand Haven State Police post with a moat around it and other to curt.
DischargedMonday were the
About this time the householders
i Ottawa County
Rev. Edwin W. Koeppe, 93 West Christmas party to be held Friday Van Harte and Mrs. Jack Glup- were shown. Prizes were won by is now open 24 hours a day be- changes. Later around 1445 it beGerry Ellis Slatter, 19, route 2,
12th St.; Bernard Ter Horst, 329 at 6:30 p.m. Each family is asked ker were introduced to the group. Lynn Lugers, Verna Zoet, Myra cause of an increase in night calls. came a residence and fortressof began to break up their displays
Lane Ave.; Anthony Derks, 41 to bring their own table service Decorationsat the tea table Swieringa, Paula Nash, Louise Sgt. Milton Swingle, post com- the Popes. Even today is Is con- by tossing or lowering the grapes Spring Lake, and Janice Elaine
were in keeping with the season. Haverdink and Marcia. Daining. A mander, said the office has been nected to the Vatican by a passage- to the crowds below. Then bottles Ogden, 18, Grand Haven; Edward
East 10th St.; Paula Volkers. 205 and a dish to pass.
An amusing skit about automo- Mrs. Schneider poured.
decoratedbirthday cake featured receiving an average of 25 calls way which in times past was used of wine which were almost fought Smith, 18, route 5, Grand Rapids,
East 29th St.
A son, Marc Charles, was born bile traveling in the early 1900’s At the business meeting follow- the refreshments. Each guesr also a night resulting in the new by the Popes as a means of es- over by younger men. Unfortunate- and Bessie Cazier, 19, Grand Racape when the Vatican was threat- ly moat of the grapes were smash- pids; Dennis De Haan 23 and
in Holland Hospital Monday to Mr. was given by William Clark, and ing the tea. comminttee chairmen received a favor.
around-the-clock watch.
and Mrs. Charles Armstrong, 78 the Mesdames Bonnie Tregloan, were appointed by Mrs. Kenneth Invited were Sheryll Swieringa, Two new troopers also began ened by invaders. Benvehuto Cel- ed by graspinghands or deliber- Dorothy Jeanne Schipper, 24, both
Lillian Schuchard. lily Anne Simp- Van Wieren, president.Serving on Louise Haverdink, Verna Zoet,
West 30th St.
their duties Monday bringing the lini was superlntendfentof Artil- ately smashed by the tough guys. of Zeeland.
’ A daughter bom Saturday to Mr. son, Agnes Shaver, Ruth Gilman, the calling committeewill be Mrs. Lynn Lugers, Paula Nash, Orma
complement ati the post to 19 offi- lery and was later imprisoned in As they drank more wine and got
and Mrs. Warner De Leeuw, Jr., Wilma Hill and Mrs. Kolean and Robert Sligh and Mrs. Kenneth Haverdink, Myra Swieringfe, cers. The post will receive its first San Angelo and was fortunate to more unruly we decided it was
273 West 18th St.; a son, Stephen daughter,Bonita. Narrator was Helder; ways and means. Mrs. Nancy Alderink, Marcia Daining detectiveJan. 6 when Cpl. William effect his escape. It is a vast place time to leave. We waited to see the
with many Papal rooms with fine fountain that gushed wine but did
Dale, born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Bertha Mattison. An accor- Prins and Mrs. Haas; publicity. and the guest of honor.
Chandler arrives.
Mrs. Dale Bielby, 708 Butternut dion solo was played by Miss Mrs. Kenneth Atman.
AMBULANCE SERVICE *
The post has six patrol cars in- art works and tapestriesand wood not take any of it We ran into two
Valerie Jean, Sharon Van Uyl.
Guild project*and coming events
A traditionin west Texas says cluding one unmarked radar car. carvings. Many political prisoners American Marines who were .staGilbert V9Bd« Water. M«r.
Refreshments were served In were discussed. The next meeting that a homed frog can live one
Mr. and Mrs.
died mere and we saw the dun- tioned at the American Ambassa27 last
tta«a U92
93 Timberwood the dining room by Mrs. Alice Yost is scheduledfor the first Thurs- hundred years without food or
The first compulsory education geons where the Popes placed their dors in Rome and they were glad
HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
and berkommittee.
day in January 1
political enemies to die of slow to talk to people from home.
water.
law was passed in 1852.
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Rites Read at Overisel Church

More Discussion
On School Front
Occupies Board
Educational
Necessary

Work

With
i

Many Developments
The Board of Education Monday
night devoted considerable time to
further discussionof school annex*

ation problems and set another
special meeting for Dec. 17 in
working towards a cooperative
solution with other bodies in a district reorganization which should
provide proper high school facilities for the hundreds of students in
the area.
The Board of Education is working with the Planning Commission,
City Council and Board of Public
Works in seeking the best solution
on school and economicfronts. The
school board was to present its
recommendationat a Dec. 6 planning meeting but this meeting was
postponed until later in the month,
possibly Dec. 20.
Because of almost insurmountable tax problems and divergent
assessments, it now appears likely
that the general recommendations
include a city annexation program
of urban sections as well as «
school district annexation of districts less populated. The board
Monday night considered one alteration in policy which would allow
a district to become annexed to
the school district of Holland which
is not contiguousto

a

district

Goose Tatum
... OP Wild Goose

NEWS MEDIA, OBSERVERS HONORED— The
Holland Evening Sentinel and WHTC along with
members of the Ground Observer Corp were
honored Monday night for their participationin
the GOC. The newspaper and radio station were
awarded certificates for their outstanding
cooperation in publicizing the activities of the

GOC

Miss Lois E. Kiel
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Kiel of
Vriesland have announced the engagement of their daughter, Lois
E., to John M. Nykamp, son of
Mr. ^nd Mrs. Peter Nykamp of

Tatum, Haynes

New

To Put on

Groningen.

In Civic

during the past year. Five others received

wings and bars for the hours they have devoted
to manning the air spotting tower at Washington
Ave. and 28th St. Left to right are Sandy Meek,
WHTC manager; Mary McLean, Sgt. Louis R.
Greenlee, Mrs. Billie Roser, Keith Liddle, Bruce
Gibbons and Winton Gibbons. (Sentinelphoto)

Wilsons Learn Christians

Not Put to Death
Made from Behind

already annexed.
For instance,under the suggerted new policy, it would be possible
for Waukazoo district or Lakewood
district to annex to the Holland
ALBION (Special)
George
school district even though Beechwood district had not annexed.
Vivlamore, Albion senior forward,
A good share of the discussion had the hottest night of his fourconcernedthe many developmentsyear career here Wednesday night
that were not anticipated in the
and besides dumping through 34
area school study which occupied points, he sank a jump shot from
some eight months of study the behind the foul circle in the final
first part of the year. One member
two seconds to give the Britons a
expressed the fear that many per73-72 MIAA decision over Hope
sons from outside districts who had
College at Kresge Gym.
worked on the report were badly
Vivlamore’sshot, his 15th basconfused by now over the turn of
ket in 20 attempts, gave Albion its
events which now takes in the
fifth straight victory and leaves
thought of city annexation as well
them tied with Kalamazoo for the
as school district annexation.
MIAA laad with 2-0. Hope now
It was generally agreed that
has a 1-1 league record, tied with
there is much educational work to
Alma and Calvin.
be done after the various groups
Albion got its chance after a
decide on what is the best solution
long Hope pass had gone over the
for the complex problems of not
10-second line and was touched by
only the schools but of the general Hope’s Mert Vanderlind. This gave

Free Throw Circle

in

In other business, the board ap-

proved the appointmentof Mrs.
Evelyn Vukin to teach typing in
the high school for the second
semestersucceeding Doris Brower
who plans to be married. The
clerk was Instructedto send a letter of appreciationfor her years of
service.

Goose Tatum, the clown prince
Haynes, called the best dribblerIn
the game, afe bringing their Har-

Were

Dale Groenheide, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Groenheide, has returned home upon completion of
his two years of Army training.
The Rev. L. Ponstein was guest
minister at the HamiltonReformed
Church last Sunday morning and
Dr. Henry Bast, also of Holland,
conducted the evening service.
Special music was contributed by
the Adult and Girls’ choirs.
The Junior High Christian Endeaver
group featured the topic
7109,887.56.
sema, coming in for tipins, soon
President Wendell A. Miles pre- was within one point. Ritsema "Our Bible— What Is It All About”
sided at the meeting which ad- made seven baskets in the second with Bruce Eding, Necia Veldholf

WednesMr. and Mrs. ComtllusDe Hoon, Jr.

7T’ former All-American Bill

Colosseum

By Matthew Wilson
wool manufactuing and popular
Had lunch at an outdoor cafe dwelling places.Today a lot of resand started again at 2:30 p.m. torationis going on and some day
and first to the Colosseum.That we may see the Collosseum as it
is the wrong name because it is originallywas.

Hamilton

to Holland

day, Dec. 19 for an exhibitionwith
the Kentucky Colonels, featuring

Nearby stand the Arch of Conactually the Ampitheatreof Flavian, and was opened in the year stantine as a sign of the arrival
80. It was built by Jewish prison- of Christianism. It is a beautifules. The name which is commonly ly decorated and was probably
used for this edifice perhaps de- done during the epochs of Adrian,
Miss Marilyn Geerlings
rives from the gilt bronze statue Trajan and Marcus Aurelius.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Geerlings of
Several full hours of walking 111 Lawrence Ave., Zeeland, , anof Nero, known as the Colosso di
were done to completethe after- nounce the betrothalof their
Nerone.
The amphitheatreis eliptical in noon by visiting the old Roman daughter, Marilyn, to Roger A.
shape 610 feet long, 512 feet wide Forum. Near the Arch of Constan- Overway, son of Mr. and %s.
and 254 feet high divided into four tine is a round on the pavement Maurice Overway of 180 Highland
stories. At one end was the door showing where the fladiators usf%\ Ave.
which was used to carry out the to wash. Going a bit farther we
Miss Geerlings recently spent a
wounded and the dead. The central find the remains of a larke Temple vacation in Ha w a i i where Mr.
space where the performancetook of Venus and Rome erected 155. Ovenvay is stationedwith the
place, was partly covered in wood From here we enter through the U. S. Marine Corps.
and partly in stone and was cov- Arch of Titus - 170 A. D. which
An October wedding is being
ered with sand or “rena" from has two fine base reliefs.
planned.
which the word arena is derived. Going by the Sacred Way on the
The first floor had a high podium right we see the ruins of the
which was used by the dignitaries Basillica of Massentiusand Conwho sat on marble seats on each stantine; Temple of Antonio and
the Britons the ball at midcourt side of the Emperor’sbox. Te was Faustus; and the remains of the
Vivlamore received the pass, took flanked In the box by the Vestal houses where Julius Caeser spent
Virgins and the Imperial Council. his last night on earth. Near is the
aim and fired.
Hope, l°ading 72-71, had receiv- The upper stories were reserved Rostra where Marc Anthony made
ed the ball out of bounds with for the common people and at the his famous address over the body
about 15 seconds to go after Al- very top the poor were admitted of Caeser which caused the asbion had violated the new throw- free. Unaccompanied women had sembled peoples to rush forward
to occupy these higher places near and have the body of the Emperor
in lane rule.
The game was a typicalAlbion- the poor. Citizens had to w'ear the properly burned with all honor.
Hope battle, especiallyin the sec- toga and remain during the per- Rosta is used by us today as Rosond half. Five times in the last formance with bare head. In case trium or a place to lecture from.
of rain huge tarpaulins could be It comes from the word that
12 minutes the game was tied.
Hope took an early lead but stretched over this vast arena to meant “shipsheads”because the
figure at the front of captured
every time the Britons were able keep the patrons dry.
The performancesusually were enemy ships were carried to the
to pretty - well match it and it
wasn’t until a couple of minutes gladiator combat, hunting of ani- rosta and set in place there.
The Senate in almost perfect
before the half that Hope really mals, or scenes of naval battles.
Contrary to common belief and to state of preservation with the placjumped out ahead.
Leading 30-25, guard Warren shows put on in our modem es for the Senatorswas visited.
Vander Hill hit for three straight movies, Christians were not put Strange to say within the Forum
baskets and aided in pushing the to death in the Colosseum.A re- is the church called Antique
Dutch ahead 38-27 at halftime. cent picture showed such a scene Church of Santa Maria, built on
Miss Helen Elizabeth Holman
Mr. and Mrs. Francis W.
Paul Benes, who did another good and at a time that the coloseum the ruins of an old Roman temple
and said to be the oldest Christian Holman of route 3, Hudsonville,
Job on the boards, ted Hope in the had not even been built.
Hunting performances took Church in existence. It has some announce the engagement of their
first half with 14 while Vander
place up to 519 almost two hun- very old frescoes, one of which daughter, Helen Elizabeth,to Lynn
Hill followed with 11.
The 6’4” Vivlamore,g et ting dred years after Giristianism. runs the entire length of a wall Ver Hage, the son of Leonard
warmed up in the first half, hit From 519 the place was abondon- and is composed of early Saints, Ver Hage of 19 North Centennial
ed and left to slow ruin. Most of the names of which are not even St., Zeeland.
17 of Albion’s 27 points.
Albion threw up a full-court the actual destructionwas not by known today. In one small chapel
press with a zone defense in the time or the elements but by people is a fresco of a “living” Christ. I
first half but Hope had little trou- who used the stones for building doubt if another exists and alble puncturing it. But in the sec- new palaces and other buildings. though hanging on the Cross the
ond half, the press, with a man-to- Later it even became a place for eyes of the Savior are wide open.

The board granted permission to
the Girls’ Athletic Association to
stage a New Year's eve party Dec.
31 and waived the 11 :30 p.m. closing for this party only, allowing
the party to close at 12:30 a.m.
Mrs. Barbara Ambellas and others
will provide supervision.
Supt. Walter Scott expressed
some concern over state aid payments which appear to be on the
'decline on the sales tax front.
Some state school leaders have
been asking the state legislature to
pass deficit allocations:
The buildings and grounds committee reported progress on possibilities of expandingthe new high
school site west of Ottawa Ave.
This site may be considered for a
school driving range in view of the
fact that the Civic Center lot is
used more and more for parking
during the day.
The financecommitteemade sev- man defense upset the Dutch and
eral recommendationson process- the intermission lead was quickly
ing class accounts and Inactive whittled.
accounts in connectionwith the
The Britons struck right away
school audit: Plans also call for and hit eight out of 10 baskets to
quarterly reports of athletic ac- go in front. Junior guard Virgil
counts.
Hall made four out court baskets
Supt. Scott reported that Mrs. in a row to pace the drive.
Marian Groenevelt is teaching on
This basket barrage by Hall, aid
a substitutebasis for the balance ed by Vivlamore and the MIAA's
of the first semester to fill the defending scoring champion John
vacancy created by the resignation Hannett, enabled Albion to run
of Mrs. Georgia Condon, Junior up a seven-point 69-62 lead with
high English and citizenship teach- about three miutes to go in the
er who has moved to another city game.
to be with her husband.
But Hope, with Benes, hitting on
Bills for the month amounted to his right-hand hook, and Ray Rit-
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of basketball and Marques

—

economy.

Show

Dec.

lem Magicians

Winning Basket

i

ed home from the Holland Hospital
with her infant daughter, Jane
Ellen, who was born Dec. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
attended the Christmasmeeting of
the Allegan County Rural Letter
Carriers association held at Griswold Auditoriumin Allegan Saturday. Other local carriers were
unable to attend. A cooperative
supper was followedby a children’s
program, group singing of Christmas carols, exchange of gifts and
business sessions of the Men’s
group and Ladies Auxiliary.Meetings will not be held during January and February.

(Princa photo)
Spivey.
OVERISEL (Special) -Overisel .Marion. Ushers were Donald
The Holland Junior Chamber of ChristianReformed Church, decor- Tacoma of Grand Rapids and
Commerce is sponsoring the 8 p.m.
Bernard Timmerman, the bride's
game and the proceeds will be ated with palms, ferns and baskets brother.
used for the "Children’sChristmas of white mums and pompon*, was
Wedding music was provided by
Shoping Tour.”
the scene of the wedding of Mist Harold Pa d d i n g who sang "O
A halftime show with feature Marilyn Jean Timmerman and Promise Me," "Because" and
the Flying Nesblts of Washington, Cornelius De Haun, Jr., on Thurs- "The Wedding Prayer," accomday, Nov. 29. The double ring cei^ panied by Verlyn Schultze, organD.C., a top acrobatic team.
Tatum, undoubtedly is the emony was performed at 8 p.m. ist.
greatest box office attraction in by the Rev. John C. Medendorp. The couple greeted about 150
Parent* of the couple are Mr. guests at a reception in the church
basketball % history.
84-inch
reach enables him to score from and Mrs. Milton Timmerman of parlors. Assisting as master and
anywhere within the foul circle Overisel and Mr. and Mrs. Cor- mistress of ceremonies were the
and his best shot is the well- nelius De Haan, Sr., of Marlon, Rev. and Mrs. Roy Boeskoel of
Mich.
known deceptive hook.
Highland, Mich. ; Miss A r 1 • n e
The bride, given in marriage by Rensenbrinkand A1 De Kam who
Haynes, who has entertained for
years with his dribbling,has In his her father, wore a floor length arranged the gifts and Mr. and
repertoiredribbling with one gown of Aiencon lace and nylon Mrs. Jack Tieraeyer who served
tulle. \ie chose a fitted bodice punch. Waitresses were friends of
finger while laying on his side.
Spivey won the Helms Founda- which complimented a bouffant the bride who are employed at
tion award for the outstanding skirt with lace panels in front and Pine Rest. They were the Misses
athlete in the United States in enhanced by tiers of ruffles in the Marge Angma, Anna Mae Pas me,
1951. Other top notch stars listed back, the top one forming a buttle Joann Kiekover, Faye Volkers,
on the Colonels roster Includes effect. A tiny mandarin collar and Allda Terpstra, Hazel Peters,
Charley Hadden, formerly of Ken- long lace tteevet coming to polnta Eileen Lanninga and Mn. Ted
tucky and Don Malmrose of Brig- at the wristi were other atyte fea- Heuker.
tures. Her half tier crown of seed
ham Young University.
For a wedding trip to WashingLast season the Magicians played pearls and sequins held her finger- ton, D.C., the bride changed to a
176 games before attendances In tip veil in place. She carried a green knit dress with black accesexcess of 750,000. They have cascade bouquet of white carna- sories. After Jan. 1 the couple will
played in Canada, Mexico and will tions. centered with a white orchid be at home at 488 68th St., Grand

HU

wind up next May in South Am- and

trailing ivy.

Miss Lydia Van Diggeteq as

erica.

Like the Globetrotters,they will maid of honor wore a full length
combine with NfcA teams for frosted apple color gown of yarn
dyed taffeta. The Victorian neckspecial twin bills.
line joined beneath the front panel
to form soft impressedpleats on
the long torso bodice. The rustling
skirt was gathered with a sash
Marv Wabeke fired a 437 score flowing from perky back bows.
to pace the Holland Archery club The bridesmaids,Miss Delphine
in its Dec. 5 shoot at Holland High Boven and Mrs. Kerwin Dick, sisgym. The group shot the FI i n t ter of the groom, wore similar
Round which is the same as the gowns in blue blaze color.
outdoor course with the top score
For best man the groom chose
being 540.
his brother,Peter De Haan of
John Lam was runnerup with 420
while Bill Brown had 413. Norma
Naber led the women with 385.

Archery Scores

Rapids.
The bride, a psychiatric nurse,
is a graduate of Holland Christian
High School and Pine Rest Nursing School. The groom is employed
by Modem Tire Shop in G r t n d
Rapids.
The bride was honored at pre-

nuptial showers given by Mrs.
Milton T i m menu an and Mrs.
Bernard Timmerman; the bride'i
cousins, Mrs. Don Rietman, Mrs.
Calvin Hamstra and Mrs. Milton
Boerlgter; the nurses at Cutterville, and relativesof the groom
who live in Grand Rapids.

-

Library Adventures

Other scorer were: Gene
Hiddinga,368; Paul Barkel. 362;
Warren St. John, 360; Glenn By Arnold Mulder
Brower, 317; Juke Ten Cate, 309;
Professor James Grossmin has
But a generation or so after his
Jerry Kline, 284; John Mulder,
274; Chuck Roezma. 266; A1 Pet- written a new biography of James death, when a crop of new readen
roelje,252; Milly -Petroelje,248; Fenimore Cooper that may re- had grown up, the writer as a perBob Schoon, 244; Joe De Vries, volutionizeAmerica’s thinking son was more or less forgottenand
243; Don Brower, 243; Harvey about socallel writer of Indian the Indian stories charmed the
Gements, 242; Webb Dalman, 236; stories. As Grossman sees him. boys and girls of the newer day.
Ed Jousma, 227 and Andy Naber, Cooper was hardly a writer of Later in life those boys and
girla did not take the trouble to
223.
Indian stories at all.
Joyce Barkel, 202; Charlie
Myers, 198; Don Timmer. 180;
Reke Brown, 176; Burt Call, 169;
Warren Drooger, 151 ; Sylvia
Timmer, 144;. Sally Schoon, 132;
Don Hoving, 127; Glenn De Waard,
112; Larry Hager, 109; Jack Klomparens, 101; S. De Young, 90 and

Kay

Call, 82.

Children

to

Entertain

Retthaven Residents
The Junior Church, an organization of Third Reformed Church,
will gather at the church Friday
at 4 p.m. for a Christmas party.
About 100 are enrolled in the Junior Church.

reread Cooper’s Indian yarns; they
qualify that statement
simply remembered that as youngslightly, Cooper did write a few
sters the books had fascinated
novels about Indians on the Amerithem. As fiction some of them are
can frontier, but he wrote so many
more about life in Italy, In Aus- poor stuff, or at best only mediocre, but the legend has grown
tria, in France, that among them
up during the past century that
all his books about the Indians look
they are great literature. And few
like a drop in a tubful.Even his
books about American subjects there are, unless it be an occawere generally speaking not about sional ProfessorGrossman, who
take the trouble to go behind the
the Indians.He wrote novels about
legend by actually reading Cooper
court procedure in America,about
American economics,about the with the intelligenceof maturity.
famous “anti-rent”controversiesin Cooper was our first international
which the Hudson Valley novelist, and in his early years
America was as proud of him as
Hollanders were concerned.
He also wrote a few novels about England was of Scott. Marie
Twain was almost the ohly voice
Indians. The American people have
elected to forget all his other raised against Cooper in the ninebooks and remember only his teenth century. In the twentieth
there have been others who, like
storiesof the frontier. They even
Professor Grossman, have had the
forget for the most part that he
courage to subject Cooper to obwrote the best sea-storiesthat the
jective critical analysis.

Or, to

Following supper at 5:15 p.m.
journed at 10:40 p.m. All members half.
Vander Hill jump shot and David Lugten as leaders.
Devotions were conducted by Sally
the entire group will go to Restwere present with the exception of sent Hope ahead 71-70.
John G. Walter*
haven Home at 6:15 p.m. to put
Carl C. Andreasen.Mrs. John K.
Coach Russ De Vette said to- Haakma and Mary Lugten and
Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Alderink
Marla
Lugten
was
pianist.
up and trim a tree. They will pre- world had produced up until that
Winter gave the invocation.
day "this it the best ball we’ve
The
Senior C.E. used the topic, entertained at a supper in honor John G. Walters, 58, Dies
sent gifts to the residentsand also time, stories that did not come
played” and he was especially
sing Christmassongs.
"The Bible Is Never Out of Date”
within a thousand miles of a Redtheir 20th wedding anniversary Unexpectedlyin Zeeland
Two Tickets Not Enough? complimentaryof the board play with Dawn Groenheide and Carl of
Parents are asked to call for the skin or his squaw.
on Nov. 26. The event was held
of Benes.
ZEELAND (Special) - John G. children at the church at 7:15 p.m. In spite of all that, he is, and
in the American Legion Hall. AtOfficers Make it Three
Hope meets Alma here Saturday Wassink in charge.
Walters, 58. of 135 South Wall St.,
Marvin Kooiker and Willis Tim- tending were the Rev. and Mrs.
will doubtless remain, America's
One of the children of Mr. and
night in Civic Center at 8 p.m.
merman left for the south last John C. Medendorp,Mr. and Mrs. Zeeland, died unexpectedlyWed- Marriage Licenses
GRAND
(Special)
novelist of the Indians. No matter Mrs. Ed Clark of Burnips is conBox score:
nesday
afternoon.
He
attended
week on a motor trip. The former Edward G. Lubbers and Ellen,
Don Topp, Jr., 24, of 2101 Lake
tl^t William Gilmore Simms, of
Hope (71)
Ottawa County
fined to his home in Burnips with
Holland business college and was
Dr., Holland, is serving a two-day
FG FT FF TP expected to spend the winter Mrs. Winnie Balder, Mr. and Mrs employed at the former State Com- PhUlip W. Steal, 21, Zeeland, and South Carolina, wrote many more chicken pox.
months
in
the
Bradenton,
Fla.
area.
jail sentence on a charge of driv- Teusink, f ....... ...0
novels
about
the
Indians,
some
of
Martin
De
Kleine
and
Gary,
Mr.
0
0
1
mercial and Savings Bank of Carole Vander Meulen, 21, HolDick Smit, who has been ill at and Mrs. Corneal Brewer and
ing while his operator’slicense Buursma, f .....
them better novels, than Cooper. The Rev. and Mrs. A. C. Doeh2
0
8
Zeeland and later at the Zeeland land; Albert Henry Meyer, 21, HolHolland
Hospital
for
many
weeks,
was suspended.
The Indian became
Cooper ring of Burnips were in Byron
Mary
Lou,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Len
4
Benes, c .........
2 24
State Bank. He was a member land, and Marilyn Eileen Neff, 19,
The sentence was given in R. Ritsema, g ... ...7 1 2 15 was transfered to the Woodhaven Brandsen, Mr. and Mrs. James of First Christian
trademarkearly in Cooper’s career Center on Saturday afternoon.
Waxahachie, Texas.
Members of the Women’s Society
Convalescent Home in Zeeland the Schipper, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Municipal Court Monday afternoon Vander Hill, g ..
and the brand is indelible.
2 15
1
Church.
for Christian Service of the Monearly
part
of
last
week.
after Topp was haled into court Vanderlind, f ....
Professor
Grossman
has
gone
to
Wolters,
David
and
Duane,
Mr
4
1
3
Surviving are the wife, A. Eliz"Operation Santa Gaus” is proto answer two other traffic charges Woodcock, g ..... ...0
The Women’* Missionary Society and Mrs. Gerald Lubbers, Paul abeth; two sons, Glenn of Park gressing at all the local lodges in the trouble of digging down into terey Methodist Church, - held its
0
1
0
annual Christmas meeting Wednesimposed by state police last Aug. Thomson, f ......
0
0 of the Hamilton Reformed Church and Judy, Mrs. Don Lokkers, Mr. Forest, 111., Sherwin of Zeeland; the Interfratemal Council in Hol- the documentsthat furnishthe evi1
met
last
week
Thursday
afternoon
25 in Allendaletownship. These
and Mrs. Haas, Mr. and Mrs. Hen- five grandchildren;one brother, land with toys for needy children dence for what Cooper actually day at the home of Mrs. Gara
Barry of Monterey Center. A potcharges were speeding and having
Totals 31 10 1372 In the church rooms, with Mrs. ry Alderink, Albert Alderink and Gerrit; two sisters, Mrs. Kathryn being brought in to lodge halls. did and what he actuallywas. The
luck dinner was held at noon. Mrs.
James
Koops,
vice
president,
preno operator's license on person.
Joane,
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Aiderresult
is
not
very
flattering
to
Albion (IS)
de Gark of Grand Rapids and A call to the Moose Lodge, 66163,
Marie Hanna, president, presided
When Topp appeared Monday afFG FT FF TP siding. Devotions and the program ink and Adriana, Judy and Pat- Mrs. Henrietta Victor of Grand- will bring a pickqp for anyone Cooper. As Grossman read the re- at the afternoon business meeting
ternoon it was teamed that his li- Harmett, t ..........
2 19 were in charge of Mrs. John Klin- ty, William Swier, James. Mar- viile.
not able to bring the toys in. Dolls cord, he was a cranky, opinionated and ted devotions.
Christmas
cense had been suspended last Vivlamore,f ...... 15
0 34 genberg, Mrs. Floyd Kempkers, vin and Gertrude, Mrs. Gertrude Funeral services will be held and Girls’ toys are still needed American Tofy, not in any sense program and gift exchange folMrs.
Ben
Kooiker,
Mrs.
James
the
democratic
historian
of
frontier
Aug. 1 because of a drunk driving Stover, c ...........
Schipper,
Carol
Van
Der
Laan,
0
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Yntema Fun- as well as other toys. Members of
Busscher,Mrs. Lloyd Butler and Erma Bruson, Lloyd Brinkhuis, eral Home with the Rev. A. the Elks, Eagles, VFW .Pioneer lore that America has thought of lowed.
count, somethinghe failed to tell Scott, g ............
state police at the thne of the HaU, g .............
2 12 Mrs. Ben Eding. A resume of the Goldie, Sarah, Arthur Jay, George, Rozendal officiating. Burial will be and Moose Lodges are participat- him as being for the past century
history of the Chinese Reformed Dale, Glenn and Linda Kay Aider- in Zeeland Cemetery. The body is ing. The drive continues until Sat- since his death.
Aug. 25 arrests.Besides the comLong Weekends
pulsory sentence, he also was asAmerica
romanticized
GRAND
(Special)
Totals 30 13 9 73 Church in Sacramento,Calif., was ink and the honored guests.
at the funeral home where rela- urday, Dec. 22.
presented by the group. Several
sessed 750 fine and 74-90 costs.
The Sandy View 4-H Club met tives anjj friends may meet the
Cooper, just as Cooper had Hie court house in Grand Haven
The "Ladies Breakfast"at 6:30 Christmas carols were sung and at the home of Marilyn Timmer family tonight and Friday from
Russell Jay Busscher, senior at romanticized the Indian. During will be closed on both Mondays
Mr. and Mrs. William De Long, a.m. Saturday at the Youth for Mrs. John Bartels gave a report last week Monday evening. The 7 to 9 p.m.
Western MichiganC o 1 e g e, has the last 25 years of his life he was preceding Christmas and New
83 East 26th St., entertained Mr. Christ Gubhouse will featurea talk on "Stewardship." The regular president Nanay Wabeke presided
been appointed to be cadet first personally very unpopular. So Year’s day this year. This will
DeLong's business partnersat a by Miss Margaret Datema, mis- business sessionclosed the meeting at the business meeting. The memPvt. Robert Kroeze, son of Mr. lieutenantin the Reserve Officers’ touchy that he resented criticism give county employes two long
dinner party at their home Tues- sionary on furlough from Huehue- and roll call response was made bers sewed on their projects and and Mrs. Ben Kroeze, 236 E a s t Training Corps, according to a re- no matter how just, he brought so weekends since the court house
day night Guests were Mr. and tenango, Guatemala. Miss Datema by giving a Christmas thought games were played. Refreshments 13th St., has completed basic lease from Western Michigan Col- many libel suits that even though closes at 5 p.m. Fridays and will
Mrs. Claire Moore, Mr. and Mrs. was bom in Hamilton and after Listed as social hostesses were were served by Mrs. Timmer.
trainingat Fort Carson, Colo., and lege News Service. He is studying he won a fair share of them they reopen at 8 am. on Wednesday
Raymond Maihofer and Mr. and graduation from Mbody Bible In- Mrs. Bert Hen, Miss Myrtle Van
is now attending a Signal Corps air transmission and is majoring all but impoverishedhim. He was Dec. 26, and Jan. 2.
Mrs. Wesley DeLong of Muskegon stituteshe chose this field under Der Kolk, Mrs. Henry Van DoorThe center of a standard base- School in Georgia. His address is in aviation.He is the son of Mr. so unpopular toward the close of
and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Parker of the Central American Minion. nik and Mrs. Henry Rankens.
ball is a piece of cork which has Student Co. 29 TSESS Camp Gor- and Mrs. Raymond Busscher, his life that some of his later books
South Haven. -•
All women are invited.
Mrs. Jeromt Schaap has return- been aged for 15 years.
don, Ga.
were almost still-born.
route 5.
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MLUND

CITY

NEWS

Christian

Sunday School

Endeavor

Lesson

Till Christmas
Isaiah 40:3; Malachi 3:1;
Galatians 4:1-7
by Darrell Franken

have you prepared
for the observance of the birth
of Christ? Merchantsand businessmen have been preparing for this
season for months. They have been
manufacturing, shipping, and displaying all the latest designs in
TIm Home of tho
Hollaai City New*
gifts and presents.Now, each day,
PubliBhedevery ThureThe Sentinel millions of dollars worth of presCo. Office 54-56 ents are being transferred from
Ighth Street. Hoi- the stores to homes. There they
second due matter at are rewrapped and placed under

ot Hope College, has

kRed Cross

Christ

in the will assist in organizing the 1957
Red Cross campaign in Michigan.
U.S.A. and used by permission.)

Htawa Jury list
Irawn for

have established a tree government and an independentcoun-

His appointment was announced
Some of the chapter* of the Bible Monday by Lester W. lindow of
are greater than other*. On» of Flint, Red Cross nationalvice
the greatest chapters of the Bible chairman for the state of MichiI Corinthians 13 which is our gan.
Other regional vice chairmen for
lesson text. In this chapter we are
taught that love is essential to Michigan are Stanley F. Dole of
Olivet, Walter F. Grie* of NegauChristian living.
L There is nothing greater than nee, Mrs. Lewis Jensen of Gaylove. The church to which the lord and Flora Z. Walz of Sagiepistle that this chapter contains naw. All have demonstratedtheir
was sent had its problems.Most interest in and leadership of the
of the members had been pagans. Red Cross in widespreadareai j!
There was a party spirit In the the state.
Suzenaar, whose family has been
church. The members quarrelled
with each other and some started in high government circlesin In-

received

word from Dr. Joeeph Ziiroe, former present of SaroepatakCollege in Hungary, that Sarospatak
itudenta, about 1,500 atrong, have
been battling the Ruisiant and

Hans Suzenaar of Holland li one
tian Education, National Oouncll of of five regional vice chairmen who
the Churches of

Hungary

Hit Soviets in
Dr. Irwin J. Lubber*,president

by O. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
producedby the Division of Chris-

How much

Students ot Sarospatak

Man Named

Regional Officer

Sunday, December 16
The Way of Christian Love
I Corinthians 13

Nine Day*

Local

13,-1956

try from three countie*.
SarospatakCollege 1« a college
of the Reformed Church of Hungary in the city by the same name
and Hope College here has been
particularly eager to know how

Is

term

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-Tbe

oUowing jury list has been drawn
lor the January term of Ottawa
CircuitCourt which opens Jan. 14,
1957:

EUa Brink, Dick Schaftenaar,
Saroepatak College haa fared in Clarence Kleis, Egbert Boes,
the current Hungarian crisis. Dr. Dorothy Van Eenentam. Ward
_ Ice at Holland, Mich.. a tree. All of it is preparation for
Zsiroa tome years ago came to llansen, aU of HoUand city; James
Um Act of Cong re bs, March 3, Christmas
this country as a visitingprofes- Gosen, Mrs. Russell KUntworth,
FUNERAL HELD — Services
Tom Van Wlngen
Preparation is also taking place
sor of Hope College. Because ot Mrs. Ray Schaubel, Gerald Ry. . teaching what he learned
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publleher in churches, chapels, and auditor- for Dale Bierema, 17, of 190
his aiiti-Comnumistactivitieshe cenga, Karel F e e n s tra, Mrs.
East Eighth St., were held at *
iums. Countless children are memwas unable to return to his na- Harold Poort, aU of Grand Haven
2 p.m. Monday from Fourteenth
orizing the lines of their little
tive land. He taught here for four city; John Bosch, Zeeland city.
Street
Christian
Reformed
speeches. Others are practicing
year* and is now pastor of a HunJYank Sheridan, AUendale; John
The pabllaher ahall not be liable
Church. Burial was In Pilgrim
for any error or erron In printing blays. Choirs are rehearsing. Sergarian church in Toledo, Ohio.
Ter Horst, Blendon; Emil Kober,
Home
Cemetery.
Bierema
was
donesia,
came
to
Holland,
Mich.,
uniete a proof of mons are being written.Nine days
any advertising
aavcru
law-suits against other believers.
Dr. Zslros wrote: “Let me men- Chester; Fred Nehmer. Crockery;
shall have been
fatally injured Friday night
euch advertisement
advertl
If we remember that this church in 1948 after spending the war
y advertiserand returned till Christmas,and many people
tion thkt my heart is full of grati- Richard Talsma, Georgetown;
when
his car was struck by
___ _ time for corrections with are not yet preparedfor it.
had various problems we will untude toward God for Sarospatak. Henry Brolick, Grand Haven; Si•nch errors or correctionsnoted The Christmasseason is a busy a freight train one mile east
derstandbetter why Paul wrote
Our students — about 1,500 — to- mon Dykstra,HoUand; Betty De
ly thereon; and In such case If
of Zeeland at the 88th Ave.
time.
Our
lives
are
crowded
with
Tom Van Wingen, who for four gether with the faithfulpeasants Geine, Jamestown;Gerrit Bax,
----- ao noted Is not corrected
about love.
crossing.
liability shall not exceed innumerabledetails.It is a time
years battered opposing lines as as guerillas are battlingthe Rus- Park; Bert Kettle,Polkton; OoraeIn the first three verses Paul
inch a proportionof the entire space when the real meaning of ChristHope College fuliiback, is today sians In the forestsof Tokaj. Heg- lius Groters,Port Sheldon; Eva
writes about the supremacy of
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupied by such adver- mas is easily lost. Without some
working out an offense which he yalja (this is the mountainextend Mae Sanders, Robinson; Preston
love. The apostle told the Corinserious thought Christmasmay be
hopes will run through Coffeyville ing from the city of Tokaj to Saros- Bilz, Spring Lake; Clarence Carlthians that the gifts which they
little more than a combination of Hospital
OF SUBSCRIPTION
Kansas Junior College Saturday patak). They conquered Russians son, Tallmadge;Louise Nelson,
highly prized, such as speaking
One year, S3.00: six months, $2.00; a Sunday and a birthday party.
with tongues, having prophetic
in the first annual battle for the and established a free government Wright; Bernard Gelder, Zeeland.
three months, $1.00 single copy. 10c. ThereCore, let us do some planning
powers, and the gift to explain
national junior college champion- and an independentcountry from
inscriptions payable In advance and
will be promptly discontinuedIf not NOW to Keep Christ In Christmas. Hits
mysteries and knowledge and faith
ship in Los Angeles' Coliseum.
three counties; Borsod, Abauj and
The Society Meeting
and liberalityand the willingness
Van Wingen is assistant coach Zemplen.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
First: The leader could point out
reporting promptly any Irregularity
to suffer martyrdom were all useof the Grand Rapids JC unit, eas"Only the good Lord knows
Wffl
how easy it is to forget the real A total of $102,568was reported less if love is not present, their
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
tern representative to the game. how long they will be able to bold
raised
in
pledges
in
the
Holland
meaning of Christmas. We don't do
Tbe Kansas eleven, unbeatendur- their position! One thing is sure,
"second mile’’ drive by value is cancelled because of the
KEMEMBER PEARL HARBOR? it intentionally, but the excessive Hospital
absence of love. We too may boast
ing an eight-game regular season, they remain faithful Christiansand
Clarence
Jalvirg,
speaking
for
the
Qiix
Hie title phrase of this editorial commercialization at this time of
about some things in the church,
is the western representative.
are willing to die for the liberty
year does dull the person’s senses. Campaign Executive Committee.
about our buildings,about having
Head
Coach
Gordon
Hunsberger
is, you will notice, put in the form
of mankind. May God save and
Second: The leader could speak This leaves $47,432to be raised In
the best people of the town in it,
ZEELAND (Special)
Zeeand Van Wingen were assigned bless them in their struggles!”
of a simple question, followed by of the necessity for us as Chris- 8 days, as the drive definitely ends
or having the finest choir, but if
the Grand Rapids job this fall afWhile Dr. Zsiros was in HoUand land's Basketball team faces its
• conventional interrogationmark. tians to guard against the dulling Dec. 21.
love is absent all Is of no avail.
biggest test of the season” Friter both coached prep football at Hope College students sent many
On and after the day when Jap- effect of a busy life. He might even By Committees the breakdown n. It is not possible to define
day
night at Holland Armory
Ottawa
Hills. The duo molded the tons of clothing and other neces
anese bombs fell on Pearl Har- point out some ways of keeping is as follows:Memorial Gifts, $49,- love but it is possible to say what
team quickly and ended with a sities to the students and faculty against unbeaten Fremont.
our ears sensitive to the clear ring- 436; Industry Gifts, $27,351; Special
bor — fifteenyears ago — it was
love does, and what it does not
Coach Paul Van Dort caUs the
5-2-1 mark.
at Sarospatak. The community of
Gifts. $21,775; Public Drive, $4,003.
always written like this : “Remem- ing tones of the Christian life.
do. Love fits people to live with
Van Wingen was the last Hope Holland also gave generously to- game "the biggest test" for a couThird: Formulate some ideas as
Jalving
said
that
a
supreme
efber Pearl Harbor!”, the words folHans Surenaar
footballplayer to receive the ward these drives. In token of ap- ple of reasons.
to HOW one can guard against a fort will be made to reach the goal others Love removes from people
lowed by an exclamationpoint.
years
with the Royal Netherlands coveted Randall C. Bosch trophy preciation SarospatakCollege
things
which
make
it
hard
for
There’s a good chance if the
commercializedChristmas.So of- of $150,000by Dec. 21.
The injunctionof those days, foilothers. Love removes from people Naval Air Force. He became a awarded annually to the most val- elected Dr. Eugene Osterhavenas Chix get by Fremont, they wiU
ten we speak of ndbles ideas and
“We
are
making
an
appeal
to
lowed by a mark of exclamation,
United States citizen in 1951 not uable player in the MIAA.
an honorary member of their facul- be in a good spot to be the team
objectives, but we fail to for- all citizens to go the ’second mile’ makes people patient and kirtf.
has actually in the course of a
only in name but in active serv- Tom received the award follow- ty and elected Dr. Lubbers of Hope to beat In the Kenewa League.
Love
does
not
envy,
it
is
generous
mulate plans for the way we are in order to get the necessary
short decade and a half, turned inice in many community activities. ing his senior year of play in the
College as an honorary trustee of And the other reason is that the
to reach them. Why not ask your funds. Citizens who make three- and unselfish, and it does not
to s question. Not that the people
Suzenaar w-as disaster chairman 1950 season. He was also the most
Packers stopped Zeeland twice
nyke
people
feel
important,
it
is
group to help you. Have them sug- year pledges in this drive proportheir institution.
of that day, now fifteen years oldfor the Ottawa county Red Cross valuable player on the Hope team,
gest concrete and realistic things tionateto their ability will get the not irritable or resentfulnor does
Dr. Lubbers said: “In view of last season and kept them from
er, do not remember that historichapter when the tornado disaster as picked by his teammates, and
to do to Keep Christ in Christmas. recognition they deserve, for they it rejoice when people do wrong
these ties that bind us closely to- the championship.
cal event, but most of us do not
The struck in the Hudsonville area and received the James Den Herder gether, we are deeply concerned Fremont won its league opener
Have a blackboardhandy and will be helping their community at but it rejoices in
aotoafiy remember the passionate
write down the list of things each a time their help is urgently need- person who loves “b' ears all he helped organize the aid and award. A1 Vanderbush was Van at the sufferings of our sister in- 62-51 over Coopersville last Frianger with which the words were
things” and "believes all things,” rehabilitationthere. In Michigan Wingen’s coach at Hope.
one, or all, could do to make this
stitutionand take great pride in day night and boasts four regulars
ed,” Jalving said.
pronounced. Peart Harbor has tak"hopes all things" and “endures alone during 1956, the Red Cross
a real celebrationof Christ’s birth.
Early listings have reported the this startling achievement. Re- back from last year’s state Class
en its place in history,something
all things.” Observe the little spent $573,682in assistingdisaster Grand Rapids team a four-touch- formed Church people everywhere B quarter-finalunit. Walt Piggot is
A List of Suggestions
we can view Without passion, al- The following list of suggestions
victims as well as $166,050in asword “all.”
First-Round Opponents
down underdog. Monday the team will rejoice that this ancient col- the Fremont coach.
most like any battle America lost is quite incomplete,yet it may
HI. Love Ls indestructible.Paul sisting servicemen and veterans, went through a press day at the lege of the Reformed faith is play- Ron Workman. 6’3” center, who
in the Civil War.
compares the endurance of love civilians and their families. Su- Coliseum and Tuesday began ing such a remarkablerole In Hun- made 21 against Coopersville,is
serve to stimulate their thinking. Picked for Hope Tonrney
The words were not treated in
the big scorer and Carl De Kuiwith other important gifts such as zenaar besides being disaster heavy drills at Compton Junior gary’s struggle for freedom.'
IDEAS: Shop early and avoid
Plans for the Hope College Invi prophecy, tongues and knowledge, chairman for Red Cross is deputy
tha t spirit fifteen years ago. Wh last minute delays which crowd out
per,
who was a regular as a *ophCollege. Morning and afternoon
the Civil War.
omore, is back at a guard.
the real meaning of "g l v i n g.“ tational Basketball tournament these all however will pass away director of civil defense in the sessions were held again today
The words were not treated in Read a book about the life of took another step forward today but love endures. Prophecy will be county. He is a partner in the
Duane Burt, 5’8" senior is the
and a passing game has been emthat spirit fifteen yean ago. What Christ during this season. Listen :to with the selection of first-round fulfilled; tongues shall cease and Maerose Glass Products Co. of
other guard and Art Rottman, 5’U”
phasized.
they meant to die average Ameri- good Christmas music such as is foes.
plays forward.Each lettered last
knowledge shall be superseded by HoUand.
Dr. John E. (Jack) Tirrell, Holcan was that we would never, found in the Messiah. Do things The tournament will be held a greater knowledge.Many things Mrs. Walz of Saginaw has workyear and received AU-Kenewa
land High and Hape College gradnever forget the outrage; that we for people outside your circle of Dec. 28-29 in Civic Center with for which people strive hard today ed up in the ranks in Red Cross
League footballmention. Stan
uate, is dean of Grand Rapids JC.
would keep on hating those who family and friends such as bring Hope College as host A1 Vander- may be worthless tomorrow. The from block worker to chapter vice
Bultman is the other starter and
perpetratedthe crime; that we Christmas boxes to shut-ins, visit bush, athleticdirector,is tourney names which appear in headlines chairman.She has been a co-chairletterman.
would make them pay and pay and orphanages, hospitals, and other director.
Putting on another fine display Zeeland scrimmages the Hope
today will be forgotten in a very man of the United Fund drive in Local Camp Fire Board
In the first game Friday, Dec. short time. Love stays on, it is her own community and is ofpay for it We felt then that we Institutions(with their permisof shooting and rebounding, plus JV team tonight in Camegte Has Dessert Meeting
28, Eastern Michigan will play
would never, no never again treat sion).
some smooth baU handUng, the Schouten gym and wiU taper off
fice manager of the Walz Induseternal.
any Japanese as civilized human
HoUand High reserves outscored Thursday at the Armory.
PLANS: No such meeting would Central State of Wilberforce, Ohio There is a time for everything. trial Supply Co. of Saginaw.
Holland Camp Fire Board met
brings.
the Kalamazoo Central seconds Van Dort will start Max De
be complete without actually at 7:30 p.m. In the nightcap at When Paul was a child he acted
Mrs. Jensen of Gaylord has servfor a dessert Monday afternoon at
That pauion was necessaryto carrying out (me of the suggestions 9:15 p.m Hope tangles with Earl- lnd
ed as campaign chairman in her the home of Mrs. J. I^ang. Oo-hos- 24-15 in the second half and took Jonge and Ron Beyer at the forraise our courage to the sticking which you have listed. Therefore,
township for three years and is at
the baU game, 45-36.
wards with Ed Boeve at center.
tesses were Mrs. Robert Gordon
point of global war. It served a take time to plan how you will
The teams had ended the first Wayne Tanis and Dave Van Peurpresent a member of the board of
and
Mrs.
Robert
Kouw.
good purpose,but we could not carry out one project. Appoint a two losers play in the 7:30 p.m.1 come mature. To grow up means her home chapter. In 1955 she was
half tied at 21-aU after HoUand sem are the guards.
Mrs. Jack Plewes, chairman of
believe at the time that our anger chairman and committees, and game and the two winners meet
that the things we once did not Otsego county chapter campaign the annual dinner to be held Jan. had taken the lead in the first
wotald ever be dissipated.We told make this a happier Christmas for at 9:15 p.m.
understandbecome more plain chairman. She was reappointed 21 at Grace Episcopal Church, re- quarter.13-6. The third quarter
ourselves early and late, “Remem- someone.
score favored the Dutch 36-30.
and appear reasonable. Of course as regional vice chairman.
ported on plans and appointed
ber Pearl Harbor l” — with perTed Walters led Coach Bob ConWalter F. Cries of Negaunee is
None of the Great Lakes ever we wM
understandeverything
chairmen.Mrs. Nick Vukin, presiThe members of the Ladies’Mishaps three exclamation points.
Giraffes,contrary to popular freezes over completely, accord- fully herei we
nell’s boys with 14 points to be
understand on- superintendentof the Cleveland
Today t he same words, fortu- conception, are very swift run- ing to the United States Geologi-jy ^ part( but we look forward to Cliffs Iron Co. of Ishpeming and dent of the leaders’Association, high man for the second straight sionary Society recently entertainreported on the Leaders’ meeting
nately for the good of mankind, ners.
week. Dave Wehrmeyer and Ron ed all women of the church with a
cal
future when we shall under- has spent most of his life in the
held recently.
Christmasprogram. A social hour
mean something else. The quesfield
of
education
and
welfare.
In
Dorgelo each had eight
stand things which now puzzle us.
Mrs. Paul Jones, chairman of
tion mark suggests, “Can you rewas enjoyed after the meeting. The
Other
HoUand
scorers
were
Jim
Paul mentions three lastingvir- 1953 he was elected to the Michi- the newly-formed program commember how passionatelyaroused
program was given in the church
Van
Putten,
1;
Jim
Overbeek.
6;
gan
State
Board
of
Education.
tues— faith, hope and love. We will
mittee.said her committeehad met
we were?”
Hub Harrington, 5; Chuck Riters, parlor by candlelight.
Stanley F. Dole of Olivet is vice
always exercise faith, that is trust,
and was formulatingplans and 2 and Bob Chambers, 1.
After 15 years the general feelPractice for the Christmasprofor we cannot live without trust. president of Olivet College. He has
Mrs. Andries Steketee announced Jack Skivington had 12 for Kala- gram is in progress on Wednesday
ing of average Americans toward
been
active
in
the
work
of
Eaton
And we shall always hope— what is
plans for the carol sing to be held
the Japanese is probably one of
mazoo and Bob Vader scored 11. evenings. The program will be
life without hope? But love is County Red Cross. He was reapat the Nativity scene Dec. 17 from
human kindliness.Those average
given Christmas morning after the
pointed
as
regional
vice
president.
greater than faith or hope — they
6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
people were of course not responchurch worship service.
too will abide but love is the greatMrs. CUftord Onthank.president
sibte personally for Pearl Harbor,
At the annual congregational
est because God is love. Christ is
of Horizon leaders, told about
and we have rubbed out some of
meeting the following were elected
the very incarnation of love. When
the leaders who were. But when
Horizon Club plans.
as elders and deacons: Elders,
Christ dwells in us fully we show
the bombs fell we did not distinJohn Boerman and Alfred Smoes;
love dally In our conduct. ChrisAdmitted to HbUand Hospital
guish between the Japanese people
deacons, Chris Westrate and Justin
for
tians will advertisetheir faith Tuesday were Carlton B. Hutchins, Saugatuck Trounced
and their military leaders. Today
Sal. Henry Swieringawill be the
more winsomely if they radiate the 994 HoUand Rd., Saugatuck;Kenwe do, and that is all to the good.
church custodian for the coming
By
Gobles
in
Al-Van
Game
love about which Paul writes in I neth Peck, 372 Rose Ave.; Mrs.
Always after a major war reGRAND HAVEN (Special)
year.
Corinthians 13.
A1 Wierenga, 47 West 18th St.; GOBLES (Special) — A power- Field workers of the J M.. Clem- The Young Women’s League held
conciliationon a large scale beMrs. Morris Kool, route 2, Hamil- ful Gobles basketball team Tues- inshaw Co. of Cleveland have ar- its annual Oiristmas party on
comes necessary. Sometimes, as
in the case of our Civil War. it
Members to Hear ton; Mrs. Ray Jackson, Fennville; day night knocked the Saugatuck ranged In Grand Haven to make Wednesdayevening. Secret pals
Georgia Overway, 200 Scotts Dr.; Indians from their unbeaten perch the county-wide re-appraisal of were revealed and gifts exchanged.
takes two or three generations; in
Mrs. Theodore Bender
Kathleen Kiemel, 68 West 16th St.; with a convincing 63-31 trouncing. property, at a cost of $121,400. ac- A social hour followed.
the case of America and Japan it
SaUy Wheaton. 28 West 25th St.; Gobles took a early lead in the cording to a contract with the Ot- Shirley Eding, Eileen Eding and
has come about in a relatively
Mrs. Theodore Bender, chil- Jane Koopman, route 3; Kathie
brief period.But longer or shorter,
first quarter and coasted to an tawa County Board of Supervisors. Marilyn Danneif&erg made condren’s curator ot the Grand Rapids Buursma, 1495 Ottawa Beach Rd.
it always has to come. All peoeasy win with substitutesplaying
William Stewart, project supervi- fession of faith and were publicly
Art
Gallery, wiU be guest speakples are passengers on the good
(latter four discharged same day). the fourth quarter. By halftime, sor, is expected to arrive the early received into full church memberer at the December meeting of
ship earth; they have to live toDischarged Tuesday were Mrs.
HoUand Branch of the American Garold Glupker and baby, route 1, the Tigers were leading 34-10, and part of the year to set up an office ship on Sunday morning.
gether if they are not to destroy
had climbed to a 52-17 margin in Grand Haven to take over the
Baptism was administeredto
Associationof University Women in
one another. Right at the present
Hopkins; Bernard Meiste, route when the third period closed.
county Job. It Is planned to work Daryl Lyn, infant son of Mr. and
the
Hope
CoUege
music
buUdlng
tkne there are places in our world
4; Rev. Jacob Prins, 231 West 21st
Gobles took almost everything the cities during the winter and Mrs. Gleyon Eding and to Donna
at 8 p.m. Thursday.
where the people do not seem to
St.; Peter Jacobusse, route 4; except individual scoring honors. the rural areas during the spring. Joy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bender will speak on the
be able to find the way to live
Henry Mulder, route 5; Henry Saugatuck’sBob Brackenridge,a A crew of about 20 men wiU be on Kenneth Berens on Sunday.
[topic, “Christmas Legends, Custogether. We hope the time will
Bazaan, route 2; Tony Badillo, speedy sophomore forward, dump- the job after operations get undei^
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Boerman
[toms and DoUs.”
come soon.
169
Columbia Ave.: Mrs. Mattie ed in 17 points, while Miller's 14 way, with four to six office work- are the parents of a daughter born
Junior and senior girls of Hope
was the best the Tigers could mus- ers. The company has more than at Holland Hospital.
CoUege are invited to attend the Klomparens,108 East 20th St.
200 employes and operates nationHospital
births
include
a
daughThe Rev. Ed Viening was guest
ter.
Christmas Program
meeting. Musical selections wiU be
speaker and song leader at last
The loss gives the Indians a 2-1 wide.
presented by CoUege music stu- ter, Rhonda Jae, bom Monday to
Featured at Meet
All units of the county wiU be Sunday evening C.E. meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. WUUs Sale, 799 West season record and a 1-1 marie In
dents.
brought under the uniform apprai26th
St.;
a
son,
Scott
L.,
bom
Mrs. Henry Tubergen underwent
the
Al-Van
conference.
Saugatuck
RefreshmentswUl be served un“Sing of Christ at Christmas”
Ider the direction of Mrs. James Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne will face Lawton at Saugatuck Fri- sal system to be established by surgery at St. Maiy’s Hospital,
by Ann Boter Hock, was the theme
the Cleveland firm that previous- Grand Rapids on Saturday.
De Free and the Arts Committee. Kammeraad, 40014 Washington day night.
of the program presented Thurs
ly set up separate systems in
The Rev. and Mrs. Denekas with
Ave.; a daughter, Cheryl Ann,
day afternoon at a meeting of the
Grand Haven and Holland.
the Rev. and Mrs. Van Heukelom
bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Ladies Missionary Society in Sixth
White Gilt Caroling
of Hamilton entertaineda large
Dale Hofman, 128% East 16th St. CHS Debate Squad Loses
Reformed Church. Playing the part
group of members of the Ministers’
To
East
Grand
Rapids
Service
Planned
DAR Group Guests
of Mary was Mrs. Evelyn Van
Circle in the church parlors MonDyke. Readers were Mrs. T.
Officers Installed
HoUand
Christian High School's At Christmas Tea
day.
A
White
Gift
Caroling
Service
Hibma, Mrs. G. Timmer, Mrs. il.
debate
teams,
coached
by
Hero
will
be
presented
by
members
of
Mr.
ond
Mn.
James
Earle
Fairbanks
At
Chapter
Meeting
De Vries, Mrs. Fred Bosma and
The Ida Sean Me Lean Evening
Bratt, were defeated Tuesday afMiss Beverly Jean Roes became by a tiny cap trimmed with seed I the Camp Fire organization, i nMil* Kate Smallegan.
Installationof officershighlight- ternoon by East Grand Rapids Committee of the Elizabeth Schuy- Past Matrons Club Has
the
bride
of
James
Earle
Fairpearls.
She
carried
a
white
Bible
eluding
Blue
Birds,
Oamp
Fire
Solo part* in the musical portion
ler Hamilton Chapter,Daughters
Girls, Horizonettesand Horizon ed the business meeting of Hol- High School at Grand Rapids
were taken by Mrs. Coralyn
“ a wedding performed and an
Annual Luncheon Meet
of the American Revolution, enterland
Chapter
No.
143,
Royal
Arch
The
East
affirmative
team
of
Her attendant wore a dress of girls, Monday evening from 6:30
Seholten who sang “Away in a Saturday. Dec- L at the home of
tained
at
a
Christmas
tea
Sunday
Masons, Monday evening in the Jack Carrol and Monte Myers dePast Matrons Club of Holland
Manger;” Mrs. Lloyd Maatman t*16 groom. The Rev. A. Rynbrandt, pink lace and net and carried a to 9:30.
feated the Christian negative team afternoon at the home of Mrs. Chapter, OES, were entertainedby
who sang “The Holly and the Pastor ot Maplewood Reformed bouquet of white mums, snap- "nte groups will be singing at lodge hall.
Mrs. Robert Parkes at the annual
Ivy;” Mrs. H. Vanden Broek sing- Church, read the double ring cere- dragons and a
Centennial Park around the Natlvi- District Deputy Carl Fields of of Tom and Jerry Joldersma. Jim Steven Sanger.
ing a Dutch Psalm and Mrs. mony In the presence of immedi- A reception for the immediate ty Scene and also at homes Muskegon installed the following Thompson and Boyd Conrad, East Guests were members of the Chrlstams luncheon and party
Elizabeth Schuyler HamiltonChap- Tuesday afternoon.The hostess
Henry A. Mouw who gave “Angels ate families.
families was held at Van Raalte's throughout the community. Anyone officers: Leon Hopkins, high negative team, defeated Chriswas assisted by Mrs. William
We Have Heard on High.” Mrs. The bride is the daughter of Mr. restaurant in Zeeland. Twenty wishing to donate a white gift to priest; Robert Parkes, king; tian's affirmativeteam of Dan ter, DAR.
Holiday centerpieces and other Thomson and Mrs. Olen Andersen.
H. Slager was accompanist.and Mrs. Richard Ross, 200 West guests were present Open house the service may do so either when Howard Hendricks, scribe; Rich- Bot and Louis Wagenveld.
Miss Mildred Meyers is coach of decorationswere made by tite hos- Christmas decorations were feaMrs. B. Kortering, spiritual life Eighth St., and the groom is the for relativesand friends at the the girls come to their home or ard Martin, captain of host; Leroy
chairman, led closing devotions son of Mrs. Earle Fairbanks, 141 home of the groom’s mother fol- they may bring them to the park, Heath principal sojourner; the East Grand Rapids squad. tess and tea was served from an tured at the luncheon tables and
and read “The Legend of the Per- East 39th St, and the late Mr. lowed the
Items requested are clothing, Thomas Longs treet, Royal Arch Judges were Profs. Melvin Berg- attractivelydecoratedtable, with a gift exchange was held.
Mrs. Louis Hieftje presided at
huis and Lester De Koster of Cal- Mrs. Harold Niles, Mrs. Earl Price
feet
Fairbanks.
Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks have re- canned goods or toys. All gifts will captain..
and Mrs. Milton Hinga of the Eli- the business meeting.Mrs. Mary
Devotions were conducted by Attending the couple were Mrs. turned from a honeymoon to Nla- go to the Salvation Army and the
Harold Veldheer,master third vin College.
Mn.
Meurer. Mrs. Mouw was Glenn Lloyd, matron of honor, and gra Falls and New York City and | City Mission,
Subject for debate was "Re- zabeth Schuyler HamiltonChapter, Streur, worthy matron, presented
veil; Alexander Kenwright, masa life membership to Miss Lida
in charge of the business meeting.Norman Wiersma, best man. The are living at 95% East 21st St.
ter second veil; Irwin Hijack, mas- solved: That the Federal Govern- pouring.
Rogers.
were the Mesdames H. rooms were decorated with candel- The bride'stravelingoutfit includ- 1 Paper made from papyrui ter first veil; Bernard Becker, ment should sustain the pric«s o
Seholten
The colors of the United State* A Christmas card shower was
H. Ten abra, palms, bouquets of white ed a pastel green sweater and skirt stalks was invented some 4,000 sentinel; John Bailey, treasurer major agriculturalproducts at 90
flag
were decided upon because planned for Mrs.
and
George
Burns,
secretary.
per
cent
of
parity.”
chrysanthemums,snapdragons and ensemble with black accessories,years before the Christian era. It
white means purity and inno- Led dick, a patient at Jones Conred roses.
The bride is employed at was. partly superseded by velPvt James Haywood was the
Statistics say
30-foot-long cense; red signifieshardnessand valescent Home, Perrinton, Mich.
The bride wore a dress of white Raphael Drapery and the groom, him and parchment, which gave
Of every gallon of blood pumped
American killed at the wool featuring a chiffon bouffant a graduate of Holland High School, I way in the 10th century to the I by the human heert, more than a boat will be struck by lightning valor, and blue indicatesvigilance, Mrs. Leddick is a former Past
Matron and a member of th* club.
of Lexington.
skirt. Her fingertipveil was held at Municipal
| type of paper used
quart passes through the kidneys, j once in 30 years, on the average perseverance and Justice.
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Dutch Build

getting into awkward position*or
handling the ball like “it was a
hot potato.”
Buursma and Paul Benes, Hope’s
big 610” center who played cor-

Up

ner and came in for many rebounds, led the Dutch with 14
points each. Ray Ritsema had 11
and although his brother Bob
in,
didn’t score he played another
strong board game.
Hope College’s basketball team Schultz and Bob Whitcomb paced the Comets with 16 points and
coasted through the MIAA opener
Ben Bernoudy, who never played
at Civic Center Saturday night high school basketball,had 13.
with an easy 7500 victory over
Hope’s next home game will be
Olivet and looked ahead today to next Satuday night against Alma
stopping strong Albion an(l the at Civic Center.
league scoring leader John Han- Box score:
Hope (75)
nett Wednesday night at Albion.
FG FT PT TP
Olivet was game throughout and
1
3 11
put on the best show possible but Ritsema, f .......
'the Comets just don’t have the Buursma, f ....... .7 0 3 14
2
4 14
manpower to stand much of a Benes, c .........
Vander Hill, g ...
2
7
1
chance in the MIAA.
Teusink,g .......
0
2
1
Because of this, Coach Russ De
Vanderlind, f ..... .1
1
1 3
Vette wiU have to look ahead to
B. Ritsema, g ... .0 0 5 0

Early Lead

Dr* and Mrs. Westrate

2 Hospitalized

Entertain Local Doctors

As Tram Strikes

and

75-60

Coast

13, 1956

Bj

SemiatFennville
JCC Planning
FENNVILLE (Special)

Shopping Tour

and a Chesapeake and Ohio train
collidedon M-89 on the main
street near the Fennville depot

For Needy Kids

while Auxiliary members

were guests at the John K. Winter
home for a Christmasparty.
Santa Claus, Mrk. William Westrate, Jr., auctioned off white elephants brought by the women and
purchased by them with pennies
each received in a white bag. Secret pals also were revealed.

- Two

men were hospitalizedFriday evening after the trailer of a semi

The

engineer of the train, Wil-

liam Teneyke, and a coal yard
workman, Floyd Osborne,44, of
Fennville, were taken to Allegan
Hospital with eye lacerations and
multiplebruises. Osborne, who was
working alongside the road near
the scene of the crash, may have
sustained head injuriesas well.
South Haven State Police, who

The Holland Junior Chamber of
Monday announced
plans for sponsoring a Jaycee
Christmasshopping tour tor needy
children in the community.Jaycee
President John Fonger explained

about the most promise of any ol

Randy. Vaade Water

Four high school

Dr. and Mrs. William Westrate,
Jr., entertained Holland doctors
and their wives at their home preceding the annual Ottawa County
Medical Society Christmas party
Friday night. The dinner was held
at Cumerford’s restaurant
Following dinner, a regular
monthly meeting and election of
officers was held in toe dining

room

Grandstanding.
all-state his passers so

basketball players during the 196556 season have found their way
Into the MIAA this season.
Roland Sohut, all Class C at Hudonville, has moved on to Hope
College while another Class C allstarter Casey Clark of Berrien
Springs Is at Kalamasoo.
Atis Grinbergs of Schoolcraft,all
Class D star, who played moat of
the season with a broken arm
taped to hit aide, has moved on to

be moved him

into

the quarterbackspot Steel standi
511” and weights 150 pounds.
In 1955, Steel moved Into the re
gular quarterbacking poet and
improved with each game as th<
Dutch compileda 5-34 record. He
was aided by having three experi-

enced backs working with him.
This year he was the only experienced offensiveback when the
Dutch lineup. So, lacking veteran
running backs, Holland started

Kalamazoo.

passing in the opener and the seaall-starter,Jim son’s first four touchdowns ware
Reynolds of Benton Harbor, who scored on Stoel aerials.
made the Cl ass A first quintet for
Leyton Nelson
Russ De Vette, Hope CoUece’s
the past two years is at Hillsdale.
Dave Vander Hill, Holland basketball coach. Is the dean of
Christian's center, who placed on the MIAA foaches this season if
Guests at the Westrate home that the tour win give the children
the second all-class B team, is at consecutive years are thrown out
were Dr. and Mrs. William an experience of the hue joy of
Investigated,said the driver of the
Albion to see just how strong toe
Christmas — giving.
De Vette, who Is starting his
Calvin this season. Bill Japinga,
Thomson, f ....... ...2 0 O < Arendshorst, Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
truck. Albert Lee Goll, 2L of
Dutch are and where the strong
Plans call for rounding no 48
first year since returning to Hope,
Bazuin,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
V.
L.
Boercooaptain
of
the
Holland
five
last
Woodcock, g ..... .3 0 2 6
Nunica, was not injured. They said
points and weaknessesexist.
children at Civic Center on Dec.
season, is another member of the a as the Dutch mentor from IMS to
Hendrickson,c ... .2 2 1 6 sma, Dr. and Mrs. Alvin BonGoll had stopped the truck at the
Set
15,
give
them
(5
apiece
and
have
195L
Against the Comets, Hope, witji Kempker, g ........2
Kalamazoo team.
0
8 zelaar,Dr. and Mrs. Nelson Clark,
4
crossing, but had started across
a
Jaycee
accompany
each
small
toe entire 13-man squad playing Schut, f .......... .0
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Cook,
Dr.
and
Bud
Engelsbee,
Allegan’s
big
AU of the other MIAA coaches
0
0
0
before the train passed.
at least 10 minutes, made 32 bas- Hood, c .......... ..0
center who received alLSouth- have taken over with the last four
Several Ottawa County farmers
0
0 0 Mrs. H. G. De Vries, Dr. and group on a shopping expedition
The train struck the trailer,
kets out of 82 attempts for 39 perMrs. H. P. Harms, Dr. and Mrs. downtown. Adult leaders will pro- and 4-H Club members will show
westem Michigan honors, Is a years. Two of them, Barney Steen
vide
counseling if desired In the animals at the 25th annual West snapping it from the cab. The fly- member of Alma's basketball
cent.
Joseph
Kearney,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Totals 32 11 22 75
of Calvin and Elkin Issao of
ing
debris
struck
Osborne,
causing
Hope looked strong at times on
William Kools, Dr. and Mrs. Wal- selection of gifts for the young- MichiganLivestock Show. Tuesday
team.
OUvet(60)
Albion, each started In 1953.
his
injuries.
The
trailer
was
dethe boards and really moved the
FG FT PF T1 ter Kuiper, Dr. and Mrs. William sters' friends and relatives. Later through Thursday, Dec. 18 to 20. molished and damage to the train Two members of the Berrien Alma's Gary Stauffer and Kalaall children will return to Civic at the Civic Auditoriumin Grand
ball around. But often the Ductch Bernoudy, f ........5
Springs team, runnenipa In the mazoo's Ray Steffen came In 1965
3
3 13 Rottschafer.
was estimated at $5,000.
missed assignments, especiallyon Stafford,f ..........2 1 2 5
Dr. and Mrs. R. H. Schaftenaar, Center for gift wrapping.
state Class C tournamentalso are and Stan Albeck at Adrian, John
Rapids.
The
truck,
which
was
heading
Fonger said toe project is possidefense.
Irauch, c ...........1
0
2
2 Dr. and Mrs. Chester Van AppleLeyton Nelson, crop specialists west on M-89, was carrying a load in the MIAA. Ron, Stiver is play- Williams at Hillsdaleand
Hope zoomed out 6-0 and then Schultz,g ......... ..5 6 1 16 dom, Dr. and Mrs. E. E. Van- ble because of anticipated pro- from Michigan State University,
ing with Albion and Jon Wolcott Della-Gtustlnaat Olivet are start* 14-3 and 25-13 at the 15-minute Troesch, g .........2
derBerg, Dr. and Mrs. Ot(o van ceeds from the professional bas- will speak about forage crops at of apples which spilledover the is at Kalamazoo.
4
8
1
ing out this year.
highway,
causing
one-way
traffic
mark. The substituteparade be- Whitcomb, c ........ . ._...6 4 3 1( der Velde, Dr. and Mrs. John K. ketball game the Jaycees are the Farmers’ Day opening session
Adrian's JeFry Gilbert,
6’
while they were being removed.
Winter, Dr. and Mrs. William Win- sponsoring Dec. 19 in Civic Center.
gan early and the second string
freshman guard, is an out-stater Paul Benes, Hope College's giant
Thursday, Dec. 2Q beginning at
Police said Goll would be ticketworked the count to 36-14 with five
Totals 21 18 12 60 'er, Dr. and Mrs. George Smit "Most needy youngstersin our 10:30 a m. Several other speakers
who received all-state mention last 610” center, wUl again be the
ed
for
falling
to
stop
at
the
crossminutes to go in the first half and
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. William Wes- community receive toys, candy
Officials:Vryhof, Flyman.
season. Gilbert placed on the sec- tallest man In the MIAA season.
are scheduled on the three-day ing.
came off at halftime with a 41-22
trate, Sr., and Dr. and Mrs. War- and clothing at Christmasthrough
ond team all-Pennsylvania team. Benes claimed a similar distincagenda.
margin. Sub Jack Kempker’s eight
ren Westrate, ail of Holland; Dr. other agencies, but only through
He played at Chester, Pa., High tion last year.
Entries from the Zeeland area
points led the late first ahlf flourand Mrs. Gerdt Kemme of James- this shopping tour will they be
School.
include:John Hunderman. one
His former high school teamish.
town, Dr. and Mrs. Peter De able to give presents at Christsteer in the open class; Wayne Ter
mate at Grand Rapids Christian,
Jun Buursma, Holland sopho- Admitted to Holland Hospital Vries, Dr. and Mrs. Frank Groat mas.’’
__
_ steer in the 4-H class; Rev. E. H. Tanis, pastor of Tom Stoel, Holland High’s foot- Tom Newbof, who is now at Calvin
Haar,
one
more, fired five straightshots Friday were Dennis R. Menkius and Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Ten Have
The Christmas shopping tour is
Herbert
Borens, one steer in the Faith Reformed Church has been baU quarterbackfor the past two
College is next in Hne. He Is 6*9”,
through the basket in the first half route 3; Nancy Witteveen,1481 of Grand Haven.
a national Jaycee project with
4-H
class;
Gerald Berens, one appointed by the Board of Domes- years, came in for a special com- while a newcomer to Calvin, Don
and when the regulars returned Lakewood Blvd.; Mary Ann Lark,
more than 2,000 organizations
tic
Missions,
of
which
he
is
vice
pliment
the
other
day
as
Coach
steer in the open class; Linda
right after the half let go on two 189 West 10th St.;, Michael Mes
Koopman, 6'8”, Is third in toe
sponsoring such programs this
Schruer, one pen hog in the open president,to serve as a delegate Dale Shearer went over his statis- height derby.
more. He hit on seven out of eight bergen, 154 Elm St.: Robert
year.
class; Ben Schruer, one pen hog to the Division of Home Missions tics for the pest season.
attempts.
Cunningham, route 2, Marion.
Conferenceto be held In Indiana- “Tom was the best quarterback
in the open class.
Big Ray Ritsema, who looked Discharged Friday were Mrs.
Rumblings at Western Michigan
polis Dec. 10-12. The Home Mis- I’ve coached In the five year* I've
Bethel
Mission
Group
Others
from
Ottawa
Qounty
best for Hope, riddled the basket Floyd Johnson and baby, 272 East
sions Division is a part of the been here,” Shearer laid. “He College are becoming more noisy
planningto compete are: Lawrfive times in the second half out of Ninth St.; Mrs. Ralph Forsten and
about the probable replacement
joint Division Assembly of the NaHas Pollack Supper
in
ence Langeland of Marne, Clarice
seven attempts and his rebounding baby, 62 Scotts Dr.; Mrs. Donald
of Jack Petoskey as head football
tional Council of the churchesof
aided in pushing the Dutch to a Winter and baby, 89 West 11th St.
coach.
ZEELAND (Special)— An esti- The Missionary Societyof Bethel Timmerman and Michael Conley, Christ in the United States.
margin of 26 points early in the Mrs. Robert F. Lark, 189 West 10th mated 35 per cent of the city win- Church met Wednesday night for a both of Nunica, and Roger Jewell
And prominent among the names
Evangelistic meetings were
second half. Ritsema, a Momence, St.; Michael Mesbergen, 454 Elm ter tax bills have been paid, Zee- potiuck supper in the church par- of Coopersville.
as possible successors is Frank
held the past week at First BapI 111., freshman, played the pivot for St.; Nancy Witteveen, 1471 Lake- land city treasurer Anthony Mul- lors. Mrs. Henry Rozendal asked
(Muddy) Waters, who has directed
tist Church, the Rev. Herbert Vanthe most part and displayed a lot wood Blvd.; Mrs. William Mar- der said Monday. This percentage
HUlsdale College to three straight
the blessing.
der
Lugt, pastor. The Evangelist
Mrs. Leon Voss Speaks
of spring.
MIAA championshipsand has a
cicak, Holland.
runs ahead of last year, he said.
On the committee were Mrs. G.
conducting the meetings was John
Hope maintained between 20 and
streak of 25 straightgames going
Admitted Saturday were Mrs
About 1,500 bills were mailed Swieringa, Mrs. J. Swieringa, Mrs. At Opti-Mrs. Meeting
L
Gamble of Lynchburg,Virgin
26 point advantage, pushing it to Robert Weersing, route 1; Wayne Dec. 1, he said, including 67 to
lor the Dales.
E. Andringa, Mrs. S. Wolters and
la, Prof. Joseph Balback was ten27 points one time and had a 67- Mowery, route 2; Victor Coding,
Waters is reported to be interestMrs. Leon Voss, formerly a or soloist i.nd song leader.
residents of the New Groningen Mrs. J. Bleeker, Mrs. J. Wiggers,
39 lead at the 10-minute mark.
ed In making a jump into a bigger
route 2; Ruth Achterhof, route 6. school district who live in Zeeland. Mrs. H. Ver Hulst.
social phychiatric worker in TraThe Zeeland Literary Club will
In the final 10 minutes the ComDischargedSaturday were Mrs This money is collected by the
setup and this might be it
Mrs. Rozendalwas in charge of verse City State Hospital, spoke hold its Christmas meeting on
ets outscored the Dutch 20-8 as a Wilburn Saylor and baby, 1746
Petoskey has just finished his
Opti-Mrs. Tuesday, Dec. U in the city hall
city and turned over to the school the business meeting. Announce- at a meeting
game fellow, Norm Schultz, S’S", West 32nd St.; Jacob Essenburg district.
fourth season as the Broncos' hzad
ment
was made of the Cottage Thursday night at the home of auditorium. Guest speaker will be
who had trouble with his glasses 379* West 19th St.; Mrs. Wesley Mulder also said about 45 dog
ooaoh and his team lost seven of
Mrs. Warren E. Brown, associate
prayer meeting at the home of Mrs. John Van Vuren.
falling, got nine of the points.
Schipper and baby, route 2, Ham- licenses have been purchased of Mrs. A. Schipper Tuesday, Dec.
nine games this year. Assistant
In the form of a story. Mrs. ministerat Mt. Hope Methodist
Olivet made 21 out of 70 shots ilton; Mrs. Jay Meyaard and baby,
coaches at Western art Roger
350 that will have to be obtained. 11 at 9 a.m.
Voss told about a patient entering Church in Lansing where her hus
for 30 percent and nine of the 677 Whitman Ave.; Mrs. Elwin
Chlvarini on the line and Paul
The treasurer’soffice in the City
On Wednesday, Dec. 19 a group the hospital,the various phases of band the Rev. Warren E. Brown
baskets came in the final 10 mi- Humbert and baby, 2224 Ottawa
White in the backfield.
Hall is open daily from 8 a.m. to will go caroling starting at 6:30 mental illness, treatment given, is pastor. She gives book reviews
nutes.
Beach Rd.; Lynda Lou Redder, 5 p.m. six days a week. Mulder p.m. from Bethel Church.
Western competes in the Midthe patients and the care they re- teaches Adult Bible Study and has
A crowd of 1,400 witnessed the 190 East Ninth St.; Gerald GlupAmerican conference, usually
a college - age Sunday school class.
reminded residents living outside Miss Lois Kronemeyer was in ceive.
opener. After the first few minutes ker, 447 Rifle Range Rd.; Mrs.
Christmasmusic will be rendered
dominated by Miami of Ohio, Ohio
when it became apparent the Harlen Bouman and baby, 654 the city that their taxes and dog charge of the program, "Sing of Members collected articles to by Zeeland High School Chorus.
University and Kent State Unilicenses are to be taken care of Christ at Christmas." Taking part sent to “Granny'' ward used by
Dutch were going to run away Kazelbank Dr.; Mrs. Gerald
versity.
through John H. Maat in Holland were Mrs. R. Van Vuren, Mrs. H. elderly patients at the hospital.A Hostesses for the meeting will be
with the contest,the fans looked Glupker and baby, route 1, Hoptownship
and
Adolph
Siekman
in Hoedema, Mrs. F. Beckman, Mrs. question and answer period follow- Mrs. G. Van Eenenaam and Mrs
for comedy which several of play- kins; Mrs. Andrew Hyma, 349
Tom Stoel
A. C. Vanden Bosch.
A. Studely, Mrs. J. Schipper and ed.
ers supplied unwillingly such as Pine Ave.; Mrs. Henry Bloemendal Zeeland township.
Flap for Sotth
• , . receives praise
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Brow
This winter's tax collection is Mrs. M. Does. Vicky Umn Van
Plans were made for a Christ,1
MIAMI, Fla. (UP)— Bill Barnet
really learned how to stay in the
and baby, 17 West 16th St
er
of
Sioux
Center.
Iowa,
are
visitlargely for Ottawa County taxes, Vuren sang “Away in a Manger.” mas party Dec. 29 to which the
Admitted Sunday were Arthur Mulder said. The rate this year
ing their mother, Mrs. Alice Brow pocket this season and was mainly of Wake Forest, the AtlanticCoast
Mrs. R. Nykamp was pianist. The husbands are invited. RefreshH. Welch, Holland; Mrs. Gus De is $7.33 per $1,000 assessed propand other relativesin Zeeland responsiblefor our strong pusing Conference’s leading ground gatoBetheletts, Mrs. W. Van Vuren, ments were served by the hostess
er, has agreed to play for the
Vries, 500 Michigan; Fred MuehAt the Tuesday noon luncheon of game.”
erty valuation.Taxes can be paid Mrs. J. Essenburg, Mrs. D. Rhoda, and Mrs. Hans Suzenaar.
lenbeck, Fennville;Mrs. Riemer
A look at toe statistics brought South team in Its annual Shrine
the Zeeland Rotary Club the guest
until Jan. 20, at which time three sang two numbers, accompanied
Attending were the Mesdames
Van Til, 80 West 18th St. ; Darlene per cent will be added. After
speaker was William Best, a re out Shearer’s statement Stoc game against the North, Deo. 26
by Mrs. A. Dirkse.
Alvin Brower, Jim Frans, Albert
Vanden Bosch, 367 West 32nd St.
threw 101 of the 112 passes the in the Orange Bowl.
March 1, trie rolls will be surren- The meeting closed with a prey- Lucas, Ralph Maas, Edwin Raph- presentative of the Michigan Bell
DischargedSunday were Dan S.
Dutch
heaved and completed
Telephone
Co.,
who
explained
the
dered to the county.
er session.
ael, Andrew Smeenge, Hans SuzeMeeuwsen, 16 West 26th St.; Mrs.
transistortube ns the successor to of them for about 800 of the 817
naar, Clayton Ter Haar, Harvey the vacuum tube which made yards. Hie nine foes managed to
Robert Bond, route 1; Ruth AchTinholt and Webb Van Dokkem- radio possible. He demonstratedpick up only 436 yards through the
terhof, route 6; Victor Coding, Bouuman Club Has
Rural School Group
burg.
route 2; Wayne Mowery, route 2;
various ways in which the transis- air.
Studies Area Report
Mrs. Henry LaBarge, 5444 Ferdin- Christmas Party
tor tube is used and predicted that
Shearer praised backfield coach
and, Chicago; Mrs. Vern Goode- A Christmas party was held by
it will assume an Important part in Bill Hinga’s work with Stoel. Hinga
Carol
Sing
Featured
More than 60 persons gathered
nough and baby, route 2; Mrs. the Bouwman Club at the home of
everyday living in the future. Rob- succeeded in convincing Stoel to
Hillis Timmer and baby, 497 Lake- Mrs. Albert Bouwman, 87 West in Waukazoo School Monday night At Beechwood Meeting
ert Pool was program chairman stay in the protectivepocket formfor a meeting to discuss the Holwood Blvd.; Mrs. Robert Naber 20th St.. Thursday night.
and the speaker was introduced ed by his blockers while spotting
A Christmas tableau on the stage by Andrew G. Sail, area manager his receiver.
and baby, 762 Riley Ave.; Jacob Games were played and secret land Area School Study.
Jack Plewes reported on com- formed the backgroundfor toe sa- for Michigan Bell.
Postma, 265 West 23rd St.
pal gifts were distributed. ReHinga began working with Stoel
Hospital births include a son, freshmentswere served by the munity study, Arthur Read on cred portion of a program present- Mrs. J. N. Clark entertained the iu 1954. Then reserve coach,
Arrange that special busiJohn Irwin Darrow, born Friday hostesses, Mrs. A. Bouwman and educational program and school ed Tuesday evening at the Beech- Home Economic Group No. 1 of Hinga first had Stool at end, the
ness appointment at The
plant, Vern Schipper on school wood Carol Sing sponsored by the Iceland , at her home last Friday.
to Mr. and Mrs. Arend (Don) Mrs. Leonard Kammeraad.
positionhe had played as a freshBier Kelder. Air-conditioned
Lubbers, 103 North (Murray St.,
Mrs. Celia Plewes was co4iostess man.
Attendingwere the Mesdames enrollment, Harvey De Vree bn Beechwood Mothers’ Club.
with only nationally advertransportation
and
James
HaySpringfield,Ohio; a daughter, Henry Sprick, Ray Sprick, Harvey
Taking part in the tableau were Mrs. T. Kraal gave a discription But he decided Stoel showed
tised beverages. Open for
and Mrs. Kenneth Lambers, 63H Sprick, Stanley Sprick, John ward on finance
David Eshelman, Jackie Kolean, of home decorationsfor each
your conveniencefrom noon
West 17th St.; a son, Kenneth Sprick, Henry Boss, Sr., Henry
Harold Ramsey presided and A1 Jack Van Lente, Philip Pedersen, month of the year. She also gave
until midnight.
Dean, bom Saturday to Mr. and Boss, Jr., Vi c t o r Kleinheksel, Knipe led devotions.
Donald Cook, Kenneth Craycraft, a talk on safety.A short lesson on
IN
Mrs. Garold Glupker, route 1, Hop- Henry Vander Veen. Ralph VanThe next meeting of the associa- Rodney Mills. Ivan Ver Hok and Counting Your Calories," was
kins.
given. The next meeting will be
der Veen, Bert Bruischart, Anna- tion will be held Jan. 21 in Lake- Richard Nienhuis.
A daughter, Debra Sue. bom belle De Witt, Goldie Drlesenga, wood School.
Mrs. J. Gerald Van Lente. pres- the Christmas party which wiU
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
ident of Mothers’ Club, welcomed be held at the home of Mrs. D. De
Marinus Bouw’man, R. Roossien,
Dozeman, 322 West 15th St.; a Bob Steward,
the guests. Other numbers on the Bruyn on Dec. 14.
Bouwman, Grand Haven School
daughter, Gail Joanne, bom SaturA series of Evangelistic meetprogram included songs by the
Gary Vander Berg and Miss Alma
day to Mr. and Mrs.
kindergarten children under direc- ings were held in the Free MethoStudy WeU Under
Bouwman.
Genzink, route 6; a daughter,
tion of Mrs. Ben Van Doornik and dist Church this week by the Rev.
Judith Ann, bom Saturday to Mr.
GRAND
(Special)
Mrs. George Baron; group singing L. A. Robart, a former pastor of
and Mrs. Charles Nivison, 129 East Local Man in Crash
Work on the Grand Haven Area led by Harvey D e
with the local church. He also will con17th St.; a daughter, Judy Lynn,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
School Study is progressing rapid- Mrs. Milton Johnston accompany duct the morning service on Sunbom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Costing, 73, of 593 Howard ly. Already, six sub - committees ing; Glee club selections under day, starting at 10.
Donald Sturgis, 241 East 15th St. St., Holland was issued a ticket have been appointed to carry on the direction of Earl Jekel; piano
The Rev. James C. Hecock, pas
244 WEST 16TH
RHONE 64660
tor,
announced that a Youth
by city police for failure to yield special studies on school census,
by Mrs. Milton John
right of way following an acci- enrollment,school buildings, fi- ston’s pupils including Melodic ly will be held In the local church
Adolph Grabowsld Diet
dent on US-31 in Grand Haven nance and transportation.There G r e e n w o od, Sandra Brand, on Wednesday evening, Dec. 12 at
near the Oldberg warehouse at are a half dozen members on eacl Michael Young, Susan Longstreet, 7:30 by the Rev. Robert Andrews
At Holland Hospital
6:44 p.m. Saturday. Costing, trav- sub-committee.
Donna Jean Van Til, Steven Kam who is the regional youth director
Adolph Grabowski, 74, who made eling north, had pulled off the
These subcommitteeshope to meraad, Paul Cook, Loren Van of the Free Methodist Church and
his home with Mr. and Mrs. Bert highway and started to turn pull- have all data collectedby Febru- Lente and Rog • Dyke; and a so- is well known in church circles
Balder. 325 West 22rid St., died ing out into the path of a 1949 car ary and compile a report for pub- lo, "O Holy Night” by the Rev. for his youth work. He is also
known for his inspirationalsingSunday afternoon at Holland Hos- also going north driven by 17-year- lication.
Ha enjoys a cool gloss of
rv\
Elton Van Pernis who also gave
ing, which will be a feature of the
pital. There are no immediate sur- old Matthew George Kisosondi,
Dr. Byron Hansford of Michigan the closing prayer. Scripture was
GROVE
Milk right along with tho
youth rally.
vivors.
Jr., 110 Williams St, Grand Hav- State University, who coordinated read by Diane Riemersma.
The Rev. Clarence Greving, pasrail of tho family. Ho likes its
en, The latter car slid on the the Holland study, is assistingin
Mrs. Leon Hopkins was general
wet pavement into the left side a similar capacity in Grand chairman of the program.Decora tor of Overisel Reformed Church
rich, creamy smoothness,
conducted chapel devotions at
of Costing’s 1953 car. Both cars Haven. TTie Holland study is be- tions in the gym were in keeping
feels secure buying
Zeeland High School the past week.
were slightly damaged.
inj used as a pattern and model. with the Christmas season with
He used John l*.!-! as the theme
TEMPERATURE-CONWilliam Vivian is general chair- Mrs. Robert Eshelman in charge. of his message and he spoke of
man. Cooperating in the study are
TROLLED
MILK.
Christ’s coming to earth. He also
17 sending districts centered
used the hymn, "Oh Word of God
Driver
Issued
Ticket
around Grand Haven.
Paul Marcotte, 18, of 247 West Incarnate*' to express this
tmi Soda Bat)
23rd
SI, Monday was issued a thought!
A careful driver obeys
In 1692, Judge Samuel Sewall
NicinaAH
psota sssf
ticket for careless driving after his
sentenced10 women to death in
alt traffic signs . . .
car and one driven by Robert Divorce Granted
witch triads In Salem, Mass.
Arends, 16, of 400 West 21st St.
If you con qualify as a State Fans
GRAND
(Special)
collided at 21st St. and Harrison A divorce decree was granted in
“Cai*M DrtTsr- ... you Bay ka
Rd. Damage to the two cars was Ottawa Circuit Court Frday to
able to tar* monty With State Fans
estimatedat $250, police said.
Lois Knapp from Norman Knapp,
Nothing
is
more
discouragaulo tasurauco.Caroful drirtrs
both of Grand Rapids. They are
iowor tes— Ci costs
ing than a pool that leaks,
Asbestos cement roofing shin former residents of PoUrton townSwifSh
mxrb*a
gles were first made in the ship. Custody of two minor chilor a water fall that is dry,
OtlMMOld
passod on to you. Fted
United States in 1905.
dren was awarded the mother.
or a sprinklerthat requires
Maintain
oat If you can qualify
more water than is availMSUINC as a Slate Fata
Quality
able, or a shower head that
itm fTZ "Caroful
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Rites Held in

Mrs. Grace Slag

C

Maplewood Church

wm

Real Estate
Dies at Age

Transfers
Frank D.

Mrs. Grace Slag. 75, died early

McKay

and wf. to
Pt Lot 5
Evergreen Sub. Twp. Tallmadge.
Morris Alva Visser and wf. to
Elwin Doane and wf. Pt Gov’t Lot
5 Sec. 16-9-13 Twp. Chester.
Willene Ver Duin Roosien to

Friday at her home, 60 West
16th St., after an illness of two
weeks. She was bom ip East

Arthur I. Sellon and wf.

Erdmann and

m
m

Saugatuckto the late Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Plasger and had lived in this
community all her life. Her husband, Fred, who died In 1944, formerly was employed at The

Pt
Block 7 Haire, Tolfdrd &

Clifford Dale

75

wf.

mMp

Sentinel.

Lot 5
Hancock’s Add. Spring Lake.
Arthur Reenders and wf. to John
Bosch and wf. Lot 24 Kooiman’s
Add. City of Grand Haven.
George J. Vander Bie and wf.
to Marvin Dale Vander Bie and
wf. Lot 57 Vredeveldt’s Sub. Twp.

mm

Mrs. Slag was a member of
First Reformed Church and was
active in the Ladies Aid and the

F.

Women’s Missionarysociety.
Surviving are two daughters,
Miss Anna Slag at home and Mrs.

Jeannette B o 1 j e to Hugh
Lohmeyer and wf. Lot 27 Bottje
announced by her mother, Mrs.
Sub. No. 1 Twp. Grand Haven.
Grace Faber of Grand Rapids. The
Fred S. Bertsch Jr. and wf. to

Albert (Marian) Van Huis of Holland; two sons, John and Frederick
both of Holland; eight grandchikfren; one great grandchild;
one sister,Mrs. John Helder of
Holland; one step-sister, Mrs.
Comiel Bouman of Holland; four
step-brothers, John and Steven
of Holland, and Henry and Herman
Bekken of Douglas.

Edward Borchers Lot 30 Plat of
Bay Woodlands,Twp. Park.
Ralph De Young Sr. and wf. to
Ralph H. De Young Jr. and wf.

Mrs. AHan

Park.
j'

William Nyboer and wf.

to

Miss Jeonnette Fotyer

Richard Bouwman and wf. Pt. Lot
18 Heneveld’sPlat. No. 6 Twp.

The engagement of Miss

Jeanette Faber to Jason L. Kortering,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kortering of 130 East 24th St., has been

Park.
1

KILLED IN CRASH

_

A

Holland youth on his

way to pick up

his girl friend Friday night

fatally injured

when

was

his car was struck by a

a few blocks from his destination.
Dale Bieremo, 17, of 190 East Eighth St., was
taken to Zeeland Hospital where he died a few
minutes later. Ottawa County deputies said
tbe train smashed into the right hand side with
train only

such force that the center frame and side
twere caved in. The car (above) was a four door
sedan. The C and 0 freight train was operated
by Joseph Victor, 100 Glendale Ave. Deputies
said Bierema had just turned off M-21 onto
88th Ave. and drove in front of the train. The
tracks are just a few dozen feet from the

highway.

(Sentinel photo)

couple is planning a June wedding.

Lot 33 and pt. 34 Swan's Sub. Twp.

Grand Haven.
William F. Winstrom and wf. to
Willard De Jonge and wf. Lots 34,
35 Pine Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
John Franzburg to Jefome
Schipper and wf. Pt. Lot 42, 43
Sandy's Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
F. Arnold to Ralph
Roossien and wf. Pt. Lot 1 Block

Dies at Hospital
Mrs. Allan B. Ayers ‘died

day at Holland Hospital

Victim of
East of

Mishap

Zeeland

Fennuille
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hutchinson
are parents of a daughter bom
Dec. 1 at the Allegan Health
Center. The baby has been named
Margaret Stanton. Mrs. Hutchinson

was formerly Marie Wolters.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hoover,
Student Wat Going
Susan and Gregg of Palos Park,
III, returned home Sunday followTo Pick Up Girl
ing a two-weekvisit at their farm
home. Susan attended the Loomis
For BasketballGame
school and found they used the
A Holland youth was fatally in- same text-books and were only
jured shortly before 6 p.m. Friday three lessons ahead of her own
when a freighttrain smashed into school.
his car one mile east of Zeeland
Sunday and Monday visitorsof
at the 88th Ave. crossing.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brayner
Dale Bierema, 17, of 190 East
was her sister, Mrs. Veronica
Eighth St, was rushed to Zeeland
Hospital where he ’ died a few Chayka of Mercer, Wis.
Louis Gurwin, formerly part
minutes later of multiple skull
owner of the local Moskowitzstore,
fractures and chest injuries.
Bierema had just turned off now of Phoenix, Ariz., came SunM-21 onto 88th Ave., where he day to assist in the business until
after Christmas.
was hit.
The westbound train crunched Street commissionersMilo Daleiinto the side of the car knocking den and Orville Atkins have put up
it a 100 feet down the right of a large Christmas tree in the main
way and into a 10-foot ditch.
four comer square and have also
The car was knocked backwards trimmed the villagehall in festive
and ended up facing east. The regalia.
impact hurled the car into guide The Tuesday bridge luncheon
wires of a nearby pole with such club played this week at the home

Several

Appear

In Local Court
Roskam Baking Co., Grand

Amy

Rapids, was found guilty at a nonjury trial Monday of a charge of
selling a quantity of packaged
bread in Holland in which the net
weight could not be plainly read.
Municipal Judge Cornelius vander
Meulen assessed fine and costs of
$31.90 and gave the defendant five
days to pay or appeal. The complaint was signed by the bureau of
marketing of the MichiganDepartment of Agriculture.

Charles B. Clarke and wf. to
Robert L. Shank and wf. Lot 11
Chippewa Resort, Twp. Park.
Louis Tubbergen to Kenneth
Tubbergen Pt. Lot 5 Block A City
of Holland.
Henry Koster and wf. to Eugene
4

Exec. Est. Kate Wichers, Dec.
to Gilbert W. Sneller and wf. Lots

11.

13 Northouse Sub.

fol-

Twp.

Miss Solly Ann Lompen
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley A. Lampen of 237 Gordon St., announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sally
Ann, to Leroy Compagner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Compagner of
121 FairbanksAve.
A January wedding is being

Georgetown.

Henry Leeuw and wf. to Alice
Solomon Lot 66 Steketee Bros. Add.
City of Holland.
Kenneth De Witt and wf. to Donn
P. De Young and wf. Lot 8 South
Sheldon Heights, City of Grand

Mrs. David Mulder

(Wayne Reed phVo)
ber of Grace Episcopal Church Maplewood Reformed Church Patty Bouwman, cousin of the
and St. Elizabeth’sGuild. She was was the scene of a candlelight bride, as flower girl wore a light
ceremony Friday evening, Nov. 23, blue organdy dress with pink rose
a member of the Elizabeth Schuywhen Miss Mary Ellen Bowman tiara. She carried a basket of pink
ler Hamilton Chapter, Daughters
became the bride of David Mulder. baby roses.
of the American Revolution,the
Aisle candles, white satin ribPhil Ragians assisted as best
Eastern Star and a G o 1 d Star
bons, greens and candelahras man. Brehm Rypstra, cousin of
Mother.
formed the setting for the double the groom was ring bearer. Nick
Surviving are the husband, at
ring rites performed by the Rev. Havinga and Jim De Vries were
present a resident of the MatheHarry J. Harling, unde of the ushers.
son Nursing Home in Galesburg;
groom.
For her daughter’s wedding Mrs.
two daughters,Mrs. Ralph J.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Bowman, Bowman selected a dress of dark
(Josephine) Oldenburger of Hol702 South Shore Dr., are the purple velvet w-ith mauve pink acland and Mrs. William F. (Lucia)
parents of the bride and the
Me Fall of Kalamazoo; three groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. cessories. The groom’s mother
chose a white metallic dress with
grandchildren. Two sisters, Miss
Louis Mulder, 67 West 35th St.
aqua accessories. Both mothers
GertrudeB. Townsend and Mrs.
Organ prelude music and the wore pink and white carnation corJohn A. Hertel. a brother, Adrian
traditionalbridal marches • were
sages
Townsend and a nephew, Townsend Hertel, reside in Chicago. A played by Mrs. E. Tellman. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ader, uncle
Douglas Bain, cousin of the groom
son, John Townsend Ayers, was a
sang
“I’ll Walk Beside You,” and aunt of the bride, were master
casualty of World War n.
“Through the Years," and the and mistress of ceremoniesat the
“Lord's Prayer" as the couple reception for 150 guests in the
church parlors. Mr. and Mrs.
knelt.
The bride, given in marriage George Moeke, Jr., were in charge
by her father, chose a gown of of the punch bowl. Miss Iris Vanbrocade satin fashioned with a den Bos and Jerry Schram assisted at the guest book and Miss
long fitted bodice, scoop neckline
and full ballerinaskirt. The jacket Maureen Bourke was in charge of
Mrs. Ayers was an active

Henry Potgeter and wf. Lot
Koster’s Sub. Twp. Allendale.

Fri-

lowing a short illness. She was 77
years old and had been a resident
of Holland for 35 years.

47 City of Holland.

Dale Bierema, 17,

H

Ayers

mem-

H.

Haven.
Van Zylem Lumber Company to planned.
Gerald H. Weaver Pt. Blocks 8, 9
Others appearingin court were Bolt woods Add. City of Grand
Richard A. Steele, of 167 West 21st Haven.
St, speeding 36 in 25, $10; William
Exec. Est. Amelia E. Stegeman,
Hekman, of 451 Central Ave., stop Dec. to Louis De Waard and wf.
sign, $17; Howard G. Goodyke, 19, Pt. Lot 5 Block 57 City of Holland.
route 1, Zeeland, assured clear
Mary E. Anderson to Gerard A.
distance, $12; John Albert Nien- Ringold and wf. Pt. Lot 8 Block 2 At
Clinic
huis, route 2, Hudsonville, speed- Haire, Tolford & Hancock’s Add.
was fashioned with a high neck- the gift room.
ing 45 in 30, $15; Judy Moore, Spring Lake.
Thirty - four persons donated The Ottawa County Humane So- line, long pointed sleeves and a
The bride, a graduate of Holland
South Haven, right of way, $12.
A. C. Le Meux and wf. to Ralph blood at a regular clinic Monday
ciety Animal Shelter will be in ac- bow ending with streamersin the High School and Western MichiJeanette Steggerda, of 1351 Bay B. Baldwin and wf. Lot 12 North in Red Cross headquartersat 6 tive operation on Monday, Dec. 17,
back. Her matching hat of bro- gan College is a teacher.The
View, right of way to through traf- Shore Estates Sub. Twp. Spring East Eighth St.
it was announced today by Donald cade featured a double tier cir- groom, also a Holland High School
fic, $12; Norman L. Scholten, of Lake.
Donors were Richard E. Brown. Zoll, County Humane Officer.
cular veil. She carried a white graduate, attended Kalamazoo CoU
Hubbell Realty Co. to Albert E. Harrison Overocker, Donald
90 East 20th St, red light, 57;
A
gala
Open
House
for
all those Bible with a white orchid, ivy and lege and Hope College and is emJunior Henry Terpstra, of 1321 Quittelierand wf. Pt. Lots 17, 18 Cranmer. Raymond Rouwhorst,
ployed at Brink’s Book Store.
interested in visiting the new build- white satin streamers.
West 32nd St., speeding 35 in 25, Hubbell Acres Sub. Twp. Grand Joe Leys. Arthur Hoedema, Carl
Attendingthe bride was Miss
ing will be held Dec. 29. All Ottawa
For their wedding trip to ChiHaven.
force the cables sliced through the of Mrs. Clarence Erlewein, follow- $10; Thomas De Vries, of 118 West
Bos, Mrs. Genevieve Ammeraal, County citizensare urged to visit Roxanne Rudolph who wore a balcag(* the new Mrs. Mulder wore a
Pauline
Johnson
to
Florin
M.
rear trunk.
Gertrude Voss. Mrs. June Hein,
ing luncheon at a local restaurant. 22nd St., speeding 35 in 25 and paslerina length gown of royal blue light blue wool dress with black
Loree and wf. SE^i NW>4 5-8-15 Bill LaBarge, Martin Van Hekken, the shelter on that date.
Deputies said pieces of the car
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starring sing on right, $30.
All calls for informationand taffeta fashioned wath a sabrina and white accessories.
fur
Twp.
Crockery.
were scattered along the tracks who reside in the Bernard Marfia
James
Tyink,
Jr.,
William
Van
Roger Beverwyk, of 1422 South
service can be made to the Shelter neckline. The long fitted bodice jacket completed her ensemble.
Coby
Roossien
to
Warner
Johnson
and down into the ditch along the second floor apartment, have pur- Shore Dr., careless driving, $15;
Ark, Robert Holt, John Meyer, on and after Dec. 17 by calling
featured a panel effect in the She wore a white orchid corsage.
path the vehicleslid after the col- chased the home of Miss Hattie Leroy A. Compagner, of 121 North and wf. Lot 3 Woodiawn Acres Mrs. Alice Kamps.
4
front and the back pointing to a
Sub. Twp. Holland.
lision.
The couple is now at home at 17
Lamoreaux on Walter SL Posses- Fairbanks,excessive noise, $7;
Huston K. Myers, Byron BrumThe Shelter is located north of bow. She carried a colonial bouOttawa County deputies said sion will be made after the holi- Kenneth J. Roberts, Indianapolis,
mel, Lewis Vande Bunte, George Holland on US-31. Dogs will be
West
10th St. The groom's parents
quet of white fuji mums centered
Bierema was to pick up his girl days.
W. Mazzei, Jr.. Leota De Feyter, immediately available for adoption with blue carnations. She wore a entertained at a rehearsal party
disobeying truck route, $2; Donald
friend and then drive to Portage
'Hie Past Noble Grands club met
Janet Leys, Laveme C. Mills, and the society’s small animal amLee Myskens, Coopersville, right
matching taffeta crown.
at their home.
where Holland Christian High last Wednesday evening at the of way. $12; Ekiane LaCombe, of
Gordon Vander Bie. Julius De bulance will be available for call,
School was playing a basketball home of Mrs. Charles Collins. Mrs.
Haan, Harlan Nienhuis, Jack La- also. The kennel facilities of the
74 West Seventh St., speeding 35
game.
Arthur Pahl and Mrs. Norman Kee
Barge, Harry Van Dam, Watson shelter will be open for boarding New Trial Denied
in 25, $10.
Trinity Mission Society
Ironicallythe youth had stopped assisted as hostesses.
P Lundie, H. Wybenga, Maurie animals and inquiries can be made GRAND HAVEN (Special) For
The firemen and their wives
at the Holland Police station less
Loomans, Lester Riemersma, by callingthe shelter.
Judge Raymond L. Smith Friday Holds Christmas Tea
than 15 minutes before the acci- held their annual party Saturday Former Zeeland
A selectionof animals for adop- denied a motion for a new trial
The Foreign Policy Association Renzo J. Luth.
dent to have an address changed evening in the American Legion
Members of the Trinity Rehas selected 8 vital foreign policy Physicians present were Dr. E. tion will be immediatelyavailable to Robert A. Wierenga, 20, route
Hall. A turkey dinner, served to Dies in Wyoming Park
on his driver’s license.
questions for consideration of dis- Vander Berg and Dr. A Bonzelaar. and those interested are urged to 2, Spring Lake on a charge of formed Church Missionary Society
Bierema was a senior at Hol- 35 by Mrs. Arthur Sanford and
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Anna cussion groups throughout the na- Nursese were Mrs. Herbert Koster, visit the shelter to look over the speeding. Wierenga will be sen- held a Christmas tea in the Laland Christianand active in school Mrs. Ned Bale, was followed by
Mrs. R. L. Schlecht, Jennie De dogs and cats seeking new homes. tenced Dec. 14. He was arrested
De
Jonge, 70, wife of Henry W. tion in 1957.
dies Lounge Thursday afternoon.
dancing.
activities.
Boer and Mrs. R. C. Oudersluys.
De
Jonge of 2640 Forest Grove
by state police July 24 for alledg- The room and tea table was beauSurvivorsinclude the parents; Mrs. Lottie King returned to Ave., Wyoming Park, died Friday Last winter, under the guiding
Nurses aides were Mrs. Lyda
edly speeding 60 miles an hour in
one brother, William of Holland; Phoenix, Ariz., Saturday following evening at her home. She had been hand of Paul Fried of the Hope Vander Weide, Mrs. William Beebe Regular Meeting Held
tifully decorated in a holiday moa 45 mile zone, to which he pleadCollege faculty, several such distwo sisters, Mrs. Gerrit De Young a seven week’s visit with her
ill for about two years, however cussion groups were formed in Hol- and Mrs. R. Burton. Gray Ladies By Royal Neighbors
ed not guilty. Tried in Municipal tif. Mrs. John Hains, president,
of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Harvey sister, Mrs. Margaret Beagle, and
were Mrs. Neal Tiesenga, Mrs.
her death came unexpectedly.
land
to
air
current
foreign
policies.
Court, he was found guilty by was in charge.
Baas of Randolph,Wis. and the other relatives.
Melva Crowle, Mrs. Jeanette Mrs. Adeline Van Dam, oracle, Judge Jacob Ponstein. Wierenga Mrs. M. Stegenga, in her devoMr. and Mrs. James Beagle She was born in Zeeland, the Encouraged by last year's re- Cranmer.
maternal grandparents, Mr. and
presided at the regular meeting of appealed to Circuit Court, he tional talk, took members on a
Mrs. John Calsbeek of Unden, have moved from the Round Lake daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. sults, Fried again is hoping to
Historians were Mrs. Sarah Van Royal Neighbors at the hall ThursMartin
Vanden
Bosch.
She
was
a
was found guilty by a jury Nov. 9. visit to Bethlehem where Jesus
area to a farm they purchased
Wash.
launch the venture in 1957. Materwas born. She interestingly and
member
of
the Wyoming Park ial, and lots of it, is available. Dahm, Mae Whitmer and Mrs. day night. It was announced the
from
Mrs.
William
Stedman.
Funeral services will be held
Fred Beeuwkes. In charge of the annual Christmas party will be
realistically told of Bethlehem as
Christian
Reformed
Church.
She
Any group of persons interested,
Monday at 2 p.m. in Fourteenth Another German immigrant has
it is seen today. Mrs. J. R. Mulder
and her husband moved from whether a couple of neighbors, a canteen were Mrs. Walter Reagan, held Dec. 27 instead of Dec. 13. Marriage Licenses
arrived
here
to
make
her
home,
a
Street ChristianReformed Church.
Mrs. Ann Johnson, Mrs. Lillian The potluck supper will begin at
Ottawa County
Zeeland to Wyoming Park about
sang "I Know of a Marne,” ac16-year-old
distant
relative
of
Mrs.
club, etc., should contact Fried. Borchers and Mrs. Calvin Strong. 6:30 p.m.
Relatives are asked to meet in
William G. Musgrave, 37, Holly- companied by Mrs. Stegenga.
13 years ago.
the church basement at 1:45. The U. S. Crane. She is Miss Gisela
The eight subjects are: 1. How Rochelle De Vries was Junior
Prizes were won by Mrs. Van wood, Fla., and Laura May VerSurviving,
besides
the
husband
Mrs. C. Neal Steketee was electPlamann,
who
left
her
parents
and
Rev. John F. Schurmann, former
Should the United States Compete Red Cross aide.
Dam, Mrs. Blanche Shaffer and non, 29. Reading, Pa.; Wallace ed a third vice president.
four
brothers
in
Germany.
She
is are two daughters, Mrs. Henry
pastor of the church, will officiate
Miss Edith Moomey.
Frank Do Haan, 34, and Julia
Steenblik of Holland and Mrs. With Russia? 2. What United
Mrs. Henry Pas, speaker of the
and burial will be in Pilgrim Home attending the fifth grade where
Mrs. Linnie Sly, celebrating her Rosella Hitsman, 38, both of Grand afternoon, spoke on “Christians in
Donald Hoezee of Hudsonville; States Policy for Europe? 3. What
the
teacher,
Mrs.
Mary
Wark
Cemetery. Friends may call at
birthday, served refreshments.
Haven.
two sons, Mark and Kenneth, both United States Stakes in the Middle
the Struggle of World Peace.”
Langeland Funeral Home tonight speaks German. Mrs. Wark re- of Zeeland; one daughter-in-law, East? 4. Should the United States
ports she as learning the English
from 7 to 9 and Sunday from 3 to
Deal With Red China? 5. United
Admitted to Holland Hospital
language rapidly and will be ready Mrs. Berdette De Jonge of Kala5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
States For or Against “Colonial- Thursday were Peter Jacobusse,
mazoo;
18
grandchildren;
one
for high school after Christmas.
The family requests that in lieu
great - grandchild;three sisters, ism? 6. Are “Neutralists" route 4; Dan Meeuwsen, 16 West
of flowers gifts be made to the
Mrs. Gerrit Van Tamelen of Zee- Against the United States? 7. What 26th St.; Mrs. Robert Bond, route
ChUdrens Retreat at Pine Rest.
land, Mrs. Edward Kramer of United States Military Strategy in 1; Mrs. Allan Ayers, 309 West Hth
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Charles the Nuclear Age? 8. How Much St.; Henry Rottschaefer, route 4;
Pair
Meidema of Chicago.
Trade— How Much Aid?
William, Merry and Melissa HakSkate Police Announce
ken, 60 East 26th St.; Mrs. George
Promotions, Transfers
Speet, 570 Central Ave.; Mrs.
To
Humphrey Eaton, 12 East 15th St.;
A number of promotions and
Margaret Hall, 248 West 10th St.;
EAST LANSING-A total of 48
transfers in the Michigan Statf
Mrs. Curtis Paris, 178 East 38th
Police were announced Thursday new state police troopers were
St.; Danny Paauwe, 302 West 20th
graduated
at
ceremonies
at
the
by CommissionerJoseph A. Childs.
St.
Trooper William Chandler was East Lansing headquarters Friday.
Discharged Thursday were Roger
Included on the program were
promoted to detective and transWhite, 127 West 23rd St; Mrs.
ferred. from Rockford to the Grand 18 awards for bravery and meriHenry Hulst, 622 Central Ave.;
torious service. Among them was
Haven post effective Jan. 10.
Mrs. Martin Weerstra,route 6;
Duane
A.
Smith
of
the
Wayland
Other changes were Cpl. William
Mrs. John Zych, 256 West 23rd
Kolehmanien from Rockfordto post.
St; Mrs. Jerome Schaap and baby,
Orville
K.
Dalman,
son
of
Mr.
New Buffalo as sergeant in comroute 1, Hamilton; Mrs. Ronald
mand of the post and Trooper and Mrs. Gordon J. Dalman of 3994
Long and baby, 205 Pine Ave.;
Port
Sheldon
Dr.,
Hudsonvifle,
Forrest Jacob from Battle Creek
Ted
Raak, route 4; Danny Paauwe,
was
sworn
in
as
a
probationary
to corporal at Rockford.
320 West 20th St.; Melissa, WilTrooper Dawn G. Wilson was trooper and assigned to the Romeo
post.
liam and Merry Hakken, 60 East
transferred from Grand Haven to
26th St.
Battle Creek; Trooper Donald New probationarytroopers
PhUlippi was moved from Niles Donald A. Sorenson of route 1,
Carney, and Darrell H. Pope of
to Rockford and Trooper Russell
Body Found in River
route 4, St. Johns, both were asT. Weaver was promoted to corpsigned to the Grand Haven State
DefinitelyIdentified
oral and switched from Rockford

34 Donors Report Animal Shelter
Blood

Opens Dec.

17

A

7-50%.

Subjects Picked

.

Discussions

Woman

UDdipjRal TlotaA

:

Assigned

Grand

Haven

E.

G.

to the dispatch office at East Lansing headquarters.

Police post.

GRAND
Custody

Changed

(Special)

-

a decomposed body found in
Grand River Tuesday as that of
Lee Pelton, a 31-year-old Grand
Rapids cab driver who has been
missing since Feb. 28, 1956, when

GRAND HAVEN (Special) Two Divorces Granted
agreement of counsel for
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- Upon
both parties, the custody of two

Two divorce decrees were granted children,aged 14 and eight, was
in Circuit Court Friday. Ruth
awarded to Doris Ten Brink of HolHolmes obtained a divorce from land in an amended decree or-

Charles E. Holmes, both of Nunica.
dered by Circuit Court Friday. In
There are no children and she was addition,the father, Jacob Ten
restored her
name of Brink, of Holland township, was
Dragoo. Ellen Haan of Grand ordered to pay $17.50 weekly for
Haven was awarded a divorce their support. Custody of the chilfrom James John Haan of Grand dren had been awarded the father,
coupie has three mi- as the result of a divorce decree
granted April 11, 1955.

HAVEN

Officers have definitelyidentified

his outer clothingwas found on the

Leonard
Rapids.

former

TWINS BORN —

Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hoffman, route t, Hamilproud parents nf twins which were bom at Holland
Hcspital last month. Mrs. Hoffman holds Deborah Lynn (right)
and Douglas
(Sentinel photo)
ton, are the

14*.
1

St.

bridge in Grand

.war previously reported
he had been missing since April.
Officers have notified Pelton’i
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J e r ry
Pelton of Rock Falls, 111., of their
son’s death.
Grand Rapids city police worked
with state police on the case.
It

GRIFFIN, second from left, acting director
Michigan office of Civil Defense, presents
a $2,978 check to Henrik E. Stafseth, engineermanager of the
County Road
Commission, representing federal aid for work
done on public roads and drains after the
J. E.

of the

Ottawa

/

Hudsonvilletomato last April 3. At left is
Russell J. Martin, chief division field service,
Michigan CD office, and at right is Roy H.
Lowing, of Georgetown Township,chairman of
the Ottawa County Board of Supervisors.

l
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Ball

k

Final

Six Apply (or

Hope Group WiD

Covert’s Streak

Building Permits

Support Refugee

SAUGATUCK (Special) - The
Saugatuck Indians snapped Covert’s 30-game Al-Van conference
winning streak and established
themselvesas early favorites for
the league championshipby down-

Six applicationsfor building
permits were receivedlast week
by Building Inspector William

The Hope College International
Relations Club has adopted as a
project the raising of funds to
bring one young Hungarian to the
collegefor a year’s study. In mak-

Sinigatack

Handing
Minute

Recent Bride

195«

Costs Christian
-

PORTAGE
(Speclil) - Holland Christian’sMaroons dropped
their second thriller of the season,
here, Friday night, as they bowed
to a veteran Portage quintet in
overtime, 47-44. The Dutch now
have a 2-2 mark, while Portage
has won two, while losing none,
Typical of all the Dutch games
tyis season, this contest was nip
and tuck all of the way. Neither
club was able to get much of an
advantage over tme other throughout the entire tiK. Actuallythe
locals were in the driver’s seat
with a three point lead with a

Snaps

Layman in his office in the City
Hall. Those applying were:
Baker Furniture Co., 24th St and
Columbia Ave., remodel doorway,
Albert R. De Weerd and son,
contractors; cost, $200.

ing the Bulldogs. 47-39 in the Sau-

gatuck High. School gymnasium
Friday night.
The Indians played most of the
game without center Harvey Slot
man, their high scorer last year,
who slipped and fell on the back of
his head in the second* quarter and

ing the announcement, Dr. Paul
Fried, advisor to the IRC, said
the students are desirous of having their project in operation by
the beginning of tiie second semes-

H. J. Kleis, Eighth St. and
Columbia Ave., remodel celling
and wall, Edmond Oonk, contrac-

ter.

The IRC Hungarian Scholarship
Committee named to supervise the
projects is headed by David Deth-

tor; cost. $900.
Harry Hulst. 99 East 24th 4t,
erect garage 20 by 22 feet, Harvin
Zoerhof. contractor; cost $1,100.

mers, junior, Eakt Lansing, Michidid not return to action.He is exgan and Nancy White, sophopected to be back Tuesday, howDouglas Vender Hey, 72 West
more, Roxbury, N. y. 'as co-chairever. when Saugatuck goes after
17th St. convert one family house
men; Hetty Vos, sophomore, Sauits third consecutivevictory
to two family dwelling, self and
gerties, N. Y., secretary; and Donagainst Go|)els.
Dr. Jamea T. Klompareiu,Jr.
Bernard Nyticrff, contractor*:coat,
ald Van Lare, Holland senior, treaCovert jumped to an early 54)
$3,000.
Mrs. Arden Roger Meyer
surer.
lead and saw Saugatuckclose it to
little over a minute to play in
Wire Products Co.. 153 West 10th Dr. J. T. Klomparens
Student Council president,David
11-9 by the end of the first quarTrinity Episcopal Church, St
regulation time. However as
Van Eenenaam, senior from Muster. Spurred by forward Frank Louis, Mo., was the scene of the St., provide opening for conveyer Joint Aimed Forces
Coach Art Tuls said, "We literalLamb, who paced both teams with wedding on ThanksgivingDay at belt, Henry Smeenge, contractor
Dr. James Thomas Klomparen*. kegon, was present at the IT.C
ly gave this ball game away.”
14 points, the Indians moved 4 p.m. of Miss Mary Alice Stewart cost, $400.
Jr„
son of Mrs. James T. meeting when action was taken
"Rather than protectingour lead,
William De Roo, 93 West 19th
ahead at the half, 21-18. In the and Arden Roger Meyer. The Rev
Klomparen j, and the late Mr. and assured th(? group that the
we got careless in our ball handthird period and again in the Arthur E. Walmsley performedthe St., remodel kitchen. Beckman’s Klomparens, joined the armed student councilis vitally interested
ling, and paid the price in deKitchen Store, contractor;cost,
fourth, the Bulldogs came within ceremony.
forces Monday. He is a graduate in the plight of Hungarian students
feat,” the Dutch mentor said.
$200.
a point of a tie, but Bob Brack- The bride is the daughter
of Hope College and the University and he anticipatesfull support of
Just as in the season opener,
enridge’s free throws pulled the Mrs. Charles Stewart.6060 Perof Michigan Medical school.While the project by the councU.
the Dutch staged a fantastic end
Indians out both times.
Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers. Hope preat Hope he was affiliated with
shing, St. Louis, Mo., and the late
to the contest. In the opener the
Saugatuck Coach Bud Whipple Charles B. Stewart, former HolOmlcron Kappa Epsilon Fraternity sident, and Dr. William Vander
locals tied up the tilt with 12 sec6
used his entire bench, and they land residents.The groom is the
and while at the University of Lugt, dean of the college, have
onds remaining. This time it was
'Old-FashionedChristmas'Is Theme lor Event
all scored.
Michigan, with the Phi Chi Medical expressed their enthusiasm for
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
even closer. With just two seconds
Brackenridge had 10 to take sec- Meyer of New Haven, Ind.
Fraternity.Klomparens completed this project of personal participaleft in the tilt, Christian’s Dave
ond honors for the Indians, while
his internship at St. Mary’s tion In world events by jhe Hope
Given in marriage by her uncle,
Klaver swished a long one hander
Carl Jacobs had seven and Stan- Frederick
Hospital In Grand Rapids last College students.
of
Grand
from midcourt to send the tilt into
ley Goshorn six. Sparrow led the
The women of Durfee Hall, woJune and since has been doing a
Rapids, the bride wore a white
Twenty-five Scouts and leaders
overtime at 42-42.
losers with a dozen.
residency in anesthesiology there men’s residence,have thrown their
wool suit with a white beaded hat
Klaver also gave the locals a
from Troop 6 and Explorerpost
In the junior varsity game. Sauand short veil. She carried a 2006, First Reformed Church, under Drs. Hoffs and Thompson. support to the project by voting to
two point 44-42 margin ir the ovei^
gatuck defeated Covert, 42-39. The
contributeand give the receipts for
time which they held until a miHolland Civic Center will be centered with niniature sleighs. Braves led most of the way, with white prayer book with white cam- camped out overnight last Friday In 1953 he married the former their gifts to their respective
and Saturday at the troop's log Betty Jane Clemons of Detroitwho roommates in place of the usual
nute remained. With the score I transformedinto a virtual winter Advance ticket sales indicate a Tony Hinson netting 14 for high ellias.
also a Hope graddate and at
Her only attendant,Miss Margot cabin north of Port Sheldon. The
knotted at 44-44 with 30 seconds wonderland for Holland Junior Wel- capacity crowd at the ball accord- point honors. But the winning
Lucy of Indianapolis,wore a wood Scouts cuts 175 Christmas trees present is teaching at Kent Hills Christmasexchange.
left, the Mustangs collected on fare League’s second annual char- ing to Ticket Chairmai. Mrs. Julius points were supplied by Bill Figviolet velvet dress and accessories
from the troop’s 21-year-oldforest Elementary School In Grand
one foul toss and then added two ity Candy Cane Ball Saturday Karsten. Assisting her with ticket ley, who enabled Covert to tie the
Rapids. Dr. Klomparens left
and carried pink camellias.
/
more later to take a hard-earned night, Dec. 22.
sales at their respective schools score in the fourth period when
for Great Lakes Naval Training
The groom was attended by his
Money
obtained
from
the
sale
of
.win.
Decorations for the holiday are Hope College Queen Jocelyn he sunk a shot in the wrong basStation
Sunday.
brother,
LeRoy
of
New
the trees will be used to send one
Christian was up against an ex- event will follow the "old-fashion-Freyling and Holland High School ket. Shooting at the right goal, he
Haven. \
Scout and one Explorer to the
perienced outfit in almost every ed Christmas’’ theme, and tradi- Queen Jo Lee Hurlbut. General had 13 points for the night.
Mrs. Stewart chose a steel blue NationalJamboree at Valley
position plus some good bench tional Yuletide featureswill be chairmen for the dance are Mrs.
peau de sole gown with shocking Forge next summer. The trees
strength. Despite the height advan- highlighted.
L. W. Lamb, Jr., and Mrs. Joseph
pink hat. Her corsage was of pink were cut in the form of a game
World War II Mothers
tage which the Mustangs held, the
Decorations Chairmen Mrs. Borgman, Jr.
carnations. The groom's mother Saturday, with the Night Hawk paPORTAGE (Special) - Holland
locals dominated backboard play David Gier and Mrs. William LalElect New Officers
wore a navy blue crepe and lace trol winning.
Christian’sreserve squad dropped
most of the night, paced by Junior ley, are pictured above with the
t's second game of the season
Friday night the boys put on •
Cal Klaasen.
cutter that will be a prominent
Mr,. Martha De Wirt wa, electa"d a cor5a6e o[ whi,e
Women of the Moose, Chapter against two wins here Friday
nations.
campfire
program
and
participatI ’ The contest was a slow, low part of the stage setting. The hugh
ed president of Mothers of World
A small reception was held at ed in a snipe hunt. Junior Assist- 1010, held an initiation ceremony night, bowing to the Portage rescoring affair with both quints us- candy canes will be posted outside
ant ScoutmasterKenneth Vlnstra for Mrs. Phyllis Hammond Wed- serves, 37-35. It was Christian’*
ing the set-up style of play, mak- the Civic Center entrance.The
and Senior Patrol leader David De nesday evening at the Moose second two-point loss of the sea| ing sure of their shots. Portage lobby of the building will be an
Visser told storiea to the group. Home. Twenty-nine members at#
f used a zone defense throughout old-fashioned parlor featuringa
After the tree-cuttingSaturday, tended the meeting for Social Serv
The Little Maroons, although in
[ the night with the locals piercing huge tree trimmed with popcorn
Mrs. Xeda Pop^m, .ee0™! vice
d d ° Fr^wlcl( Hubbard,
the Scouts took a five-milehike to ice Chapter night.
the thick of the battle all of the
I the defense with many good shots, cranberries, cookies and candle
Fees totaling 5199 were collected president;Mrs Blanch Shaffer re,c and aunt o(
bridCi ond
Hidden Lake and took test* In fireA communication from Moose- way, were not sharp and made
f bdt could only hit on 18 out of 63. lights. Mannequins,dressed as an for 58 permits issued during
building, cooking, stalkingand firit heart was read. It stated that many costly mistakes in ball handa Portage didn’t fare much better old-fashioned couple, and a fire- November by City Building InspecMr's J8 ^ir
aid.
Mrs. Gladys Gordon, Senior Re- ling and backboardplay. The lead
j with 17 out of 57.
place hung with stockings will tor William Layman. Of the per- Rusticus, treasurer; Mrs.
Mrs. William
Scouts attending were Bob Van- gent of the top Chapter in the lo- changed hands almost with every
Holland started slowly and complete the parlor scene.
mits given out, 27 were for builddidn’t score until five minutes had
t'o T'-.ent
Ha^r Village. Pa., den Brink. Marty Vande Water, cal group, has been selected to basket thix>ughoutthe contest. The
Guests will step from the lobby ing, 29 for heating and two for
Dan Ver Hey, Carl Flowerday, serve as leader for the mid-winter tilt was knotted at 4-4 at the quarelapsed in the first period. Final- into the winter wonderland atmos- signs.
to the
fn serv- Mrrf
Ricky Miner, John Shelnebager conference to be held in Ionia ter, while the winners led 17-16
ly Klaver hit for two from the phere of Christmas outdoors. The
The building permits brought in ice. Several members went to the and Mr„
and Roger Buikens of the Night Jan. 27. Other chapters 'in the at halftlm?. Portage held a 27;23
side, but by the period's end, the stage backdrop will be the front 5108, the heating permits 587 and Grand Rapids Facility to help 01
«ave"'
a
Hawk patrol and Jim Blackburn group are Grand Rapids, Muske- lead at the end of the third period.
Dutch still trailed 10-7.
those
for
signs
54.
of a house with the cutter and
with a party for the veterans. Mrs. anli MaJ°r and
.
Edwin Terpstra, Dan Broekhouse gon, Hastings and Lowell.
Finally trailing by six points in
Portage
to keep a snowman as features.Christmas Analysis of the building permits Melva Crowle of the local
an son 0LHa*a"'.
John Van Houten and Tim Tyler
Three College of Regents from the fourth period, the locals came
three point spread throughout the trees will surround the dance floor reveals that only two were for new is state chairman of the Facility ,rlends’ also present for the
| of the Lightning patrol.Explorers
Muskegon Chapter, the Mes to life, but it was too late.
second quarter with Forward Rog and a sparkling false ceiling will houses, while 17 were for repairs
and was in charge of the
“"n o b e r t present were Ken Vlnstra, David
dames Hazel Watson, Ella Wortel- Vern W e d e v e n led Christian
Hiemstra hitting for three straight create a starry sky. Tables will be and improvements to houses and
Mrs
Marie
Huizenea
The
b;lde s brother- R 0 b e r ]
Mrs. mane Huizenga, s^a t.c stewart USMC who was expected Dc Visser, Bob Slnke, Gene Van boer and Teddie Sorensen and a with 13 points, followed by Jim
baskets. Five different Maroons
other buildings, five were for chairman of the Sunshine
,, . Ko „ros Heuholen and Bill Wheater. The co-worker, Mrs. Helen Wagner Hulst with 10, Arlyn Lanting with
garages and five were for additions tal in Grand Rapids, is packing
scored from the field in the period,
"add notbe prejleaders were Max Flowerday,Bill were guests at the meeting and five, Jack Bouwman with four and
but the locals were still on the. School Study Group
and structural changes.
gift boxes to bd distributed.Plans
**
*
Ron Windemullerwith three. MorEstimated cost of the two new were made for a baked goods pro- Eefi,od ,hl!, w<'ckend a'tZ,*h‘C,h Fortney, George Swelrenga, Ben social hour.
• short end of a 2047 count at halfhe leaves for service in Okinawa. Mulder and Elmore Van Lente.
Speaks at Waakazoo
Dec. 14 has been set as "Cookie ton led Portage with 15 markers.
houses was 526,700, the largest
time.
Following the reception the new- Committeemen included A1 Bieveld Day” when five dozen homemade
sum of the approximately558,356
Christian started to take over in
A panel discussion was held at spent on constructionand improvelyweds left for Indianapolis where and Chester Raak.
cookies will be delivered to the
the third period as they twice narWilliam Marlink, 75,
the meeting of the Waukazoo Par- ments during the month. Additions Hope Church
they are now at home at Rose
Red Cross for the Gray Ladies to
rowed the gap to one point. Finalent - Teachers Club Thursday and structural changes accounted
I
Court Apt., 526 East Fall Creek
take to the Veteran’s Hospital at Succumbs in Zeeland
ly just before the quarter ended,
Westerland-Smeenge
in the school. Panel mem for 56,746, repairs and improve- lave Annual
Parkway, North Dr.
Battle Creek. The local chapter ala basket by Klaver gave the night
bers from the Holland Area School ments, 520,510and garages, 54,400.
HUDSONVILLE(Special)
.
,
.
The new Mrs. Meyer attended Rites Are Performed
so delivered two Thanksgiving
Dutch their first lead, 29-28.
Study committee were Ed DoniTables attractivelydecorated Ho|,and schoo|s and olivet College
William Marlink, 75, died at Zeebaskets to needy families.
It was brief, however, as Porvan who spoke on census and
with greens, frosted pine cones, an(j js now a dance major at the
Miss Marjorie Smeenge, daugh- The Dec. 19 meeting will fea- land Hospital Saturday.
tage roared right back to move
school enrollment; James Lugers Mrs. William Hamelinh
candles and ornaments provided Jordon School of Music. The groom ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas ture a potluck supper at 6:30 p
He is survived by four sons,
out in front 32-29. From this point
community study; Carroll Norlin
the setting for the annual Christ- was graduatedfrom University of Smeenge, 364 West 2Lst St., and m. and a 50 cent gift exchange Richard of Zeeland, Justin of Holon, the lead sea - sawed until the
Feted
at
Surprise
Party
finance; Harvey De Vree, transmas dinner meeting of the Hope Indiana and is in business in Carl G. Westerlund, son of Gustav Mrs. FlorenceVictor served land, Marvin and Christopher ol
Dtuch took a 38-35 margin with a
portation and Arthur Read, surWestcrlund of Muskegon were lunch aaaistelby Mrs. Hattie Vic- Borculo; two daughters, Mrs, John
minute and 20 seconds left. At this
Mrs. William Hamlink was Church Women's Club Thursday Indianapolis.
vey of school buildings.They were
married in
quiet ceremony tor and Mrs. Jennie Hellenthal. Talsma of Sault Ste. Marie, Mrs.
point, the Dutch got careless and
guest of honor at a surprise parby Harold Ramsey.
Thanksgiving
Day
in Wesleyan Prize winners for the evening Robert Crawford of Hudsonville;
allowed an alert guard, Ron introduced
Christmasdevotions were read DTA Program Given
President Burt Van Oss led open- ty Friday evening, the occasion
Methodist
Church.
The
Rev. C. A. were Mrs. Blanche Solomon and one daughter-in-law,Mrs. MargarSmith, to score two baskets to give
by Mrs. James White and Mrs.
.
ing devotions. Members voted to being her 5»th birthday anniveret Marlink of Holland; 29 grandLctherer read the double ring Mrs. Gladys Gordon.
the Mustangs a 39-38 buldge with
James Essenburg presided. \ By Camp tire CjIHS
join the Parent - Teachers Asso- sary. Her children a..d grandchilchildren;one great grandchild;
rites
^t
7
p.m.
Eight
members
of
the
Academy
one minute left. The edge changed
Mrs. Lincoln Sennett presented
ciation.
dren gathered at her home, 124 an interesting program "Christmas At a meeting of the Lakewood
The couple was attended by of Friendship Committee met at two brothers, Harry and Albert
hands once more before Klaver's
Refreshments were served by East 13th St., for a social evening
sensational shot to send the conKitchen Kapers," demonstratingSchool Parent Teachers Associa- Miss Marilyn Smeenge, the bride’s the home of Mrs. Gordon. Their Marlink of Hudsonville; three sisMrs. A1 Knipe, Mrs. Harold Bos, and refreshmentswhich featured
ters, Mrs. William Vander Hults
test into overtime.
how candles are made with the
evening, annouhee- sister, and Harold Westerlund, 1957 Birthday Calendars were disMrs. Gerry 'Jalvingand Mrs. Rob- a decoratedbirthdaycake. Gifts
brother of the groom. Harvey Katz tributed for the members to sell. of Zeeland, Mrs. John Vander
iginal cake of wax and continuing
,
Frofn the foul line, the Dutch
ert Houting.
were presented to the honored on to the finishedproduct, includ- mcnl was ma( e
of Muskegon provided wedding The members planned a Christ- Hock of Grand Rapids. Mrs.
0
hit on eight out of 17, while the
guest.
ing a two-foot
Christmas play which will be held music and accompanied Miss mas meeting with gift exchange Bertha Scholten of Cutlerville.
winners collected13 out of 28.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs
Ruby Tucker of Monti cello, Ind., to be held at the home of Mrs.
A committee to fill Christmas Dec. 20.
Klaver was high for the Maroons Holland Will Take Part
Hamelink, Mr. and Mrs. Julius baskets 1 n c 1 u d e s Mrs. Dena
with 14, while Smith had 15 for
am was presented by soloist. Immediate families attend- Clara Dykema, 259 West 19th St. 1 1 Motorists Fined
Brown and family, Mr. and Mrs Walters, Mrs^ Peter Bcrnecker,
It was announced that $25 was
F,re Glrls and Blue Birds ed the wedding.
Portage, all coming in the second In Portage A Regional
B. Poppema and family, Mr. and
A
reception to which about 175 donated by the chapter to the In- By Zeeland Justice
half.
a'M- Wro0h;
Hartsock and their leaders.
Holland will participate in the Mrs. Martin Brown and family
guests were invited was held in ter-FraternalAuxiliariesfund for
After four road games, the Dutch
ZEELAND (Special) — Eleven
the church parlors. Mr. and Mrs. equipment at Prestatie Huis. A
now open at home on, Friday night Class A regional basketball tourn- Mr. and Mrs. William D. Hamelink “aseffor* ^"evening
drivers were fined recentlyon
and
Miss
Clara
Mae
Brown.
total
of
$100
was
presented
to
the
MraRusse" DeVette and her
dnd Mrs | Knowles, leaders, Gerald Smeenge of Grand Rapids
when they entertainAllegan.
ament this year at Portage, March
various counts by Zeeland Justice
were master and mistress of cere- school by the combined auxiliar12-16.
Brower, Mrs. L. o'euder. Mrs. R. included
.ongs^y the
Egbert J. Boes. They included;
ies.
monies.
Grand Haven Man ‘Fair’
The 1956 A regional was held in Bridal Shower Given
Alfred E. Coulombe, Jr., 26, of
Burton, Mrs. J. Kingshott, Mrs. S. g!rIs 'vlth
The couple has returned from a
607 Michigan Ave., 45 in 30-mile
Holland’s Civic Center but the reB r a n c a c c i o and Mrs. L. A. Pian1^: poem by Elizabeth Grote,
wedding
trip
and
are
living
on
After Car Smashes Tree
reading by Patricia Rooks.
gional was moved to Portage be- For Miss Rath Rooks
zoru*. 515.30; Kenneth Arendsen,
Two Lessons Presented
Haskins, Sr.
Mrs. P. Hoving and Mrs. J. Per- Huizenga St., Zeeland. Mr. Wescause
of
mileage
complaints
by
36, of route 1, Zeeland, 40 in 25GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A
bridal shower honoririg Miss
terlund
is
an
accountant
at
Ferro
At W overly Clab Meet
cival, leaders, arranged the proBattle Creek and Miles.
mile zone, 515.30; Danny John
Leo Earl Tuttle, 38, route 1, Grand
gram presented by the Blue Birds. Cast in Zeeland.
Teams slated to be at the Por- Ruth Rooks was held Friday night Group Discusses Plans
21, West Olive, 35 in
Two Home Economics lessons Hemmeke,
Included were piano solos by
Haven, was in "fair’’ codition in tage regional besides the two at Apple Avenue School. Hostesses
25-milezone, 510.30; Fred Gall, Jr.,
were
Mrs.
Paul
Rooks, Mrs. John For Sweetheart Dance
were presented at a regular meet- 27, Grand Rapids, 40 in 30-mile
Sally Selby, Mary Groenevelt. LesMunicipal hospital Saturday after mentioned are Grand Rapids J. Rooks and Mrs. Jerold Rooks
Miss Betty Klouw, 20,
ing of the Waverly Activity Club
i he Nienhuis; readings by
Mary
Catholic Central; Grand Rapids
zone, 510.30; Allen Grubi, 19, of
'smashing his 1955 model station
Twenty - three members of the
t j and Susan Bares; accor. 0( Grand Haven, Dies
Friday evening in the school. The
Creston and Kalamazoo Central. Miss Rooks will become the
278 East 13th St., Holland. 35 in
wagon into a tree on Mercury Dr.
Eagles
Auxiliary
attended
a
regu-u,1^
,
„
.tl, TTnft,inc»on(«
lesson on calories was given by
Portage is located five miles south j^ric*c Jamcs Brian Ward on
25-mile
zone, 10.30; Jesus Centeno.
Friday afternoon.
lar meeting Friday evening andl^
Mrs. Lawrence Prins and the one 29, of 178 East Seventh St., HolGRAND HAVEN (Special)
of
, *
State police said Tuttle was atdiscussed plans for a
i
hv
Holland played its 1955 regional Game? weJe Played and a tW(>- Dance to be held at the Warm I Refreshments were served by Miss Betty Wilene Klouw, 20, 1012 on "Training the Child” by Mrs. land, reckless driving, 539.30.
tempting to pass another car when
Jake Zuidema.
in Grand Rapids Burton Junior course ^n:h was served
Eugene Jay Paruwe, 18, GrandGrant St., died shortly after noon
it increased its speed. Tuttle ap* cimmons
The business meeting was in ville, excessivespeed, 515.30;
High gym but last season and Attending were the Mesdamek Friend Tavern for the benefit °f n1?- .**°bn
proached a curve and was unable
Huis. Final preparations
in Blodgett Hospital. charge of Mrs. Dennis Steinfort,
again this season the plan calls James Ward, Jerena Rooks, Her- Prestatie
are being made by the Inter
Mrs. Marvin Van Hekken.
to keep his car on the road.
Grand Rapids, following a long vice president.The annual Christ- George Zuverink. 32, of 37 Sandfor this regional to be filled with man Steggerda, Peter Karsten,
ford, Zeeland, 40 in 25-mile zone,
Tuttle suffered head lacerations,
illness. She was born In Grand mas dinner will be held at Bosch's
Grand Rapids and Muskegon area Albert Rooks, James Rooks, Clar- temal Committee.It also was an$15.30; Neil Jacobin, 20, West
chest injuries and a ruptured liver
ence Rooks. Ben Rooks, Jacob nouneed that the Eagle Aroalia'TMijifon, Aid Society
Haven Dec. 17, 1935, attended restaurant in Zeeland on Jan. 4. Olive, 40 in 25-mile zone, 515.30;
teams.
apparently1caused by the post of
- ...
Kievit, James Hacklander, Ben Christmas dinner will be held
Grand Haven Christian School and In charge of arrangements are
William A. Frizzell. 22. Grand
the steering wheel. The station
De Koster, Clarence De Waard, Tuesday evening. Members are to CltfCu NeW UttlCerS
was graduated from Western Mich- Mrs. A. Strabbingand Mrs. E.
Rapids, 40 in 25-mile zone, $15.30;
wagon was demolished.
Wisconsin Man Injured
Herb Steggerda, John Zwiers, Sr., take their own table service and a
igan Christian High School, Mus- Diekema.
Richard Sandy, 22% East Ninth
Mrs.
James
Towne,
president
Police said Tuttle had been
gift.
Jake Terpstra, Warren Karsten,
kegon, in 1953. She was employed
Hostesses were Mrs. A. St., Holland, incorrect address on
In Accident on M-21
was
in charge at the meeting of
charged with excessive speed.
Lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
MinLester Rooks, Ronald Bos, Paul
at Peoples Bank in Grand Haven. Buchanan and Mrs. D. Dams.
driver's license,$6.30.
nie Vander Bie, Mrs. Tlllie See- the Beechwood Reformed Church
IIUDSONVILLE (Special) - A Bekker, Neal De Koster, Harold kamp and Mrs. Mazie Von Ins. Women’s Mission and Aid Society She was a member of Second
De Koster and Roger De Waard.
Christian Reformed Church, a
in the church lounge Thursday af
Two Gvil Cues Filed
Racine, Wis., man was injured at
Also Mrs. John Zwiers. Jr., Mrs. Prize winners for the evening
teacher in the Sunday School and Cub Pack Makes Plans
Pays Fine
temoon.
She
conducted
devotions
11:40 p.m. Thursday night when he Robert Zwiers and the Misses were Mrs. Mary Van Dyke, Mrs.
a member of the church choir.
Id Circuit Court
GRAND
(Special)
and gave a meditationon the
For Christmas Party
Besides the parents, Mr. and
lost controlof his car which rolled Judy Ward, Dorothy Rooks, Pearl- Fannie Pardue, Mrs. Jeanette
Louie M e d a c c o. 23, Muskegon
theme,
"Heart
of
Christmas.”
GRAND -HAVEN (Special)
ine Rooks, Maxine Kievit/ Barbara Raffenaudand Mrs. G. M. Austin.
Mrs. Dick Klouw, she is survived
over on M21 near Jenison.
Announcement was made today Heights, paid $25 fine and $4.30
Mrs. Harvey De Vree was electFrancii J. Dyar of Wayne County Quincy Thomas Harrell, 17, now Kievit, Karen De Koster, Bonnie
ed president during the business by one brother, Gordon Don, of of the annual Christmas party of costs Friday night in Justice Eva
has filed a suit in Ottawa Cir- living in Grand Rapids, received De Koster. Merry D e Waard,
Grand Rapids.
Cub Pack 3049 of Lakewood School Workman’s court for dumping rubmeeting, Mrs. Lester Riemersma
Pledge Payments Won’t
cuit Court seeking $30,000 from internal injuriesand severe facial Marjory Rooks and the guest of
which wUl be held Thursday, Dec. bish on 180th Ave. in Spring Lake
was named first vice president,
Willis Potgeter of Jenison as the lacerations.His condition at St. honor.
Be Doe Until March
township on or about Nov. 3. The
20, in the school.
Mrs. Detra Visser, second vice Women Freed on Bond
result of a two-car crash on M-50 Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids
At a meeting of the Pack held arrest was by Sam Hartwell, Sr.,
president,and Miss Marie EssenIt is not necessary to make a
in Allendale township Jan. 26, 1954. was described as “good.”
last week Friday, awards were Ottawa County Road Commission
burg, assistantsecretary and trea- Following Arraignment
payment on a pledge until March
Plaintiff, who was a passenger in
Hudsonville Police Chief Don Answer Two Alarms
presented in a candlelight cere- deputy.
surer.
a vehicle which collidedwith Pot- Stratton and Deputy Pete Meeuw- Holland firemen were called out in the $150,000 HoUand Hospital
and
Hostessses for the afternoon Two HoUand women waived mony. David
geter’s car, claims he suffered sen said Harrell was thrown from twice Saturday ’afternoon.The "second mile” drive for those who
were Mrs. Elton Van Pern is and examinationSaturday when they Kenny Wright received Lion Two Cars Damaged
permanent Injuries.
the car onto the pavement when it first resutted from rubbish burn- use the quarterly payment plan, Mrs. Visser.
were arraigned on charges of lar- badges and Richard Conant and
In other business, Circuit Court overturned. The car skidded and ing at 13th St. and River Ave. The John F. Donnelly said today,
ceny from a buildingfollowing Steven Van Dyke Bear badges. Two cars were damaged Thursdebris was left when two old build- speaking for the Campaign Execuissued a temporarilyinjunction rolled for 394 feet
their arrest on shopliftingcounts. Den mother pins went to Mrs. day when they collidedat 21st St.
against Earl Van Maurick of HolStratton said the ’52 model car, ings were tom down sever*! tive Committee.Statements,will be Five-Month-OldBaby
Mrs. Jack Kouw, 33 and Mrs. WUiiam Bowerman, Mrs. John and Homestead Ave.
County deputies said the cars were
land and Harvey Bylsma of Grand which was demoHshed, came to a months ago. The second was a sent by the Hospital to all donors.
Donald Kouw, 33, both of route 1, Victor and Mrs. WUiiam SmaU.
The Hospital Campaign office on Diet Unexpectedly
Rapids restraining them from so- halt back on its wheels. A pas- false alarm at 15th St. and CleveEach Cub Den presented a skit driven by John Windlsch. 26, of 428
were freed on $200 bond each pendthe second floor of The Sentinel
West 22nd St. and J^hn Tubbergcn,
liciting customer* using route senger, Lee Conners. 17, Grand land Ave.
Rhonda Sue Van Der Heide, ing their appearance in Grcuit foUowing the theme of "South of 22, of 569 West 21st St. Deputies
Building will be open from 9 a.m.
lists and display racks of the plain- Rapids, was not injured.
the Border.” An added attraction
five
- month - old daughter of Mr. Court Dec. 14.
to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday
tiff, Superior Potato Chip, Inc., of
The two women were arrested was a "Chiquita Banana” song said damage to the WlndUch ’S4
Car Skids on M-21
and on Saturday from 9 a.m. to and Mrs. Robert Van Der Heide of
model car was estimatedat $250
Detroit
tin downtown Holland following a and dance by Kenny Wright.
James De Ridder, 44. of 15 We«t 5 p.m. Volunteer workers on all 349 Lakewood Blvd., died unexLunch was served by Mrs. and at $1,000 to the ’55 model
In its complaintthe Detroit firm Divorce Granted
half-dozen
reports
from
stores
in
19th St., Saturday night escaped committeesare urged to bring all pectedly at home Saturday.
(Special)
Marvin Van Hekken, Mrs. James Tubbergen car. ,
charges Van Maurick, a former GRAND
Surviving are the parents; one HoUand, Zeeland and on M-21 that
injury when his car skidded on signed pledge cards to the camDen Herder and Mrs. Victor..
) employe who quit the Detroit com- A divorce decree was granted in
various
items
had
been
shoplifted.
brother,Wesley; the grandparents,
The tapir of the t:
pany about Dec. 3, has begun sell- Ottawa Circuit Court Thursday af- M-21 near Main St„ and flipped paign office immediately so that
The charges in Zeeland and the
the public may be informed as to Mr. and Mrs. William Van Der
tries is closelyallied
ing Bylsma’a merchandiseon the ternoon to Bobble Kellar of Hol- over on its side. Ottawa County
An
estimated
six
per
cent
of
all
Heide and fllr. and Mrs. Clyde one involving Sneller’s Hardware
route. Plaintiff has asked the land from Veana Kellar. The cou deputies said the '53 model car the progress being made in the
accidents happen to the eyes, i
on M-21 are still p^ding.
Johnson of Holland.
drive
which
ends
on
Dec.
21.
received
minor
%
pie bad no children.
court to determine damages.
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CHRISTMAS STATS

TANK was a senior it Michigan College of Mining and
Technology last year. Now he is a patient at Copper Country
Tuberculosis Sanatoriumat Hancock. A, native of Zeeland he discovered he had tuberculosislast January and was admittedto the
sanatorium. He plans to return to school when he recovers but TB
has stolen valuable time from his life. Jim urges everyoneto buy
and use ChristmasSeals to help fight TB— a disease which infects
people at a rate of about 100 new cases per week here in Michigan.

JIM
PI1E3ENT

TAPE RECORDER — Miss Mary

Rhoades, directorof PrestatieHuis, is shown
(second from right) receiving a tape recorder
which will be used in classes at Prestatie Huis.
The gift wa$ presented at a meeting of the
Rebekah Lodge, donors of the gift, Friday

evening when members gathered for a Christmas
party. Shown left to right are Mrs. Walter Van
Vulpen, finance secretary of Rebekah Lodge;
Mrs. Basil Durfee, Noble Grand; Miss Rhoades
and Mrs. James Crowle, treasurer of the
(Penna- Sas photo)

organization.

and Mrs. Kenneth Schuitema.
One caution, however, no treatOthers present were Mr. and Mrs.
ment should be used on hogs inHenry Hop, Mr. and Mrs. John
tended for market closer than 60
Harsevoort, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
days befor^ sale time.
Lindane controlsboth mange and by Willis 8. Boss, 4-H Club Agent Rynsburger,Mr. and Mrs. James
Richard Machiele,
lice,
which is not true of some maOttawa County can be proud of Smith and Mr. and Mrs. William
County Agricultural Agent
terials on the market.
the eight members who exhibited Austhof, and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Bob Blackburn, inspector for the
in the junior division of the Michi- Vanden Bosch.
Michigan Department of Agricul- Poultry short course at Michigan gan Turkey Festival held in Lan- Considerable progress is being
ture calles to our attention the State Universitybegins Jan. 7. sing. Jack De Witt of Borculo re- made on the local community
regulation of disposing of “pink" The eighMveek sessio.; is arranged ceived an A award and placed building.
The Children's Choir meets on
wheat In 1956 the state legislature to meet the needs of those who third in the junior show. Bill De
passed the ruegon t ith a a ntyla cannot enroll in the four - year Witt and Gary De Witt of Borculo Sunday afternoon after the service.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gruppen and
passed the regulation that any course. G e n e r al management, also received an A award. Gordon
small grain, com, peas, or beans feeding, brooding, rearing, poultry Bruins of Borculo, Howard Tige- Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Talsma betreated with any poison substance hoase construction,marketingand laar of Hudsonviile, Beverly, came members of the local school
shall at the same time be colored incubation are some of the sub- Wayne, and Melvin Bos of Coopers- society at the last meeting.
or dyed a color contrasting with jects. Further information is avail- ville all received B awards. The
the natural color of such grain, able at our office. Applications for county exhibit entering in class
com, peas, or beans so that this enrollment should be made as soon 28 placed second in the state. Conseed is readilyidentified as having as possible.
gratulations to the members for Scouts Set
been treated with poison or injurtheir outstanding job.

Ottawa County
Farm

Ottawa County
4-H News

News

Last of

CUB SCOUr MIKE OOSTERBAAN, nine-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Oosterbaan.118
East 25th St., presents the first copy of the 1957
official Scout calendar to P.T. Cheff, president
of Holland Furnace Company. Holland Furnace
branch office is providing a smaller edition of

Unbeaten

Falls in B

League

the calendar for every Cub Scout and Explorer
in Holland, Saugatuck.Hamilton.FennCille and
Ganges. Official presentation of the calendars to
unit leaders was made by manager Joe Garlick at

the Scoutersannual Christmas party Tuesday
Hall. (Penna-Sq^photo)

night at Zeeland City

gue recreation team toppled Ter
Haar Clothing from the unbeaten
ranks, assuring every team in the

Tuesday, Nov. 20. The turkeys
were made of four prunes, pipe
cleaners, toothpicks and paper
The Ladies Aid Society of First
baking cups. The girls used them
at home on .the Thanksgiving Reformed church elected new oftable. Marcia' Winter treated. Reficers for the ensuing year at its
ported by Karen Madderom,

league of at least one loss, Monday

Scribe.

.Jack and Earl’s Texaco B

Zeeland

lea-

meeting Thursday

afternoon in

Princess Blue Birds of the church parlors.Mrs. C. PlasBeechwoodSchool met Nov. 27. man was elected president to suc-

The

night in the Civic Center. But the
Texacos saw their two-week old

The 3rd grade Busy Blue Birds New officersare: President, Lois ceed Mrs. Clara Madderom. Other,
Van Raalte School met at the Vedder; tfeasurer, Ronda Mills; officers named are Mrs. A. Wiersnight was over.
home of one of our leaders, Mrs. secretary, Susan Van Bragt, and
Paced by Norm Japinga's 12 Robert Grebel. We ,made Christ- scribe,Janice Mulder. We got our ma, treasurer; Mrs. R. Cranmer,
pins we made and started our assistant secretary; Mrs. A. Van
points, Jack and Earl’s downed mas decorations and a’ present for
Christmas
gifts. A Camp Fire and Duine, assistant treasurer.
our mothers. Jackie Brown treatthe clothers, 42-38. Erv Boeve
The program was in charge of
United States flag set were
ed.
Reported
by
Janie
Grebel,
ious substance.
Mrs.
P. Poest. Christmas hymns
picked up eight for the losers.
ordered
for
our
group
which
scribe.
The second section of this reguThe 25th annual West Michigan For
Sherry Palmer donated the money were sung and Scripture was read
Fair
But
the biggest fireworks of the
Janice
Van
Lente
called
our
lation says that no person, firm,
Livestock Show will be held Dec.
from Isaiah 42 and a meditation
night were provided by Dutch meeting to order. Then we elected for. Reported by Scribe, Janice
or corporation shall have in their
18, 19, and 20 at the Civic Audi"The Hope of Christmas" was
Mulder.
Scouts of the Holland - Zeeland NoveMy as they gave Zion Luther- new officers as follows: President,
possession, sell, or offer for sale
torium in Grand Rapids. Parents,
The
Happy
Blue
Birds of Long- read. The annual Christmasparty
Jan
Haynes;
vice
president,
Mariany small grain, corn, peas, or For Local
members, and leaders should plan area will stage their annual Scout an a merciless 102-18 shellacking.
lyn Koeman; treasurer, Priscilla fellow School met at the home of will be held December 13 at 2
beans treated with poison or injurto attend.Judging of steers will be Fair for 1957 at the Civic Center The slaughter outdid the 93 points
their leader, Mrs. Gordon Zuver- p.m. Mrs. William Schipper and
ious substance unless it has been
made two weeks ago by the gaso- Kempker; and scribe, Judy Reinon Wednesday, Dec. 19 at 1 p.m. on Saturday, March 30.
ink on Dec. 3. The meeting was Mrs. F. Vanden Berg served reGilbert
Mouser,
an
experienced
dyed an unnatural color.
line dealers. Gord Grevengoed had king. Then we completedthe ornaThursday,Dec. 20 will be farmers
called to order by the president, freshments.
educator,
will
teach
the
Michigan
Taking
part
will
be
the
45
units
ments
for
Resthaven.
Marilyn
In addition,the law reads that
a huge night with 35 points while
day with agriculturaltopics being
The Ladies Aid meeting of First
Roberta Hallan. Christine ZuverState
University
course
in
"Connone of this seed shall be put into
now active in the area, represent- Bruce Ming added 25. For Zion, Koeman and Janice Haynes
ink gave the secretary’s report Reformed Church was held with
servationEducation" during the presented.
brought
the
treat.
Reported
by
the trade channels to be used
Another future event is the Farm- ing Boy Scouts. Cub Scouts and Red Vanden Berg and Huxhold
and Betsy Aardsnaa gave the Mrs. S. Elhart in charge of the
Judy Reinking.
either as food for humans or ani- winter term in Holland.
To-Prosper Roundup on Dec. 27 at Explorer Scouts. The purpose of were able to slip in eight apiece.
treasurer'sreport. The group program. The theme was “ThanksInterested
area
residents
may
The
Seven
Pixies
met
on
Monmals. No matter how small a quanIn the other game, Teerman’s
Muskegon High School Auditorium.
made arrangementsof pine boughs giving and Thankfulness." Mrs. C.
enroll
in
the
course
by
attending
the
Fair
is
to
give
Scouts
a
chance
day
after
school
at
Mrs.
Tubertity of this type of treated seed
Hardware took a narrow 35-33 dethe first class session on Monday The family programs are arrang- to show what they have learned
for Christmasdecorations for their Madderom,* president, read Scripmight be mixed in with other seeds
cision from Siam’s Mobilgas. Bill gen's home. We made gifts for
night, Jan. 7, 1957. The group will ed to start at 1 p.m. with a seper- and are doing in Scout advancehomes. They sprayed the boughs ture from Psalm 109 and a poem,
our
mothers
for
Christmas.
We
going into the trade channels,
Vryhof of Teerman's led both
ate program for children and one
meet
during
the
winter
term
on
and added painted pine cones. "Thanksgiving ”. She also offered
ment
and
skills.
must be condemned.About 50 cars
teams with 14 tallies and Larry made plans for our Christmas
for the adults in the auditorium.
prayer. Mrs J. Blankenstynread
Plans for the Fair were made
party.
We
are
going
to
have
it on Reported by Nancy Koleans,
of “pink" wheat was seized by Monday nights from 7 to 10 at Hol- We would like to have as many
Brower had 10 for the losers.
a meditation "Thankful Thoughts".
land High School.
scribe.
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
first
Monday,
Dec.
17.
Mary
Ruth
Van
the Michigan Department of AgriBorr’s Bootery trounced SuburMouser, who will come from the members, parents, and leaders at- meeting of the general committee
The Good Luck Blue Birds of Mrs. P. Van Den Bosch read a
culture to prevent entry into food
ban Furniture 55-39. John Klaasen, Liere treated.
tending
as
possible.
East Lansing campus to teach the
Thomas Jefferson School met Dec. meditation,"A Test of Faith,"
held at the Hart & Cooley offices.
The
4th
grade
Blue
Birds
of
St.
channels.
Rog Borr, Dave Kuyers and Ed
and a poem. ‘Thanksgiving.’’The
Blackburn wants us to caution extension course, is an associate On Thursday,Dec. 13. at the Al- Committee chairmen and assist- Bredeweg all had six and Chuck Franck School held their first 3 and made Christmas trees out
of paper. We also made rings for closing hymn was “Now Thank
ants are:
meeting
in
the
auditorium
of
the
all farmers that such wheat on the professorin the department of
Gouloozehad 11 for Suburban.
lendale Christian School, a leader
our Christmas party. Linda Vis- We All Our God.” This year’s
General chairman. George Heerfarm should be burned, buried or fisheriesand wildlife. He organiz- training meeting for electrical
Steffens Market continued on school. A business meeting was
ed
and
directed
file Iowa Teachinga;
assistant,
Ab
Martin.
scher treated.Reported by scribe, Christmas party will be held on
held,
along
with
an
election
of
otherwisedestroyed. Do not feed
the winning trail in C league acDec. 13 at 2 p.m. Mrs. M. Huyser
ers Conservation Camp, one of the leaders is being held to acquaint
Linda Tobias.
Program
:
LaVern
Rudolph,
to livestock',do not mix with other
tion with a 49-27 victory over Fox officers. ’Die officerswere elected
nation’soutstanding programs now them with the new project require- Dean Thompson, George Lumsden.
The Happy and Gay Blue Birds and Mrs. R. Alstead were
as
follows:
President,
Vera
Kay
grain offered in the sale channels.
Jewelers with Ken Ettert>eekgetin operation. He also assisted in ments. The program is scheduled
Participation : Robert G. Rescorof Van Raalte School met on hostesses.
ting 12 for the winners. Ken Held- Lewis; vice president, Linda
At the morning worship service
summer
workshops
in outdoor pro- to start at 8 p.m. with Marvin Heft la, Ivan DeNeff, Chester Smith,
Thursday,
Nov. 29. We sold 138
Ottawa County turkey growers
Zone; treasurer, Loretta Lepo;
er had 10 for Fox.
and Clare Hansen from Consumers
boxes of candy in our candy sale. in Second Reformed Church, the
swept almost the entire show at grams in Bay, Ingham and Mon- Power Co. present to lead the dis- Miner Meindertsma.
scribe,
Margaret
Wayman.
We
also
Botsis Beverage edged West
Arrangements : B e r n a r d ShaWe made a kitten out of wash Rev. H. Englund preached the
the Michigan Turkey Festival held roe Counties.
End Merchants45-42 with Bill discussed plans for the coming
The
course will grant three term cussion and to give instruction.
shaguey,
Otto
Dressel.
cloths and soap. Sandra Berens sermon, "Two Points of View" and
last week. The grand champion
year.
Reported
by
scribe,
MarAttendance:Bruce G. VanLeeu- Kurth getting 30 of the points. garet Wayman.
brought us treats. Reported by the choir sang the anthems "Halletom and hen in the open class, hours of graduate or undergraduOttawa County has a total of , Ger dlaick. b
ate credit
lujah. Amen," and "Cherubim
wenm Whitey Witteveenhad 22 for the The Lucky "13" Blue Birds of scribe, Janice Sasamoto.
the grand champion tom and hen
losers.
Overkamps
Washer
Part
1,324 different boys and girls en- w’en, Gerald Emmick.
The Washington3rd Grade Blue Song.’’ At the evening service his
in the light class were exhibited Michigan State is offering this
Longfellow
School
met
Dec.
3
at
sneaked by Kitchen Planning, 34rolled in 1,815 projects in 1956. The
Publicity : L. E. To w e, Don
Birds met Dec. 4. The girls made topic was, "The Great Resurrecby the Zeeland Hatchery. The re- course at Holland in response to
27 as Eugene Vander Sluis had the home of Mrs. Swartz. We
numerous
requests by area teach girls’ clothing project enrollment Scholten.
a Christinaspresent for their tion” and the choir sang, "Rise,
serve champion oven - ready hen
worked
on
our
project
while
Susan
17 for the Washers’and Ken Maroutnumbered all the rest of the
was shown by Wiersma Brothers ers and other interested adults. projects with 636 members enroll- Special Guests: Lawrence A. link had nine for the Planners.
Topp served a treat. Plans were mothers.Games were played be- Arise." Next Sunday, Dec. 16, the
Wade. Robert DeBruyn.
Tcens-for-Christ will sing Christof Zeeland; the reserve champion The MSU off-campus educational
decided for a Mother and Daugh- fore the work session. Barbara
program makes it possible for ed. Boy's handicraft followed with
Tickets will go on sale about the
mas Carols at the Church entrance
Hyma
and
Susan
Schaaftenaar
light tom was shown by the Pine
ter tea, and we made invitations
271 enrolled.Conservation had 238 middle of February. A kickoff dintreated. Reported by Scribe, oefore the evening sendee.
Man
Waives on Charge
Creek Turkey Roost; the reserve adults to work towards degrees,
for
our
mothers.
Mrs.
Oosterhof
members. Photography,Crops, ner for committee members and
For a Christmas project the
champion light hen by Wiersma. to gain new skills and to improve
s our assistant leader. Reported Karen Madderom.
Vegetables, Flowers, Dairy, Food unit representativeswas tentative- Involving Stolen Turkeys
Junior Department of Second ReThe reserve champion oven-ready themselvesprofessionally,without
by Linda Van Duren.
Preparation,
Electric,
Food
Prely set for the evening of Jan. 31.
formed Church Sunday School will
tom was the only award given to traveling to the campus for EvenDie Chummy Blue Birds of St Bethel Ladies Aid Has
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
servation were some of the other
ing College work.
collect cleaned and mended warm
a member outside of Ottawa CounWaldon Levera Tyler, 32, Spring Francis de Sales School met with
Information about the course projects that had quite a large enclothing,blankets, boots and rubty.
Mrs. Nellie Klumper, 73, Lake, waived examination on a their leaders, Mrs. Chester Kowal- Potlack Sapper, Party
may
be obtained from the office of rollment.
bers for the Indian children, up
I think these folks should be
ski,
Mrs.
Willard
Beelen
and
charge of receiving stolen properBethel Reformed Church Ladies to 12 years of age,” at the WinneDies at Cutlerville
commended for their fine job at the local superintendent of schools
Barbara
Duffj)? Judy Kowalski
ty,
when
arraigned
in
Municipal
or from the instructorat the first
Aid and Auxiliary, with associate bago, Neb., orphanage.
the show. It shows that the breedthe meeting with a prayer
ZEELAND (Special Mrs. Court Tuesday afternonand fur- opened
members, held a potluck supper
A Christmas program and tea
ers in this county are doing an class session.
Nellie Roozcnraad Klumper, a nished 3100 bond for his appear- We answered the roll call with and mystery friend party Tuesday will be presented by Group 3 to
excellent job as far as selection
names
of
birds.
We
said
our
Blue
Mr. and Mrs. Johannas Schout, longtime Zeeland resident, di e d ance in Circuit Court Friday.
night in the church basement.
members and guests of the Ladie*
and breeding df quality turkeys is Board of Trustees
Minnie Olminkhof, and Mrs. Jennie Tuesday afternoon at the Christian Tyler allegedlybought 12 Bird Wish and sang the Blue Bird
Mrs. G. Reinink led opening de- Aid of Second Reformed Church,
concerned. We offer these folks
Song.
Then
we
made
bells
for
turkeys
from
some
minors
who
Luurstema spent Wednesday after- PsychopathicHospital in Cutiervotions. Serving the supper were on Thursday afternoon. A choir
Feted at Resthaven
our congratulations.
had stolen them from the Edward Christmas.Karen Holcomb treatthe Mesdames J. Drnek, Charles from the Waukazoo School will
The annual Christmas party at noon with Mrs. John Schout. Mr. ville. She was 73.
ed. Reported by Marilyn Munro.
Schout also called on Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Klumper was a member of Remwolt Turkey farm in MuskeDams and Gerrit Nioboer.
present the program. Mrs. D.
If you are in need of additional Resthaven was held Tuesday eveThe Bibbidi Bobbidi Blue Birds
Kieskamp
at the EastmanvilleIn- First Reformed Church in Zeeland gon on or about Sept. 20. Tyler
Following supper, Mrs. H. Wyngarden will conduct devotions
income tax blanks for filing your ning with the members of the
of
Lincoln
School
met
Monday
promised
to
pay
the
boys
35
for
firmary.
and was active in church affairs
Rozendal spoke on the devotional and Mrs. J. De Vries will be in
1956 report we have extra copies board of trustees and their wives
The annual congregational meet- until her illnessthree years ago. every turkey they brought to him, after school at Mrs. Wenzel’s theme, "Christmas Star." Follow- charge of the nursery.
of this available for you. Drop in as guests.
ing will be held tonight at 8 for She was a teacher of the L i g ht but the boys hadn’t received their home. We finishedour tissue dolls ing the singing of Christmas carAt the mid-week services on
and drop us a line. Also we have The program was presented by
the purpose of electing deacons Bearers class, a member of the money from Tyler for the turkeys and talked about what we will ols, gifts were exchanged and my1956 Farmers Tax Guide No. 225 the Hopeives, an organization of
Thursday
evening at 7:30 p.m. the
in question before they were -tak- make our mothers for Christmas
stery friends revealed.
Ladies Aid and the Mission Circle
topic for discussionwill be, “Paul’s
which explains both income tax the wives of Hope College students. and elders.
John Geurink, Jr., has requested and was the church librarian. Mrs. en into custody and appeared in Melanie Hibma brought the treat
Games were played, in charge of First Letter to Corinth."
and social security tax in detail. The Christmas program in diathe transfer of his membership to Klumper was also in the insurance the Muskegon county p r o b a te Reportedby scribe, Sandra Bruis- the Mesdames Ben Kole, John
There is a change this year in pay- logue form, interspersed with
court.
chart.
the Philadelphia Christian Reform- business.
Ligtvoet, Chester Van Nuil and
ing social security tax that all far- Christmas songs, portrayed the
The arrest was by state police.
The Seven Dwarfs met Nov. 29 John Van Vuren. The rooms were Mrs. Ben Velthouse
ed
Church.
Survivors
include
one
son.
mers should know about regarding Christmas celebrationsof the past.
Mrs. Marvin Klomparens, a new attractively decorated by the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bos and Frederick, Jr., of Cutlervilleand
their employes who qualify under President Benjamin Lemmen
mother is helping us. We auto- Mesdames Merle Does, Melvin Honored on Birthday
Beverly
Jo
came
to
the
local two brothers, the Rev. Arthur
the social security law. In any called upon William Brouwef to
graphed each others scrapbooks Groteler, William Hovenga and S.
church
from
the Bethel Christian Rbozenraad of Nutley, N. J., and
event I think it is a good idea lead in singing old Dutch Psalms.
Mrs. Ben Velthouse was guest of
and pasted pictures,’ Blue Bird Wolters.
Reformed Church of Zeeland.
Christian Roozenraad,principalof
to. have someone who is fully acSecretary Paul E. Hinkamp told
honor at a Tuesday noon luncheon
Wish,
and
Sentinel
writeups
All boys 12 through 15 meet after Sexton High School in Lansing.
It was announcedthe annual carquainted with the tax setup to fill about the paying up of the final
them. We drew names for Christ- ol sing for shut-ins will be held given on her 70th birthdayannithe service Sunday morning to
out your returns for you.
versary. It was held at the home
Indebtedness oT the building and
mas and made plans for Christ- Dec. 19.
form a Boys Club.
of Mrs. Harvey Vander Veen,
grounds, and outlined some of the
Holiday
Party
Held
mas gifts. New officers for Decemroute 3.
We have two Ottawa County far- plans for future expansion. He also Nursery attendants next Sunday
ber are: President, Stephanie
will be Ruth Petroelje and Mrs. By IHontello Group
mers who will be exhibitinga pen offered prayer. "
Guests were Mrs. Velthouse'*
Leandro
Moralez,
51,
Karsten; treasurer,Sandy Van
of swine at Farmers Week in the
children. Mrs. Fred Meyer, Mrs.
Mrs. Belle Knight expressed the Gerald Dries inga.
Kampen; secretary, Pamela Succumbs at Hospital
All children seven years and unMontello Park Mothers Club held
Harry Klynstra and Mrs. Ralph
Swine Feeding contest This is a gratitude of the residents of the
Slayer; scribe Sharon Simpson.
der
practiced
for
the
Sunday
School
its
annual
Christmas
party
in
the
Sietsema of Allendale,Mrs. Henry
good contest to enter into and we Home for the evening’s program,
Reported by Linda Mulder, scribe.
Leandro Moralez, 51, route 4. Dys and Mrs. Egbert Velthouse of V
hope that in the future we will and for the fine atmosphere pre- Christmas program which will be school gym Monday evening. Mrs.
The Seven Dwarfs and Bouncing Holland, (Olive Township),died North Blendon, Mrs. Andrew Van
held Thursday evening Dec. 20.
Audrey Jacobusseled devotions in
have additionalparticipantsin this vailing at Resthaven.
Blue
Birds of BeechwoodSchool Monday morning at Blodgett Hos- Bronkhorstof Jenison and Mrs.
The
Christian
Fellowship
sociekeeping
with
Christmas.
A
brief
good project.
Gifts were distributedby Presiwent to Jansen’s Turkey Farm In pital, Grand “Rapids, following a Bernard Velthouse and the honored
ty is sponsoring a hymn sing to be business meeting was held with 40
dent Lemmen to the Matron and
Zeeland, on Nov. 20. Mt%. Alvin short illness. He was born Feb. guest of Holland. Also present
members present.
Now is the time of the year when her assistants,from the board of held Dec. 23 at 7:30.
Johnson and Mrs. Marvin Klom- 27, 1905 in Texas and came to Hol- were Bennie Velthouse, Leona
Games were played and prizes
hog mange will be showing up. trustees.The Hopeives presented Gene Bos, son of Mr. and Mrs.
parens drove. Reported by scribe. land with his family three yeaira Klynstra, Steve and Tommy Van
Gerrit Bos, and Miss Ardith Lynn awarded. Lunch was served from
Trouble usually shows up as a gifts to the residents.
Linda
Mulder.
De
Jonge
were
united
in
marriage
ago. He was employed at Baker Bronkhorst*Mark Velthouse and
an
attractive
table,
decorated
by
rough scaley skin. This is caused
Refreshments were served.
The Pixie Blue Birds of Beech- Furniture Co.
November 29 at the First Re- Mrs. Russell Tague. Mrs. Betty
Joan Vander Veen.
by tiny mites which bore into the
wood School met in the school Surviving are the wife,
formed Church in Zeeland.. The Neff poured. The lunch committee
skin of the swine. Usually the ani
library Monday, Nov. 26. We made Leonarda;four sons, Gregory,
couple will make their home on included Mrs. Ruth Goodyk, Mrs.
mals will be scraping and rubbing Civil Suits Filed
Christmas presents. We each had Jesus, Leandro, Jr., and Robert, Extension Group Has
Amy Kramer, Mrs. Barbara
themselves almost continuously. GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two 12th Street in Holland.
a turn telling what we did on all of Holland; eight daughters, Annual Yale Party
•Sir.
and
Mrs.
Lawrance
Redder
Dryer,
Mrs.
Doris
Langworthy
ant
The hair is usually thin where af- suits were filed Tuesday in Ottawra
Thanksgiving Day.
talked Delia, Emma, Ida, Linda, Elbia,
Mrs. Sylvia Kraal.
fected with mange. It is easily con- Circuit Court against Angelina Me left Friday on a trip to Florida.
CALVIN R. HONING. Sea- about plans for our Christmas Alice, Alveza and Dora, all at Virginia Park Home Extension
Miss Duetta Luurtsema left by
trolled with Lindane. Use 4 pounds Cord of Holland, each seeking
man Apprentice, son of Mr. party. Reported by Judith Ann home; six grandchildren;his members were entertained at the
of 25 percent wettable powder to 320,000judgment.The cases were plane on Dec. 1 to spend a couple
Hendrick Brinkwertb
and Mrs. Bert Koning. 185 Van Oosterhout.
mother, Mrs. Frandsca Moralez of home of Mrs. Frank Camp Mon100 gallons of water or three level brought ty Riekus H. Mulder of weeks in Florida with Mr. and
East 29th St, is now at the
The 3rd grade Blue Birds of Texas; two brothers in New Mexi- day evening for their annual Christablespoons to 3 gallons of water. Holland and his wife, Jennie M., Mrs. A. Vander Laan.
Dies at Local Hospital
U.S. Naval ReceivingStation
Washington School met Tuesday co and two sistersin Texas.
mas party. Co-hostess was Mrs. M.
A regular knapsack sprayer can in connection with permanent in- A neighborhoodgathering was
at
Norfolk,
Va.,
awaiting
Nov. 26. We made pixies out of
Funeral services will be held Susie.
held
on
Nov.
28
at
the
home
of
Hendrick
Brinkwertb,
72,
of
20
juries
received
by
Mrs.
Mulder,
75,
be used. Hogs should be wet down
transfer to USS Shasta AE-9.
peanuts, pipe cleaners and paint. Saturday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra FunMrs. Edwin Fuder conducted dethoroughly on a nice sunny day last Oct. 16 when she was struck Mrs. Girrit Essenburg. Those pres- West 13th St., died Monday noon
The Norfolk Naval Receiving
The girls also turned In money eral Chapel with the Rev. Edwin votions and also was in charge of
when the weather is mild. In ad- by a car at Van Raalte Ave. and ent were Mesdames J. Boersen, J. in Holland Hospital followinga two
Station, commanded by
and made reports on the Camp A. Thome officiating.Burial will games. Gifts were exchanged. Mrs.)
dition to tpraying the animals, hog 17th St in Holland. Mrs. Mulder Gruppen, G. R. Essenburg, G. weeks illness. He came to this
Captain J.C.G. Wilson, USN,
Ftre Candy they sold. Diane De be iti Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Doris Shoemaker was welcomed
country from the Netherlands in
houses should be sprayed thor- Is still a patient in Holland Hos- Terpstra and P. Dlepenhorst.
processes approximately 8,000
Waard treated.Reportedby Karen Triends may meet the family at into the club.
Neighborsgathered at the home 1923 and had been employed by
oughly, floors, walls, and ceilings. pital. Her husband is seeking rethe Dykstra Chapel Friday from
men a month on their way to
Madderom, scribe.
The January meeting will be
It is also well to spray around imbursement for hospital and doc- of Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers on Heinz Pickle Co.
The Washington 3rd grade Blue 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. The rosary held at the home of Mr*. Lee
and from Naval activities all
Only survivors are nieces and
the houses. Brood sows should be tors’ expenses incurred by his Thursday evening Nov. 31. This was
BiiVs made turkey favors on Will be recited Thursday at 8 p.m. Hessler,,,
over the world.
w'Jf
a get acquai^ed party for Mr. nephews in the Netherlands.
sprayed a
scoring record eclipsed before the
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